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11/l/92 #l HATONN various wars, in waiting to see what you do “anything” but no longer shall I ask 

will do. On THIS day, the prayers are heavy them to bear so much while losing every- 
for this place for even Dharma must pray thing including themselves. 

THOUGHTS TO “MAKE IT” that change comes for the panel of judges For you who so graciously remembered 
deciding the very fate of their home-waits Dharma personally, she is without words 

As the days pass through and that for Wednesday to see if Perot is seated. If to know how to thank you. Please KNOW 
which comes seems pointed and gloomy- either of the other two are placed into that the abundance of love is recognized. 
remember, it is only because as we focus leadership-the vision is clear. The Judi- Know too, that anyone making investment 
on the problems which must be attended, cial System is in the final closing down of has nothing to do with THIS. That is 
YOU MUST ALSO FIND THE BEAUTY. Our freedom of ownership by any “person” and separate and apart from any of the writings 
mission does not leave us with the privilege the sledge will begin to fall upon your except wherein ones have asked to have 
of abundant space or time for that which is heads-ON WEDNESDAY! funds used for publications. Those too, are 
only spiritual and wondrous. As we get There shall be an attempt at a Grand covered-that is WHY we must now take 
MAN AWAKENED and things moving so Jury hearing in this matter [of the Ekker’s care of those, too, for distribution will be all 
that you can reclaim freedom- then how dwelling]-but as we, have shown you from but impossible following reelection of Bush 
glorious shall it be! First we must stop the “everywhere”- the Grand Juries are but OR Clinton. The Elite have ways of stop- 
“bleeding” that the life can continue. tools of the corrupt Judicial System! If you ping all flow-all publications are already 

By the time you see this it will be past will not have voted for freedom on Tuesday, being shifted to ONE OVERSEAS OPERA- 
elections in America for the great, great friends, we may as well start shutting down TION COMPANY THROUGH NEW YORK 
majority of you. I hope you will have for we will be openly attacked and I shall AND ALL PUBLICATIONS WILL COME 
heeded common sense-put aside the lies not ask those consequences of our work- UNDER THE CENSORSHIP OF THOSE 
and misprojections of the evil conspiracy ers-YOU WILL HAVE MADE A CHOICE! WELL-CHOSEN PEOPLE. 
and voted for CHANGE. For on Wednes- I am writing this today, prior to the Wha will it be diffeerent if Perot wins? 
day, if Perot is in office-THINGS MUST election, so that it does not appear that it Because _vou-the-people cared enowh 
CHANGE. The world is on hold, except for is “afterthought”. My people are willing to 
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Incredible ’ 
Randy 
Weaver 
Updates 
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This is WHY the ‘fured polls” show 
Perot with never more than 14 to 16 per- 
cent. How else CAN THEY EXPLAIN THE 
FIXED ELECTION? They can just come 
forth in response to your inquiries that 
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The Ma 
The Adders 

(Editor’s note: The story continues here 
where we lej? off on page 38 of last week’s 
LIBERATOR, at the end of the 1 O/25/ 92 # 1 
Writing.) 

10126192 #2 HATONN 

Again, for a bit of calming inspiration I 
turn to Silverhawk to share and gain sta- 
bility and purpose, mission and direction 
before we enter again into the “mark of the 
beast” in which the very telling bombards 
the soul with dankness. 

“WE ARE THE MIN-UTEMEN OF THE 
GREAT SPlRiT, WE HOLD THE TRUST 
OF WD 
W?3WFoRTHUNToVlCl.ORY, WEARE 
THE ONE WITH OUR STAR, WE RLDE 
THE MIGHTY WHIRLWIND, WE SEE 
BEYOND THE VEIL, 
ALL LIES WILL TURN To DUST lN US, 
WITH LIGmNmG WE PREVAIL 
THE TME HAS COME UPON US, To 
TAKE OUR ST’FAND WALK 
WrrH EYE OF LIGHT AND WORDS OF 
TRUTH, ALL MYSTERY WE UNLOCK 
THE DARK IS FmLNG QUICKLY NOW, 
FORE THE MIGHTY SON/SUN 
FORE LONG WE ALL WILL REALLZ?Z, LN 
TRUTH WE ALL ARE ONE 

. . . WHEN MAN FINDS FELL0 WSHlP 
WlTH GOD AGAIN... 

HIS WORD IS LA w... 
HIS VOICE IS THUNDER... 

HIS EYES ARE LIGHTNlNG 
HIS LIFE IS E VERLASTmG.. . n 

AMEN, AH HO 

THE RANGER 
*** 

TO CONTINUE, 

The Mark Of The Beast 

TYING IN WITH DANIEL 

Now you are getting some more tying 
in with Daniel. The dragon that stood 
before the woman, ready to devour her 
child as soon as it was born, had seven 
heads and ten horns. (Revelation) Daniel’s 
fourth beast, which was the Roman Em- 
pire, had ten horns. The dragon of course 
is Satan. Here you have the tie-in empha- 

Let us now get back to the Book of 
Revelation. We will go on to the thirteenth 
chapter, where we are beginning to come to 
the beasts. John says, “I stood upon the 
sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out 
of the sea.. .” So remember now, this beast 
is coming up out of the great mass of the 
non-Israel enosh people, a beast having 
seven heads and ten horns. What did the 
dragon have? Seven heads and ten horns, 
and the dragon of course is always 
representative of Satan. “And upon his 
horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the 
name of blasphemy. And the beast which 
I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet 
were as the feet of a bear, and his mouth as 
the mouth of a lion.” It designates one 
beast, but having the composite charac- 
teristics of the earlier ones, so that, whereas 
each of these had originally in its turn 
been, all by itself, a world empire; now you 
have somethingwhich would succeed them, 
which would take in all of these previous 
empires and all the same satanic charac- 
ter. 

You will remember, the people of 
Israel on their march out of western Asia, 
from the southerly end of the Caspian Sea, 
some of them came up around the eastern 
side of the Caspian Sea, others came up 
around the westerly side of it, through the 
Caucasus Mountains. And north of the 
Caspian Sea theyjoined forces again, moved 
along the easterly end of the Black Sea, 
crossed the Crimean Peninsula, found the 
Danube Valley, and started northwesterly 
up into Europe. But it took them across 
the path taken by the invading Mongolian 
Huns under Attila. 

“And the dragon gave him his power 
and his seat, and great authority. And I 

Satan would have been trying to cut 
them off, the people of Israel, from getting 
to their ancient homelands. The frightful 
numbers of these Huns, had they been and 
remained in the path of them, could have 

saw one of his heads as it were wounded literally overrun them and exterminated 

rk Of The Beast 
ary’s Historical Mission 

sizing the satanic character of the Roman 
Empire. Remember what it degenerated 
into, under the emperors. In its early days 
under the republic, they produced some 
men of stern and great character although, 
even at that stage, their morals had de- 
cayed pretty badly. Under the emperors it 
reached the point where it could not have 
gotten any worse-about like Hollywood 
today, plus more murders. 

Satanism is the unifying theme which 
runs through all of this, showing its origin. 
The dragon stood before the woman to 
devour her son. Herod the Edomite “Jew” 
[H: To have “meaning” of definition to 
you readers, we are reduced to labeling 
(incorrectly but nonetheless for your 
perception and intent) by the now ac- 
cepted term u Jew”], you remember, tried 
to murder the infant YJesusA (Esus 
Immanuel), and in the second chapter of 
Matthewwe are told about that. He slaugh- 
tered all the male children up to the age of 
two, in Bethlehem, just to make sure that 
he wouldn’t fail to kill the right one. So you 
see, if you ever needed it, this is further 
confirmation of the satanic origin and char- 
acter of those “JewsA. 

unto death; and his deadly wound was 
healed: and all the world wondered after 
the beast. And they worshipped the dragon 
which gave power unto the beast; and they 
worshipped the beast, saying, Who is like 
unto the beast? Who is able to make war 
with him? And there was given unto him a 
mouth speaking great things and blasphe- 
mies and power was given unto him to 
continue forty and two months. And he 
opened his mouth in blasphemy against 
God, to blaspheme His name, and His 
tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven. 
And it was given unto him to make war with 
the saints, and to overcome them and 
power was given to him over all kindreds, 
and tongues, and nations. And all that 
dwell upon the earth shall worship him, 
whose names are not written in the book of 
life of the Lamb slain from the foundation 
of the world.” (Revelation 13: l-8) 

It is interesting to note some of the 
symbolism here, for you are dealing with 
something smaller than world wide condi- 
tions, you are dealing with a single king- 
dom. Rivers are often used to symbolize a 
mass of people; Assyria and Egypt espe- 
cially have been thus symbolized. In Rev- 
elation 12 verse 15, speaking of that woman 
Israel who was persecuted by the dragon, 
it says, “And the serpent cast out of his 
mouth water as a flood after the woman, 
that he might cause her to be carried away 
of the flood.” That would seem most likely 
to refer to the floodlike invasion of the 
Huns under Attila, in the middle 400s A.D. 



them, or at least swept them up in the mass 
relized them. But God didn’t 
God had promised, in Isaiah 43 

“Wheri thou passest through the 
aters, I will be with thee; and through the 

ey shall not overflow thee,” 
hen this flood of the Huns came, to 

and carry them away, God held 
them back until the people of Israel had 
crossed his path. The very southern-most 

ortion of them were stir1 in the path of the 
vading Huns, but the rest of them had 

moved north, on up into Germany and on 
to the Scandinavian peninsula. 

and were in t 

y, sacked the city of Rome 
as I say, as a body, ~though t 

ably left a few stragglers behind, 

Then later, almost ageneration later, 
as the flood of the Huns was coming in now, 
snapping right at their heels, the 
Ostrogoths, the east Goths, split; some of 
them drove north, clear to the shores of the 
Baltic where they formed northeastern 
Germany, and part ~~~~~ ‘split off and 
went westward into northern Italy-and 
those remained there. They set up a Gothic 
kingdom that lasted for some years in 
northern Italy, although eventually they 
were overthrown, but their people remained 
there. In Italy you will find today, in 
northern Italy, tall, blond, blue-eyed people 
who are in no way related, racially, to the 
short, swarthy people of southern Italy and 
Sicily. Those are the people now remaining 
of that Gothic invasion. 

In tying down, firmly, our in terpre ta- 
tion of the significance of water, in symbol- 
ism, the Book of Revelation, in chapter 17 
verses 1 and 15, shows that the Bible is 
consistent in its symbolism, it being used 
the same in the Book of Revelationas it was 
in the Old Testament. John said, “And 
there came one of the seven angels which 
had the seven veils, and talked with me 
saying unto me, Come hither, I will show 
unto thee the judgment of the great whore 
that sits upon many waters. And he said 
unto me, the waters which thou sawest, 
where the whore sits, are peoples and 
multitudes, and nations, and tongues.” 
So out of the sea, this conglomerate mass 
of all the non-Israel people, rises this com- 
posite beast, that has in one beast the 
identifying characteristics of all four of the 
beasts that Daniel saw separately in his 

s show that it is 

Daniel then says, “I saw one of his 
heads as it were wounded unto death; and 
his deadly wound was healed; and all the 
world wondered after the beast.” (Revela- 
tion 13:3) Now the head of the western 
Roman Empire was wounded by the 
Visigoths in A.D. 4 10, wounded unto death 
it would seem, because they not only took 
away everything that had been under Ro- 
man domination in that area, but they 
captured and looted the city of Rome itself. 
The city was attacked by the Vandals in 
455 A.D. and the Ostrogoths in 493 A.D., 
and then Theodoric the king of the 
Ostrogoths made himself king of all Italy. 

will have all 

specifk projections-BUT THE 
UITY OF THE SAME PEOPLES 

AND ACTIONS IN THEIR PURSUIT FOR 
ULTIMATE WORLD DOMINATION OVER 
THE GODLY PEOPLE OF THE GLOBE. 
ALWAYS THE SAME GROUPINGS WILL 
APPEAR AGAIN AND AGAIN DOING THE 
SAMEWARRINGEVIL.] . 

Rome had now changed from amili- 
tary and political capital to a religious 
capital; it was of no serious military or 
political importance after about 400 A.D. 
The capital of the empire, in a political 
sense, had been moved to Byzantium 
(Constantinople) in 330 A.D. So here was 
one head of the beast, it would appear, 
wounded as it were unto death. [H: You 
must also realize that “religiorP is the 
greatest UPOLITICALn action of ALL.] 

These events had occurred in the 
meantime: The Emperor Constantine had 
issued his edict of toleration of Christianity 
in the year 313 A.D. Before that time, 
paganism was the leading power in Rome; 
the emperors were deified and worshipped 
as gods, along with all the others: Jupiter, 
Mars, Venus, and so on. 

So Christianity became an offkially 

recognized and tax-supported religion. (H: 
Proof of its political nature!?] Just how 
much of a Christian Constantine was, is 
something that is open to very consider- 
able debate. w: Well, he was smart 
enough to handle it politically, was he 
not? He is sometimes carelessly re- 
ferred to as the ‘Virst Pope”.] He put up 
statues of pagan gods in Rome: all of this 
after he issued his edict of toleration of 
Christianity in 313. In 324 A.D., this 
Pontifex Maximus, this chief priest ofJupi- 

presided over the Christian Council of 

There was a great deal of 
_ . I _ _ 
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said, ‘We have three gods, Father, Son and 
Holy Ghost, and they are three different 
individuals, and somehow or other t~e~ 

still one-but it is a great mystery 
ause we have no understanding of it at 

all.” And believe me, it was a mystery to 
them, all right. The others said, ‘NO, we 
have one God.” [H: And, world, how far 
have you come to this day?] 

They were quarreling bitterly over 
that point, and this council was called at 
the demand of Constantine. He said, ‘You 
are not going to continue fighting over this; 
you are going to a council and get together 
and decide this.” It so happened that at 
this Council of 
outnumbered th 

monotheistic religion, continued to be a 
polytheism of three gods who in some 

own way constituted Go 
old democracy at wor ust 

what you want, right or wrong. 
ems quite obvious to me that the fat 

are that you have ONE GOD but one who 
manifests Himself in many ways as pre- 
sented in the One, but who is also the 
Holy Spirit-and the “Father”. Good 
old Constantine who is often dubbed 
that first Pop8was actually not even a 
Christian and was not baptized or sanc- 
tioned until he was on his very death- 
bed, in the year 337 A.D.] 

Up to about 376 A.D. the Roman 
Senate had a statue of “victory”, where 
they burned incense to this goddess of 
victory, at the opening of each session. The 
rise to power of the bishops of Rome began 
when Pope Leo the Great persuaded Attila 
the Hun to accept a huge money bribe [H: 
Really, things don’t change at all, do 
they?] offered by the emperor, instead of 
capturing and looting the city of Rome, in 
452 A.D. And by the middle 700s A-D., 
Rome was really governed by the Pope. 

Let us have a respite break please. 
Thank you. 

10/28/92 N2 HATONN 

CHARLEMAGNE 

Let us briefly continue with 
Charlemagne in passing and then end this 
volume for we are making it too difficult for 
our indexers if we go to greater volumes of 
information in sequenced JOURNALS. It is 
like trying to index a year’s quantity of 
separate U.S.News And World Report is- 
sues-one by one. We are told over an 
over, however, that this indexing makes 

ference worth the time and space 
to you who 

As we left offwith 
-Rx- ~~~~j~~~~. with .v 
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‘head” had been severely wounded as if it 
were unto death, but Charlemagne revived 
the empire in Europe. You can look it up 
and recall that he was King of Gaul, then he 
conquered and made himself master of 
Italy and practically all of Germany, as well 
as his own country, Gaul, which today is 
called France. He conquered and ruled 
part of Spain, as well as some islands in the 
Mediterranean. He became an emperor in 
fact by his own ability, but in the city of 
Rome he was crowned as Emperor of the 
Romans by the Pope Leo III. This, by the 
way, was the first time that an emperor had 
ever been crowned by a pope, and is the 
basis for the Catholic claim that the pope 
has the right to rulership over kings. 

Charlemagne was there for a celebra- 
tion of his taking over all of Italy and, while 
he was there, the Pope came out with a 
crown in his hands and put it on 
Charlemagne’s head and said, “I crown 
you Emperor of the Romans.” Well, as far 
as Charlemagne was concerned, why quar- 
rel about it? He already’was; so, if they 
wanted to recognize him as such, that was 
all right. But the Church, ever since, has 
claimed that authority. So Charlemagne 
ruled as emperor until 810 A.D., but they 
continued now to call this thing the Roman 
Empire, thereafter, the Holy Roman Em- 
pire, because the pope claimed the power 
to create and depose kings as a divine 
prerogative. 

So the deadly wound was healed. Re- 
member, it said the people ‘...worshipped 
the dragon which gave power unto the 
beast, and they worshipped the beast, say- 
ing, Who is like unto the beast? who is able 
to make war with him?” (Reuelation 13:4). 
Well, Charlemagne overran the Saxon 
peoples of Germany, the Visigothic peoples 
of Spain (both of them Israelites), as well as 
the various turbulent peoples of Italy; he 
was victorious everywhere. But by 888 
A.D. his dynasty fizzled out. Whereas the 
founder of this dynasty was Charles the 
Great, the last two kings were known as 
Charles the Bald and Charles the Fat-and 
so it fizzled out. 

In the absence of a strong emperor, Italy 
especially was torn by constant warfare 
between the various petty princes and in- 
dependent cities. Anybody who could con- 
quer a village of 400 people set himself up 
as a duke and aspired to conquer a neigh- 
boring village of 200 people and become an 
emperor, so there was an utterly intoler- 
able chaos. These people were constantly 
fighting among themselves. In otherwords, 
you never could live at peace in your own 
city. If the petty ruler of your own city was 
not drafting you into his army, to try to 
conquer the village 20 miles away, the 
ruler of that village 20 miles away was 
trying to conquer your city. And they were 
in desperate need of some strong authority 
to plj t down all this chaos. So they wor- 

shipped the beast, as it says. Whatever city 
or petty kingdom was getting the worst of 
it, always appealed to some other more 
powerful king for rescue. And the rescue 
always meant that you were absorbed into 
the kingdom of the rescuer. 

While the empire lasted, it was the 
emperor’s policy to not allow any petty 
kinglet to grow strong enough to unify 
Italy. And both during the times when they 
had an emperor ruling, and in the intervals 
between, the pope& exerted all their influ- 
ence to the same effect. The popes already 
ruled some lands in central Italy, given 
them by earlier kings, and they wanted to 
extend their power. So, Charlemagne’s 
dynasty ran out in 888 A.D. 

After about a century of chaos, the 
Italians called on Otho I, King of Germany, 
to come and rescue them from the Hungar- 
ians who were at that time devastating 
Lombardy in the north, and the Saracens 
from Africa, who ruled Sicily, and were 
seeking to take over southern Italy. 

After making two expeditions into Italy 
to restore order, Otho I was crowned em- 
peror by Pope John XII in 962 A.D. This 
new emperor was the German king and his 
new empire thereafter was called the Holy 
Roman Empire, and it claimed to exist as 
such until the year 1806-186 years ago. 

Now, after speaking of this strange com- 
posite beast, with the characteristics of all 
four that Daniel had seen rising out of the 
sea, John goes on, in Revelation 13, verses 
11 and 12: ‘And I beheld another beast 
coming up out of the sea,” (remember- 
but this one came up out of the earth) 
‘...and he had two hornsasalamb, and he 
spoke as adragon. And he exercised all the 
power of the first beast before him, and 
caused the earth and them which dwell 
thereon to worship the first beast, whose 
deadly wound was healed.” 

This next beast, this one that had two 
horns like a lamb but spoke as a dragon, 
this is the papacy; it came up out of the 
earth, not out of the sea. In the many times 
the words “earth” or “worldn have been 
used symbolically in the Bible, it always 
refers to the so-called prophetic earth or 
world. They were the areas near the Medi- 
terranean Sea and contained the nations 
which were covered by these earlier proph- 
ecies. In other words, when the earlier 
prophets talked about the whole world, 
and so forth, they were not talking about 
Germany and Scandinavia, they were not 
talking about the American continent, they 
were not talking about China. None of 
these areas came in any way in contact 
with the peoples who made up the pro- 
phetic world at the time of our discussion. 

NEBUCHADNEZZAR’S OTHER 
DREAM 

Nebuchadnezzar had another dream, 
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chelas: he dreamed about a tree, which 
symbolized himself in his greatness before 
his period of madness. He told Daniel, in 
the fourth chapter of Daniel, ‘I saw, and 
behold a tree in the midst of the earth, and 
the height thereofwasgreat. The treegrew, 
and was strong, and the height thereof 
reached unto heaven, and the sight thereof 
to the end of all the earth.” 

Nebuchadnezzar was an important fig- 
ure in all the prophetic world of his day, 
and the prophetic world in his day ex- 
tended from the Tigris-Euphrates Valleys, 
west to the eastern end of the Mediterra- 
nean Sea. And that tree, you remember, 
was chopped down, though the roots were 
left in the earth, and there was a band of 
brass and of iron put around the stump of 
it, and so on. The tree symbolized, it would 
seem, not the entire Babylonian empire, 
but only Nebuchadnezzar himself. You 
remember, he went through his period of 
madness, to remind him that he was not as 
important as he thought he was. The 
words “all the earth” which occur in his 
dream of a tree, refer only to the area of his 
prophetic world, the area of his dominion. 

The Asiatic empire had passed away. 
The development of power was in the Ro- 
man Empire, and this now constituted the 
earth, symbolically, at the time of John’s 
vision. 

The second beast had two horns like a 
lamb. The pope adopted the title ‘Vicarius 
Filii Deus”-a SUBSTITUTE for the Son 
of God-%icarius”, one who acts as a 
substitute in the absence of another. 
The pope said, “Yes, I am a substitute 
for the Son of God”-but our motto is, 
“The original and ONLY genuine one: 
Accept no substitute!” 

So, the pope claims two horns like a 
lamb. He always claims that he exercises 
all the power of Jesus Christ. He says that 
he can forgive sins or he can condemn to 
hell, and so on. So he tries to adopt the 
outward appearance of a iamb, but he 
speaks as a dragon. His power has been 
exercised iu the interests of Satanism. 
He has taken over the office of Pontifex 
Maximus, who was the chief priest of Jupi- 
ter; so there is no mistaking this. He 
exercises all the power of the first beast 
before him, the Book ofRevelation says. 

The pope claimed the power to confer 
the empire upon kings and to depose them. 
He wouldn’t crown Frederick Barbarossa 
who reigned from 1152 to 1189, until 
Frederick swore that he would conduct a 
crusade to recover Jerusalem (so enters 
the Zionist Khazarian subterfuge into this 
very incident). And he excommunicated 
and deposed Frederick II in the year 1245 
A.D. 

So, havinghornslike alamb, but speak- 
ing as a dragon, he is exercising the power 
of the first beast, this composite beast 
before him. In other words, there is a 
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period in which the head of the composite 
beast has been wounded, it would seem, 
wounded as to death, but the deadly wound 
was healed. In the meantime there came 
this second beast that had horns like a 
lamb but spoke as a dragon, and took over 
and exercised the power of the first beast 
before him. 

Now we are beginning to find out some- 
thing about this symbolic beast that is in the 
process of getting such power over the earth 
that it is going toreach a stage where it says, 
none might buy nor sell save he that has 
the mark of the beast. 

I think it appropriate to close here and we 

can begin to combine the origins of your speakers well to read the material! One 
“seeds” and integrate them with the current specific one has made a tape which is 
bindings being finalized around your beings. circulating and here are your clues: “Ashtar 
I realize the method of our presentations in speaks for his own planet as Lord of that 
chopped up, dissected fashion isa bit difficult Planet.” Ashtar is a titular label for ‘the” 
but we are moving as rapidly as-possible with one who heads a computer system called 
that which MUST be presented and it is not the Ashtar system Command. It is a record 
always orderly in presentation. Please bear keeping command and an Evacuation con- 
with us as we tackle this all but impossible trol center. 
task. Secondly: This speaker (now, mind you, 

Blessings rest upon you who seek and per- as directly speaking as Ashtar) says that 
severeinordertoacoomplishinsightandI<NOW- valid speakers, channels, receivers ‘...hold 
ING. God rests his hands upon thine beings. some information from you listeners while 

Hatonn to stand aside and aJlow closing of they discern properness of sharing or 
this JOURNAL. . . withholding.” Is this a secretary’s re- 

sponsibility when her boss says to send 
information to a client? Come, come, 

To day 3 News Bias ts 
chelatio YOU want Dharma. editing and 
“discerning” to hold critical information 
because it ‘...might upset and bring fear 
and discomfort” to YOU? Is this not what 
has happened throughout the ages of MAN. 

10/27/92 #l HATONN greatest game plan the Democrats (re- The “Elite” giving you EXACTLY THAT 
member, Clinton is a Bilderberger/Club of WHICH THEY WANT YOU TO KNOW AND 

How much more can hit you? Whole Rome handpick!) have ever garnered. What HEAR SO THATYOU LIVE LONGER IN THE 
bunches! And-WILL! I must remind you happens here on in isup to you-the-people. LE? 
of a “supposedly” insignificant Christian This can be the greatest asset for you or No, just as with Perot, Gritz, etc. You 
man minding his own business in Idaho your downfall if YOU do not hold your are going to take me on fact, directly and 
who is now embroiled in a massive inten- course. You are into this “window of without projection of my speaker as dis- 
tional assassination plot as target, HIRED vulnerability” of which we have spoken cerning that which I will and will not say to 
ASSASSINS WHO SLEW HIS WIFE, and it is going to get so much worse that you. Do Idenounce these speakers? Nope- 
VICKIE-The Weavep,_wud all over the you will find it hard to believe. 
nation like things are working. 

they are being duped and it brings my 
Urge all the youngsters who could reg- compassion and love for they know not 

So now that the dirt and bloody mud ister and vote to do so for they FINALLY what they do. They accuse us of bringing 
has hit the fan on Perot-you all throw up have something to vote for. This rat race fear and being “warriors”. We bring GOD! 
your hands and bail out? What are you would not be so DIRTY if both major parties And, we bring Truth and it is through the 
doing? You FINALLY HAVE A CHANCE TO did not fear this third party so dreadfully. lack of recognizing TRUTH that you ones 
WIN! What did you expect, chelas? Perot CAN win and after the two-party flounder in your blindness. Truth will set 

criminals and evil mouths finish with him you free; refusal to look and see, heed and 
WHAT HAPPENED WITH he is going to be ANGRY and he WILL listen act, will bring physical death and a further 

PEROT, ETC? to one like Gritz who offers SOLUTIONS journey in ignorance following that death 
UNDER YOUR CONSTITUTION! You-the- of body. If that be ‘fear” then fear away 

Simple-the Republicans set him up in people could literally turn this election into with all my blessings. 
their typical dirty tricks (i.e. Watergate) in a total “sweep” if you stop feeding on the And to you, V.S., who sent the first of 
the summer. It backfired and they lost a LIES. the tapes received on the subject-I just 
good man who would have otherwise say, use reason, watch the clues and dis- 
worked WITH them. Now, the Democrats EARTHGUAKE ALERT cem for self. Is it more fearful to know that 
are taking the “mess” and using it for all God is out “there” ready to pick up his 
it’s worth (which is obviously enough to Yes, you are in another alert-but I people into security without need to FEAR 
make you blind, deafand dumb). STOP IT. assume you are all prepared in the areas those other baboons? Or, is it possibly 
SEE WHAT THEY DO! The press is on to mentioned last week? I am not going to more fearful to have the false understand- 
squelch this man and only if you ones deal with it today. I am already accused by, ing that there are hordes’of funny looking 
support him more strongly can he prevail supposedly, my own brethren and former aliens waiting to squash you? If you be of 
for he REALLY DOES NOT want this job- speakers, for bringing you fear and misery God, of course, it’s nice. BUT, IF YOU 
but he is getting more enlightened and by telling you to get prepared-they are ACTUALLY SERVE THE ADVERSARY, 
open to truth every minute of every hour of telling you to have no apprehension and KNOWINGLY OR NOT, IT MUST BE VERY 
every day! He is hard as nails and will not attend only the ‘peace” and calm of your DISCONCERTING TO REALIZE YOU m 
let you down ifyou do your share. He knew divine connection. Of course, they are also HAVEENEMIES INTHECOSMOS. THESE 
it would be bad to get into the race again giving this information from “Lord” Ashtar UENEMIESm AREN’T GOING TO HURT 
but he had no idea HOW BAD. who is also reported to have an illegitimate ANYBODY, GOOD OR BAD, HOWEVER, 

Well, it can only give him more vision son on earth who, in 1988, was crowned FOR WE ARE NOT HERE AS WARRIORS 
and more opportunity to SEE NEED! STAY his”Royal” somethingor other. This Ashtar OR MEANIES-AND WE WILL HARM NO 
THE COURSE, CHELAS. It is so obvious is going to somehow shut down this 019 ,dHE. BUT, OBVIOUSLY, WE REPRE- 
that the whole of the dirty tricks is staged- bug-a-boo Hatonn who terrorizes you little SENT SOMETHING DASTARDLY TO 
then and now-that the news networks thoughtless chelas by giving you Truth. THOSE WHO SERVE EVIL WITHOUT 
can hardly speak through the syrup laced Somehow I have become a “warrior” advo- “DISCERNMENT”. 
with cyanide. The reporters read this stuff 
as. if it were actually’?-ealtl”. 

catingcontrol from the higher realms of the NOW, another thing I suggest you look at 
‘l%is ii. the tokmo’s.~ -(PP?) -’ Seeing it would do these closely-these ones who’&e .on their kick 
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to discount Hatonn-come from such investigated that confiscation offood, etc., During our conversation, he reiterated 
things as being THE earth outlet for ROYAL in Michigan. It is reported that the reason his request for the mailing list of Canadian 
LORD ASHTAR (which actually throws given, now, is that the police were playing chiropractors, whichhudalready beensent 
Ashtar into fits of laughter). And beloved, “war gamesI and that the food in point was at the date of the phone comrersation. 
but incorrect, ones who list and consider from suspected people who could cause With hindsight of developments described 
themselves with gifted titles of Priestess of trouble, held guns, and had stored the food by HQtonn in a recent LIBERATOR, I now 

the Emerald Cross of the Order of because they would be out of work. see why this clever trickster needed to ac- 
Melchizedec. Good luck, Eartheans! So be quire such a resource he told me was for his 
it. BACK TO OUAKES “friend Dr. Glum. 1, In retrospect, since I had 

We are simply your elder brothers in praised myself before him bu sharing with 
Service to God Creator and Source. We do Word also has it that FEMA is now him the fact thutlplanned a massive mailinq 
not have labels of grandeur, superior noble telling plans: for instance, they are now specifically to the chiropractors, he sought 
labels or anything of the sort. By the way, “advertising* and, in addition, are telling the need to acquire this mailing list for his 
“Lord” simply MEANS: Master Teacher ones in Washington State that, for in- devious purposes. This is simply an as- 
which means: teacher of higher level knowl- stance, you are on a branching fault which sumption on mypart, but one which may be 
edge. This other nonsense comes directly is expected to “go” with the San Andreas justified in light of recent wrongdoings com- 
from EARTH PHYSICAL ORIGIN. and warning people to BE PREPARED! mitted by this man, whose relationship with 

I suggest that you consider this, just as Dr. Glum I must also question ever since 
with Perot. What do you KNOW about the BO GRITZ/ FLORIDA requests by a climate researcher for docu- 
others in point as to tricks, deceit, with- ments on weather modification had not been 
holding information, failure to bring truth, The crowd is getting scared-enough forthcoming. 
etc., etc., etc. I think you get my point! attention has been focused on Bo in spite What was most disturbing is the dim 

of the media blackout to cause the media in picture he painted of his relationship with 
THE WEAVERS that Southern U.S. area to now have en- Mr. E. J. (Ekker)and Doris, whom he claimed 

tered into a “discredit and blast” Gritz displayed less than ethical business con- 
By the way, to you who attend Randy blitz-this time, much as with David Duke. duct in their dealings with him in regard to 

and his girls: on the 24th (Oct.-last Sat.) This means, chelas, you are being heard publication of his book. He mentioned the 
Elisheba Weaver reached her first birth- and the dirty tricks are going to heat up annoying removal of one of his charts at 
day. And you think YOU have problems? here also. book’s end without his consent, and America 

Let’s look further into this set-up: I repeat, citizens, you who believe me or West’s breach of co&-mtuaZ agreement es- 
disbelieve me and any “far-out” resource- tablished over thepn’cing of his book. With 

RADIO MESSAGE REPORTED you had better see CLEARLY what is great conviction, he stated how he bud been 
INCIDENT coming down now on your nation-for it swindled by clever manipulations on the 

falls DIRECTLY UPON YOU -- part of America West, whichplaced him in a 
Herein, again, I give you information disadvantageous financial position as a re- 

exactly as given to me. I can, however, OUOTE OF A LETTER FROM P.C., suit of loss of returns on his now “over- 
verify that such subterfuge was afoot so, in AMERICA EAST priced* book. He also stated he was work- 
general, the information is valid enough! I re: “JOHN COLEMAN” [JOSEPH ing wncurrently on five books and that he 
quote from a ‘fax? PAVLONSKIl was bound to his w&act with America 

Oct. 19,1992 West. In infinite politeness, he thus fV3 
Dear Cmdr. Hatonn: Thank you, Pierre. Quested I refer all book inquiries DI- 

Just an interesting story to pass RECTLY to WIR. BYPASSING America 
along- Oct. 16, 1992 west, in order to help his dire financial 

. . . . . . and this man hadflown his plane predicament. This was never done. 
to Idaho to find out what was really happen- To Whom This May Concern, In addition, tifirtherstated that some of 
ing. He was NOT a Bo supporter as he told Peter John’s queries were indeed valid and 
me he hadn’t known who Bo Gritz was. But This is Pierre C. in Service to God. Ifeel that we should arrange a “face-to-face” 
he KNOWS NOW!! While in his plane he it necessary to discuss my “relationship” meeting in order to discuss further this 
picked up a radio transmission between the with one “Dr. ) ‘Coleman” (JC). I speak in situation and to supply me with the missing 

Boundary County Airport and a Falcon 18 (I the past tense. We spoke twice around the “facts”. We never met. I had by now 
think I have the plane I.D. correct) that was month of May over the phone after I had discerned an opinion of this man’s actions. 
over Montana at the time of the incident. written him a complimentary letter which Iaccredited his behavior, however, to a self- 
They were discussing the landing as the also included $400.OOfor WB subscription, gratifying ego and not much more. In a 
B.C. Airport was NOTa strip designed to audio tapes and the remainder as contribu- sense, Ihad beenduped like the most of you. 

land a F-l 8. Too short I think he said. lion. During the wurse of our conversation, To put my mind at ease, I briefly spoke to 
This man said that this aircraft carried I was able to gain insight about his position Wally Gentleman [Motion Picture Producer, 
(as stated) the hired, oriental assassin regarding Command, Hatonn and The Word, academy award winning technical recipi- 
who killed Vi&i Weaver (fact or fit- explaining to me that he would not venture ent with unreproachable moral integrity- 
tion??) [H: This question is for me and an opinion about anything without first im- totally respected and almost an outcast 
Iwon’t answerit.] Thisgentlemansaid his mersing himself in the subject matter at from his “profession” for his unbending 
special interest was weapons and what he hand. This Ifound totally unacceptable in dedication to moral decency and high- 
saw in Idaho was not the norm.. . mostpeople light of hispresencebefomthe Commander quality presentations. He is in charge of 
wouldn’t have known or ever seen these- at meetings, and his kind remarks at SIPAPU ODYSSEY’S production and film- 
it wasn? a question of hitting Vi&i in the these meetings. This conversation served ing], a fn’end of E. J., concerning his alleged 
head but exactly what spotanditwuld have to confirm for me where he stood with the questionable ethical conduct. W.G. re- 
been accomplished from two mountain tops Phoenix material, which was important for sponded with but one word, that EJ was 
away as well as 50 feet. further conttibutory considerations @here “irreproachable”. The subject was dropped 

Also have other input from ones wb would be none more). even bqfore it had begun, such is the admi- 
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rable respect I hold for one WG. ADVERTISING WE CAN GET-BECAUSE BE ABLE TO TELL WHICH END IS UP- 
Now more disturbing than this conversa- THOSE “UNDISCERNING” READERS WARD. THINGSARETRANSPIRINGAND, 

tion, are the recent communications with ARE GETTINGVERY SHARP AND MOST WHILETHEELITETRYTOTRACKDOWN 
one CUTVZ Kepplerfrom Scottsdale, AZ. DISCERNING. DO YOU SEE-THE EN- THE RUMORS AS TO VALIDITY, THEY 
She states the following: EMY WITHIN THE LIES ALWAYS DIS- DARE NOT RUN RISKS OF DISCLOSURE, 

(I) Dr. Coleman [alias Joseph Pavlonski] CREDITS SELF-IF YOU GIVE THEM EITHER. 
is innocent of all wrongdoing, being “an THEROPE-THEY ALWAYSHANG SELF. 
angel of the Lord” to begin with, and is I further speculate that one Joseph LATEST RUMOR THIS DAY-AMEN! 
being unfairly treated by Commander Pavlonski (alias John Coleman) will also &BOn GRIT2 FGR V.P. 
Hatonn’s deliberate put-down of this relieve Carol Keppler of Scottsdale, Arizona 
man’sintegrity, whichcallsintoquestion of as much funding as she can produce- Early notice: URum~rn has it, THIS 
the reality of Commander himself These except that the brothers in the game don’t DAY, that Perot’s VP candidate is stepping 
are her words, as best Ican recall them. fall so quickly for the con-games. I’m sure aside and talk is underway to pull “BoA 
(2) George Green demonstrates ques- the proper return for service will be forth- Gritz in as running mate! Is it true? Wait 
tionable motives forpostponing a speak- coming. Trouble yourself, P.C., no further and see and do not SPOIL negotiations by 
ing engagement she set up, or help set about it. We have so much work to do that your need to “go crazy”. Of course I 
up, in her area. we must not allow insignificant perturba- sanction such a move as I believe can be 
(3) THE LIBERATOR (to which she does tions to break us, or even slow us. seen from all of my writings. God works in 
NOT subscribe, incidentally) has been Your work and giving to spreading The most strange ways HIS wonders to per- 
“infiltrated” lately, and the afonner” Word is greatly honored. The recent form. BUT, YOU have to help from your 
CommanderHatonn, once registering ‘+ changes in bulk mailing are not so much end. THIS ONE ACTION RIGHT NOW 
infinity”--- the highest obtainable rating for ones in this area as for you. The intent COULD BE THE BEGINNING OF SAL- 
by KINESIOLOGICAL MAPPING, of is wondrous but the outgo at your expense, VAGING YOUR NATION IN A RETURN 
which she practices with “100% considered within the context of return for PATH TO FREEDOM. WILL YOU DO IT? 
accuracy”- fu)w sadly mgisters the the service, is not worthy of your further GOD WILL BLESS THINE ACTIONS IF 
equivalent mapping of someone decreasing your own stability for such lack YOU BUT ASK IN HIS NAME AND SERVE 
dead.” [H: They should be so lucky!!] of response. Sometimes you simply cannot IN HIS INTENT AS A LIGHTED LAMP 
She adds that the noticeabZe change “give” lest it be too much and be consid- UNTO THE GLOBE. IF ENOUGH OF YOU 
toward increasing denouncements ered as those proverbial “pearls” before DESIRE THIS TO COME TO BE-SO 
as seen in THE LIBERATOR =$7ects the blind. Ifyour seeds be planted, the crop SHALL IT BE THUS. 
the new %zplacementn Hatonn., will grow-if not, then it be not your prob- 
(4) She suggests that most of us lem but, rather, it is unto those who refuse KOREAN “LIFT-OFF” 
‘kndiscemin-#’ ’ +ebaers, including to see and hear. We do thatwhich we can- 
myself, have no way of knowing this, and then, P.C. (and all), we leave it into the This one I do refuse to take what is now 
and that the unfair treatment given to hands of God for after all, it be HIS mission, being tittered. Aren’t you in bad enough 
“Patterson., and now Coleman” are teZZ- we but the tools. Salu. shape to stop twittering and twattling and get 
tale clues that should not go unnoticed in on with that which is about to destroy you? 
her assertion that “something is not 10/28/92 #l HATONN You ARE ALREADY IN ARMAGEDDON-you 
right. * didn’t need some self-styled prophet telling 
I pen this to 1) clear my name of any WITCHING HOUR? you about it and promising lift-off to blinded 

fornuzl association with John Coleman alias people. Those who acted are poor children 
Joseph Pavlonski, which hopefully will nul- WAIT A MINUTE! You are NOT going to acceptingtheword 0F“MAN”. For GOD has 
Zify lingering doubts ones may have of me turn any more projections or predictions toldyouthatYOUWOULDNOTKNOWTHE 
after a recent letter I wrote, and 2) to make onto Hatonn! NOTHING else is going to MOMENT OF “HIS” COMING. 
you aware of the friend John Coleman !uzs become UHatonn’s this or that” as in the Neither doth GOD tell you to go forth and 
in Carol Keppler, who has in the meantime “Photon Belt”. THESE THINGS THAT DO sellyourpmpertyandgiveituntoapreacher- 
embarked on quite apubzicity campaign for NOT HAPPEN ARE EXACTLY AND EXPLIC- ANY PREACHER ANY WHERE! 
your newspaper, if doubtsaired withme are ITLY WHY! I d6 not give you dates and I have repeatedly gotten into severe trouble 
any indication. The burning embers may nat places EXCEPT as .they are rumored with your mediaand groupies, churches and 

.- have been completely extinguished. +’ unto me and I can see that there is sects because I have said there isnot nor will 
Commander, Ido thinkthistime youand validity in the PLANNING. What does there be A RAPTURE AS DESCRIBED BY 

yours will indeed find this amusing to an NOT “come off is most often avoided by YOUR EVANGELISTS. YOU ARE NOT GO- 
extent, and hope that you s&e it in the light many of your patriots, insiders, operatives INGTO GEI’ATHINGFORDOINGNOTHING! 
I am presenting it, as a clarification. and agents who ‘known and ourselves IFURTHERSUGGESTTHATYOUSTOP 

PS: your “double” imitates yau well! telling every time there is a HINT OF DAS- ACCEPTING THINGS TOLD TO YOU THAT 
TARDLY DEEDS. I REMIND YOU-EVIL HATONN SAID-AS INTERPRETED BY 

For a Common Cause, CANNOT FUNCTION IN THE LIGHT OF ANYONE“TELLINGYOUANYTHING”. w 
Pierre OPEN TRUTH!! READITANDSTUDYITFORYOURSELF- 

*** IT IS NOW THERE FOR ALL THE WORLD 
Indeed, .Pierre, I do find it amusing-but OCTOBER 28TH! TO SEE-INCLUDING THE ENEMY, 
painful in the fact of burdening unto my WHO READS IT “RELIGIOUSLY”. 
friends and brothers by ones set forth to THIS IS THE DAY OF PREDICTED COL- MOREOVER I RECOMMEND THAT kOU 
hopefully block the Truth from readers. LAPSE OF THE MONEY SYSTEM. YOU STOP LISTENINGTO ONES WHO TELL 
This is most typical and yet, the sting is HAD BETTER NOT WAIT FORTHE DISAS- YOU THAT GOD WOULD NOT GET IN- 
always hurtful. Release it, and, Son, know TER BUT PRAY AS HARD AS YOU CAN VOLVED IN YOUR PROBLEMS-WHY 
that -growth is always a bit hard on the FOR A LITTLE WHILE LONGER! THE PER- ELSE DO YOU PRAY UNTO GOD?? 
joints as, especially, one grows rapidly. PETRATORS ARE IN SUCH A DILEMMA CHELAS, IF .YOUR MESS AND YOUR 
Further, we can eniqy ,+Lq? +‘I?3& AND CONUNDRUM THIS DAY JS TO NOT PRAYERS OF. INTENT OF ~O?~N~~S 

, ~ 1 _ ‘-I.’ , .-+‘.‘I: , , /I .I > . 2, . . ,,. 
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. 
ARE OFFERED’IN HONEST PETITION- 
YOU ARE GOING TO GET RESPONSE 
FROM GOD AND VERY, VERY OFTEN, 
IN THE FORM OF HIS HOSTS-US! 
Millions of you Americans desire to 
change and reclaim your nation-we will 
show you the ‘way”-but you will do the 
work! 

I.&T US SHARE 
*CAST YOUR BREAD UPON 

THE WATER” 

Shared with us in a book offered in 

friendship from a gifted writer, Ken Coons. 
Thank you, brother. 

Cast your bread upon the water 
And it shall return to you, 
lluenty fold, thirty fold, orjust a crumb or 

.‘tu,nJ.~ .. _ 
For a man must lie-in the bed he makes, 
And nxz.p the seed he sows, 
If he cant learn to give and take 
Each day his bitterness grows. 
Cast your bread upon the water 
Whether you be rich or poor, 
If a man is a man, he never will keep 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

scorn 
Of the times that he has been mocked or 
shamed 
For wealth or poverty, 
Or others’ sins when he was blamed, 
He’ll still not act &pite_litlly. 
Cast your bread upon the water 
Heart and soul of one accord, 
When you give, never giuehst to get a 
reward. 
Be a fiend of him who will need a friend 
Regardless of his skin., 
For all our hopes and wishes blend, 
And every man is your kin 

Latest JOURNAL Goes To Press: 

God, ,Too, Has A 2000! . 
10128192 #4 HATONN 

INTRODUCTION 

Did you not KNOW that God Creator 
has a Divine PLAN for the unfoldment into 
LIGHT? Would HE who cherishes you as 
self allow you no port unto which to enter 
and find refuge? Ah, but you thought - - - 
3 No, if you perceived there would be no 
-plan .by which that of evil would be put 
down, then you erred in knowledge and 
must attend, better, your lessons. YOU 
turn from GOD-GOD TURNS NOT FROM 
YOU-EVER! 

How think you, however, that’ you can 
understandandactwiselyandclesrlyupon 
or within a ‘Plan” when ye are still in 
ignorance as the babe with experience yet 
to be unfolded? You must learn that which 
was in the beginning and under&a&that 
which has come to be and now, ,WHICH IS! 
Altbough it may seem unclear and’the 
doubts beset your way+ your reason 
you can know that which IS by its signs 
and actions all about you-NOW. These 
things did not come upon you only in the 
yesterday-these things of today have 
grown and become the octopus smothering 
you-since onset of the “play”. 

It is not that valid information is not 
present, actually flourishing, all about you 
from that same “beginning”. It is simply 
that you did not notice when it was changed, 
tampered, rewritten to gain power and 
control, and then became a deliberate in- 
tent to displace all of God-into the physi- 
cal expression and control of the Evil of the 
physical dimension. It is that integration 
of Truth and history which is our intent. 
Not even in ‘allness? do we offer the story 
pqfoidti unto ywpnly ~twWwu=s 

you to go and research for your confirma- placards? You would not accept them if 
tions. We cannot give the %vhole” of ALL they did so. Why do you not use thine 
in but a few JOURNALS, nor do we wish to reasoninggiftofwisdomandstophidiq 
effort at it-for great beings and men in the dark corners of enforced &no- 
throughout the years have offered Truth- rance? You have accepted the bindings 
but you failed to grant them hearing as the into ignorance for so long that you no 
evil Adversary has swept across the globe longer care beyond that ignorance or sham 
in the never ending plan of global domina- of lies. 
tion and enslavement, depopulation and Your personality, in fact, has become so 
sustained ignorance of the soul of man. engrossed in trying to get rid of or to 

Many of the ugreat” are not honored by exchange many of the things I have given 
my recognition of them--for they, too, per- you for other things you thought were 
ceive me asa hoaxof some kind. How think better, that of course you could not and 
they that God would present HIMSELF? some still cannot even dream, much less 
How do youhave promise of the Hosts,and acknowledge, Me or that reflection of your 
then not allow them hearing? It is fine, for own self, as The Giver. I only represent the 
those to whom I give recognition will some I AM which is also YOU. My own expres- 
day. understand and recognize that honor sion can only be fulfilled by the very accep- 
for+$e+inflnite greatness which it is. It is a tance and reccgnition of ME as that reflec- 
aspiritual~&ransitionand, therefore, it shall tion through the expression of GOD CRE- 
be through the path of spiritual expression rATOR in the Lighted KNOWING. 
that you will come into KNOWING. This Possibly you do now acknowledge Me as 
means that it is not through sleight-of- The Giver ‘or the representative of The 
hand, fortune telling and magic tricks .of Giver, as the Inner Essence and Creator of 
photography or even reality of presence all things in your world and in your life, 
that understanding will come. First must even of your present attitude toward these - 
come the,understanding in perception and things. For you must find in the infinite 
THEN can come the presence in that which understanding that I am but a portion, as 
you can recognize in your physical expres- are you, of THAT WHOLENESS OF 
sion. SOURCE. 

This means, therefore, that you must Both are MY doing just as they are 
face the truth of who you are, how you got YOUR doing, for they are but the outer 
here, wherefrom you came and began to phases of the process I AM using in the 
experience in this place-then meet the expression of ‘Idea” of your inner Perfec- 
‘Beast” sent to destroy-and stand in tion and calling upon it for attention and 
Godness strength to dissolve this entity of recognition. .This Perfection is My Perfec- 
destruction. You are given the tools by tion and that of our Source gradually un- 
which to-accomplish the mission if and folding from within you. Not mystically as 
when you recognize them. You are also in a foe-but in reality as in progression 
sent the messengers and the leaders, into the solving of,the mysteries. 
through which to find your way. Did you ’ As you more and morerealize this, will 
wdtt them to look strange. and. wear .:thetrYemeaningand @e.&of the things, 
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conditions and experience I bring be re- shall always bef* 
vealed unto you. For you will then begin to 
glimpse God’s Idea Within, and when you HOW DO YOU REFLECT THIS WON- 
glimpse that Idea will you begin to KNOW DROUS BEING WITHIN? DO YOU HIDE 
Me and He who comes with Me in my INACTIONS WHICH CAUSE REMAINING 
journey within your own. This is when you IN THE DARK CORNERS LEST YOU BE 
recognize your REAL AND OWN-SELF. SEEN AND KNOWN IN ACTIONS LESS 

Before you can truly know God, how- THAN GOODLY? OR, DO-YOU SEEK AND 
ever, or the PLAN of GOD in understand- STRIVE TO WALK IN LIGHTED PAS- 
ing, you must learn that ALL things given SAGES AND BEARTHELAMP OFTRUTH 
you by we of the Hosts and reflection of God IN REFLECTION WORTHY OFYOUR GIFT 
are of necessity in perfection of “good- OF LIFE? WHERE DO YOU CAUSE 
ness” -and, that they are for USE. They CHRIST-GOD TO EXPERIENCE? 
are not simply for the holding in being, 
but the movement of the thoughtproec- 
tion of that which isAL&Lighted Pres- 
ence of motion and expression in expe- 
rience. The %th can be of nothing in 
value until ye take unto thee and use of 
it 

God, through us, or others of YOU, may 
be expressing through you beautiful sym- 
phonies of sound, color or language that 
manifest as music, art or poetry, according 
to human terminology, and which so affect 
others as to cause them to acclaim you as 
one of the great ones of the day. However, 
if you do not use that expression-NONE 
can ever hear or see that which was meant 
by God to be their gift THROUGH YOU. The 
ultimate plan of GOD is the fulfillment of 
this expression in the reflection of that 
which HE IS AND YOU ARE! 

I dislike the mundane to make a point- 
but chelas, as with the Prince and the 
frog-there are many frogs before comes 
the Prince. IF YOU CANNOT TELL THE 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE FROG AND 
THE PRINCE-YOU CANNOT REACH A 
GOAL. THE ONLY ONE, INTHIS CASE, THAT 
I CAN SEE AS BEING IN BENEFIT-IS THE 
LADYFROGFORSHEISMOREAPI’TOFIND 
HER OWN ‘PRINCE” THAN ARE YOU TO 
FIND YOUR REAL “PRINCE”. Mostly, you 
will find the ‘toads” take the path to confuse 
and distract and spew their noxious spittle 
upon you. Does this insult the ‘toad”? In 
no way-for it is through your own lack of 
knowledge that you would tread upon the 
toad in the fust place. Perhaps it is time 
you came to recognize a frog from a toad- 
and the “prince” will come into proper 
perspective? 

Almighty and infinite God Source says 
unto you brethren: 

*You are ONE WITH ME. I AM in 
You, in Your human personality, in 
Your body, mind and intellect. IAMin 
every cell of Your body, in every at- 
tribute of Your mind, in every faculty 
of Your intellect. I AM the Soul, the 
Active Principle of each. You are in 
ME. You are a Cell of M& Body; You are 
an Attribute of My Mind; You are a 
Faculty of My Intellect. You are apart 
of Me, yet You are I, M& Self. We are 
ONE* and alwaus have been and so 

ATOR/CREATION-BEYOND RACE, 
CREED AND COLOR-FOR IT IS THE RE- 
FLECTION OF TOTAL LIGHT IN REFLEC- 
TION OF GOD WITHIN THE SOUL WHICH 
IS THE IMAGE OF GOD. SO BE IT. 

**************tt 

GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 20001 

DMNE PLAN, VOL. II 

uInthebqginn@isrreflectedthat 
whichwouldcometobe.” 

ARE YE WORTHY To mOW THE DI’ 
VINE PLAN? SO BE II? WiZL YOUCOMEAND WALK WiTHME? I 

Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn AM BUT YOUR BROTHER COME To HOLb 
THE LAMP UNTO THlNE STEPS i’HAT YOU 
MIGHTALSOFmD YOUR WAYHOME. BUTIT 

DEDICATION ISYOUWHOMUSTDElERMllVET~D?VE& 
ING PLACE OF YOm CHOICE FOR FATHER 

TO ALL WHO WOULD SEE, HEAR AND HASMANYMANSIONSANDMANYPLACE 
KNOW TRUTH IN THE LIGHT OF GOD OF MENTS AND ONLY YOU CAN DETERMiNE 
LIGHT, ALL IN ONE WITHIN THE CRE- WHEREIN YE SHALL DWELL. 

The Latest Selling Of America 

A Bush Election Gimmick 
10/29/92 #l HATONN of the abyss in a million years as is. The 

nation is being stripped of that which 
WHAT PRICE, THE WORLD? would allow you to do so-industry. 

AMERICA? YOUR NATION? YOU? But, you still have that weak shred of 
UNLIKELY RUMORS? the Constitution! You don’t use it but there 

are ones now dangerously close to the head 
First the ‘rumof: That u... banks of government (Perot/Gritz) who would 

through one such as Lloyds (of London) will wake up you people and give lots of trouble 
negate the U.S. National Debt in exchange to the ending of the dream of World Domi- 
for Mr. Bush’s election!” This is no %u- nation. If quantity were no issue-what 
mar”. This is absolutely a major prob- would YOU pay for THE plum nation of the 
abiIity. Look good? What do you have world which would also mean the probabil- 
ifthk happens and why wouId “they” do ity of sweeping the WORLD into your own 
it? dust-pan? 

Number one: The United States of Would such a ploy put Mr. Bush over 
America is already owned bv the banks! the top and into the seat? 
Remember that the Federal Reserve is only Well, Clinton is picked and groomed, 
the U.S. representative of the Bank of but acontinuation of the Warden-in-Charge 
International Settlements in Basel, Swit- is the only one which can assure the secu- 
zerland ( TIlEBanksters’ banking dynasty). rity of ones such as Scowcroft, Eagleburger, 

Secondly, there is no such thing as and shades of Kissinger from the clutches 
*value against anything” in your currency. of an angry you-the-people when the rest of 
You don’t need income taxes or anything the stuff hits the fan. These gentlemen, 
else-the bastards can print anything and along with hundreds of others, have headed 
any amount they wish-there is nothing the drug cartel, the banking in America 
against which to consider quantity. cartel-plain old criminals of the worst 

Would you think anything about, say, kind, in politics. They” have bought your 
General Motors, pouring in millions or nation and therefore, your national soul- 
even billions of dollars to save the produc- for piddly pieces of worthless paper. 
tion company? It not only could happen, This turn of events would allow them to 
these things happen every day. take all the rest: gold could go up, weeks 

The delusion is that you (you-the-people) and months of welfare unabated would 
own your nation. Forget =facts” even- take place and the noose would tighten to 
with the multi-trillion dollar debt and in- strangulation within mere months. 
terest navment4-you could not climb nut YOU HAVETO LOOKATTHE OVERALL 
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GLOBE TO “SEE” THIS ONE AND CER- 
TAINLY YOU WOULD NOT HAVE LOOKED 
FOR SUCH A MAGNIFICENT MOVE, (DID 
YOU?). I SAID “SURPRISES”-THIS IS 
ONLY ONE! WILL THEY DO IT?-IT DEL 
PENDS UPON WHAT PEROT AND GRIT2 
DO. 

YOU SEE, IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT 
GRIT2 CAN DO THE SAME THING WITH- 
OUTOWINGTHE BANKSTERSANYTHING. 
HE CAN SIMPLY PAY OFFTHE DEBT WITH 
THE SAME WORTHLESS TRINKETS THAT 
THEY SUPPLY TO YOU IN WORTHLESS 
PAPER NOTES CALLED FEDERAL RE- 
SERVE NOTES (GREEN EXCHANGE PA- 
PER). INDEED YOU CAN PURCHASE BACK 
AT LEAST‘YOUR” NATION WITHOUT OW- 
ING OR GIVING AWAY A THING AND, IN 
FACT, REGAINING AUTONOMY AND FREE- 
DOM WITH THE OFFERED TACTIC OF 
GRIT2 AND, WHEN HE SEES IT, PEROT. 

IS A LITTLE LOAN OF A FEW TRILLION 
DOLLARSSO MUCH WHENYOUALREADY 
OWN EVERYTHING-TO INVEST IN A NA- 
TION-WORLD? I THOUGHT YOU MIGHT 
SEETHE STRATEGY. PLUS,YOU GET ALL 
=WE-THE-PEOPLE” BOWING AND SCRAP- 
ING AND CALLING YOU ‘GOD” WON- 
DERFUL! YOU WOULD THEN CAPITU- 
LATE TO THESE GENIUS FAIRY GOD- 
FATHERS ANYTHING THEY ASK OF YOU 
BECAUSE WELFARE WOULD FLOW LIKE 
HONEY AND ALL SORTS OF “MIRACLES” 
WOULD SEEM TO APPEAR WHILE THE 
PIPERPLAYSHISMESMERIZINGDANCE 
TUNE! 

When the thugs present this to you and 
claim that Eagleburger and other ‘states- 
men” got this accomplished for you-the- 
people, will you not then sink them into the 
highest positions of the New World Order? 
Of course you will-1 knew you would! 

What price victory? What price owner- 
ship of the world and all within it-espe- 
cially the entrapment of the very’ multi- 
tudes you intend to slaughter? Is it not 
better to have the cattle and sheep flow as 
with *blinders” into the slaughter pen? Is 
it not easier to allow death to the “surplus” 
multitudes while they smile as they lay 
their heads across the guillotine notch? Is 
it not better to have the “remaining” for 
slaughter-believe the ovens are for destruc- 
tion of “disease”- to ‘prevent the spread to 
YOU?” Is it not comforting to realize the 
prison pens are there for incarcerating any 
patriots who dislike this new game of Mo- 
nopoly? 

ARE YOU BEGINNING TO SEE HOW 
EASY IT IS TO DUPE ALL THE PEOPLE 
ALL THE TIME IF YOU PUT YOUR MIND 
TO IT? BUT, PERHAPS THAT TOO IS AN 
ILLUSION? DHARMA IS NOT DUPED, 
GRIT2 IS NOT DUPED AND SO FORTH. 
WHAT PAYMENT WILL YOU OFFER IN 
ORDER TO MAHE UP THAT WHICH YOU 
WILL PERCEIVE THEY HAVE PAID FOR 
YOU? IN THEIR GOODNESS? YOUR 

SOULs!H!! 
The strong arm will then begin to 

come down on the enlighteners (i.e., we 
will probably be forced to cease publica- 
tion very quickly following election if 
this scheme works). Patriots will be 
smothered and any uprisings will be 
crushed without mercy and enslave- 
ment will be insured. While the experi- 
ence of seeming “freedom” is celebrated 
theshackleswillbepolishedand%ized”. 
May GOD have mercy and allow vision 
before the total blindness cannot be 
reversed! 

As we are writing here this moment- 
on this very subject-comes a phone 
call to the LIBERATOR, and the message 
forwarded by hand to my scribe. There 
is confirmed that “at this time” it is 
planned that Baker will go on the air- 
waves tonight at 8:00 P.M. EST, as cur- 
rently scheduled, to make just such an 
announcement. 

I ask that this document be sent 
instantly to every Bo Gritz quarter- 
including to “Bon AND to every news- 
cast announcer who will listen. I would 
rather them close the announcement as 
set to be made or change the content 
and laugh and fan and ridicule ME than 
to allow these ones to “think” they are 
getting away with the most magnificent 
swindle ever perpetrated against the 
peopleofEarth. ThisisnowontheCIAand 

THE PHOENIXLIBERATOR 

militaryhotlinesaswetypesowhoknows 
what will come of it? But, the days grow 
short and something has to be done to 
bring into line you-the-people. Will it be 
this or will it be total disaster of earth 
eruptions? They can do it either way! I 
CAN ONLY TELL YOU ABOUT IT! 

MADNESS? INDEED! 

This is not, however somethingthat comes 
in advance of “some one’s” knowledge- 
obviously. This, again, is the only news you 
have in reality-and if you are prepared you 
will see through WHATEVER offer they make 
to you in exchange for votes. fi &es& 
matterez.entothe~foritisseton 
thefikedcompute+tabu-machines 
aTuisomethinghastobedoneto~it 
b %ok” OK The facts are that Clinton and 
Gore are giving the Elite tits, also, because 
they are young and am touched by their own 
greatness of reception by the people and have 
begun to believe their own trumped-up story. 
Bush has not been that gullible. While both 
Clinton and Bush have indiscretions which 
would destroy them legally-Bush has by far 
the more criminal actions to confront. 

I leave this now because there is much to 
do in the getting of this information distrib- 
uted to theproperpersons. Iwant, please, Bo 
Gritzto KNOW thiscomesfromcmdr. HatoM. 
It is time we draw into more unity in a human 
setting. Thank you. 

Replacing The Christ Idol With 

The Christ (Christian) Ideal 
lO/ 16/92 &WANDA 

Greetings, precious Druthea. I AM 
Sananda, also called Jesus Christ, 
Immanuel, Pale Prophet, Issa, Esu, etc. I 
and My Father are ONE, and therefore, I 
am come in His direct service unto you of 
His lost sheep. 

It is time, precious children, to cast 
away the IDOL of Mineself as a martyr and 
savior to you from your sins, and replace 
this with the IDEAL which I brought for 

It is the time of remembering and awak- 
ening about who you are in relationship to 

balanced living and communion with God. 

our ONE Creator Source. 

For it is the BELIEF in sin which I came to 

Each of you must 
be able to say, ‘I and My Father are One.” 
For when I spoke these words, I was shar- 
ing My knowledge of My Divine partnership 
with God of Light Creator Source of ALL. 
This statement was not meant to exclude 
you of My precious brethren. You simply 
have not understood My messages and 
have allowed others to interpret FOR you. 

help you overcome. Even in your,..,own 
tampered Bibles, it is written that I told you 
that to make your spirit clean it mattered 
not what food you ate, but what THOUGHTS 
you had which caused error (sin) or bal- 
ance. This must mean, precious ones, that 
your thoughts have power to create or 
destroy and it is YOU who are responsible 
for your own thinking and behavior, 
whether it be in balance or in error. 

YOU will learn to cleanse your minds of 
evil thought patterns for you alone will 
suffer the consequences of the imbalance. 
Why would you expect or hope that an- 
other (Jesus Christ) should do the suffer- 

NO other will bear responsibility for 
that which you do and think, not even GOD 

ingFORyou and bearYOURconsequences 

will do that. He will allow you to learn your 
lessons, and if it be by error committed, 
then so be it as YOUR choice. So why do 
you find it reasonable to believe I, Christ, 
would defy My Father and bear responsi- 
bility for your sins? Remember, AS YOU 
SOW, SO YOU REAP! 
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of sin? Is this reasonable and logical 
thinking? Is God’s Creation not run on 
JUST laws which are based upon reason 
and logic? Cannot His Laws and the Laws 
governing Nature be scientifically proven? 
Or do you believe God is a mystical wizard 
of 02, living OUT THERE somewhere and 
TOO big for you to comprehend? Do you 
believe yourself so weak and miniscule 
that you cannot be accountable for your 
own sins? How so? How dare you believe 
God, in His Infinite Wisdom and Perfection, 
WHO created you, would create defective 
and worthless creations! Think about this.. 
If you believe yourself so unworthy, do you 
not insult GOD? 

I told you ones to hold two Laws closest 
in your hearts: Love the Lord God with all 
of your heart, all of your soul, all of your 
strength and all of your mind. And Love 
your neighbor as you love yourself. 

How many even love selves? I am speak- 
ing of the soul expression which is you 
incarnated in the flesh of your choice. Can 
you not see the spark of God’s Divine 
Reflection in self and in all others? Your 
thoughts will either free you by their bal- 
ance or destroy you by the discord they 
cause. What you send to another in your 
thoughts, when sent with full intent desire 
to destroy, will ultimately destroy you 
within. 

What do I mean when I say Love your 
enemy? Your enemy in the purest sense is 
YOU. In the physicaI world in which you 
live today, YOU have allowed evil thought 
forms to control your world and it is time 
that YOU change it, IF it will be changed. It 
is your choice. The shedding of My blood of 
My physical mortal body will do NOTHING 
to save you from YOU, your very worst 
enemy. You ones receive your greatest 
lessons, when accepted, from ones who 
seek to control and manipulate you. How 
far will you let another go in using you for 
their own selfish needs? How many of you 
crucify and martyr yourselves almost con- 
stantly? 

Put very simply, precious ones, it is time 
to accept self-responsibility and account- 
ability for your thoughts and your actions, 
or lack thereof. What power does your 
enemy have when you send love to him or 
her? Does this mean you must like the 
behavior and enjoy the company of evil? 
Absolutely not! You love each soul as a 
part of your very family...as God’s family. 
Yet you will not particularly like every 
human personality, for there is much to 
dislike when character is less than noble. 
The SOUL is of GOD and Divine. So love 
one another as God loves you (Uncondi- 
tionally) and respect your individual per- 
ception differences as long as GOD’S Laws 
are not abused and ignored. His Laws 
governing humans are about respect and 
responsibility, valuing LIFE and each other. 
They are absolute and perfect and so it is 

best that you KNOW this Truth that you 
may find the Key to God’s places of Higher 
Light and Knowledge. 

For in the mortal world in which you 
find yourselves, you reap physical conse- 
quences for breaking human-based laws 
and those laws are fleeting. But when you 
break God’s Laws you reap consequences 
at the soul level of evolution which affects 
your soul’s progression and you remain 
locked to the physical places until you rise 
above your need for belief in sin and belief 
in separation from Creator. 

During this time of Chaos and evil con- 
trol, your soul is receiving its greatest 
challenges and tests as you each are sub- 
mitting selves to service of GOD of LIGHT. 
Every one of you will come face to face with 
your fears and you will conquer the fear as 
you recognize it for what it truly is: Lack of 
Faith and Trust of God within you. 

My precious scribe, this one Druthea, is 
struggling with feeling completely inad- 
equate. Precious ones, you can only feel 
these feelings when YOU have lived the 
CHRIST IDEAL and you are comparing self 
in its current form to that ideal. Release 
the need to compare in human perception, 
for your human perception is inadequate, 
not your soul desire and accomplishment! 
What I find is that you ones who truly serve 
and walk the Christ path in intent, feel oh- 
so-human feelings, for you fear FAILURE 
and that is but an illusion of human percep- 
tion. Never compare selves with others or 
self-perceived expectations. You will not 
find perfection in your attitudes and be- 
haviors every day and you must be more 
forgiving of self. So many of you are angry 
and I say that if at least you FEEL some- 
thing which moves you into balanced 
change, it is worthy! If your FEAR moves 
you into seeking self-mastery and spiritual 
strength and unity with GOD, it is worthy. 

If your words have caused intentional 
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pain to another and you have recognized 
the error, will you not simply stop the 
words from flowing from self which cause 
needless pain? It is very simple to live the 
CHRIST ideal, for My ideal was one of LOVE 
and Oneness, integrity and humility, gen- 
erosity and kindness. The-only difference 
between you and me? I KNOW that I AND 
MY FATHER ARE ONE and I LIVE THAT 
KNOWLEDGE. You are still questioning 
and it is not clear to you as yet. KNOW and 
BE STILL and LISTEN and you too will 
KNOW in your heart of hearts that you are 
ONE with Our Father and in Him will all 
doubts and fears dissolve! 

When you think of Me and wish to live 
My example of balance, simply ask. your- 
self, before you utter any words or take any 
action, would Christ (Sananda) say or do 
this? WHENYOUASKYOU WILL KNOW IF 
A THOUGHT, WORD OR DEED IS DIS- 
CORDANT. Simply ask self, how would 
YOU feel hearing those words from an- 
other? 

I will leave you with this question: How 
have you made this world a better*place 
today? 

Thank you, little dove of Mine, Druthea, 
for sitting with Me this time. Our time 
together is very sweet and you, precious, 
must acknowledge in self that you effort to 
please Our Father and this you already do. 
Release the human criticism of self for it 
causes you much unnecessary anguish and 
it is time to grow above the need to compare 
on human terms. We will work on this 
together; all you need do is ask and be in 
silence without interference. Be at peace, 
precious ones, especially with selves for then 
you become a gift every time you mingle with 
others and offer Our Father’sLight of Love. 

I AM Sananda, One with God in His 
Service. Thank you for considering this 
document. May you each find peace within 
as chaos reigns on without. Salu. 
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Elite’s Trick AND Treat 

On All Hallows’ Eve 
10/30/92 #l HATONN 

As we sit to share on this day, “All 
Hallows’ Eve”, I can only remind you ones 
that THIS day and ‘time” is a celebration 
of Satan. It is extremely DANGEROUS for 
your children to be out because things 
are getting so bad in the cycle of horren- 
dous happenings that it must be consid- 
ered with GREAT ATTENTION TO AC- 
TIONS AND ESPECIALLY TO WHAT MES- 
SAGE ARE YOU GMNG TO YOUR CHIL- 
DREN AS YOU “THINK” YOU PLAY 
GAMES. YOU ARE PLAYING GAMES- 
VERY, VERY DANGEROUS GAMES! 

THE WORST GAME OF ALL: 
RUSSIA IS SET TO “BUY” YOUR 

NATION! 

Again, the enemy raves on about the 
lack of Truth in our projections and ridi- 
cules you for listening and sharing. How- 
ever, since THEY are not noted for their 
truth-bringing unto you the people--do 
what you wish, but I assure you it is even 
WORSE than it looked yesterday-regard- 
ing your national debt. Let me lay a few 
reminders on you! 

THE TRUTH AND LIES OF TRICK OR 
TREAT 

YOU LOSE EITHER WAY IF YOU 
ARENT VERY CAREFUL 

Let us talk about this *cancelling of the 
debt” being “leaked” about. It is factually 
true. It is the PLUM to be offered to sucker 
in you-the-people, BUT, the strings have 
gotten even stronger and longer from the 
other side: the ones with the money! Now 
who might that be? 

Well, think back a while at that which 
we gave you one day to consider. Remem- 
ber all that trouble Britain had over the 
“pound- and silver and currency and, 
and, and!? 

Also, remember “that gold” that the 
Russians put into “a” London Bank lo, 
centuries back? Remember that it 
amounted to enough money NOW to 
bankrupt all the banks in the world to 
have to pay the gold off with the interest 
accrued? Remember that it was MANY 
TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN ANY 
CURRENCY! 

Well, it isn’t as easy as it appears to 
3ust skin navoff on a valid debt. The 

Russians know that, and they have En- 
gland and YOU by the you-know-where, 
chelas. 

What can be done? The good old 
Russians are perfectly willing to relin- 
quish the amount in Trillions of dollars 
to cancel YOUR DEBT in EXCHANGE 
FOR WHAT AMOUNTS TO: THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND ALL FU- 
TURES! 

uTIIEP SAID THEY WOULD DO IT 
WITHOUT FIRING A SHOTf” REMEM 
BERT Perhaps this might we22 be a 
day devoted to simply +emember- 
ing9 

SO, YOU DEMAND YOUR NEW 
LEADER, (JOINTLq) PEROT/GRITZ, TO 
GIVE THEM LIKE CURRENCY OR COIN 
TO PAY THE DEBT QINFULL’D, IMMEDI- 
ATELY! This will only HELP the 
economy and foreign trade. This has 
nothing to do with governments-this 
has everything to do with criminal 
BANKS, independent and now in con- 
trol of your entim world! AS A MAT- 
TER OF FACT, I SUGGEST THAT EV- 
ERY NATION ON THE GLOBE DO LIKX- 
WISE-IMMEDDIRTELY! NO, IT IS NOT 
REPUDLATION OF THE DEBT-IT IS 
PAYMENTINFULL INLIKE CURRENCY 
AS RECEIVED! 

IS ALL THIS “REALLY” TRUE? 
MEANING, ALL THAT GOLD AND 
“STUFF”. NO, BUT IT WORKS OUT 
THE SAME, DOESN’T IT. IT LAID A 
PATH OF “REASON” TO THIS MOVE 
ON THE PART OF THE ELITE COALI- 
TION. INDEED THE WHOLE BUNCH 
OF ANTI-CHRIST-ANTI-GOD WHORES 
ARE IN FULL CONTROL OF WHAT THEY 
ARE DOING. ONLY, YOU-THE-PEOPLE 
ARE IN THE WAY NEXT TUESDAY1 

YOUHAVE PETITIONED AS TO aHOW 
DO WE DO IT?” HERE IT IS IN ONE 
“MXGIC” SWEEP. CAUSE THE ONES 
WHO HAVE WROUGHT THE EVIL TO 
PAY THE PIPER IN KIND! I guarantee 
this will get rid of them all-but alas, 
probably not before a massive war. But, 
when you reclaim your planet-the war 
is waiting anyway! And, if you take a 
stand with uright”, perhaps, just per- 
haps, God will put HIS own plan into 
action also! Ponder it. 

Indeed, Ido make whole bunches of 
Elite wed-mongers rail in their beds. 
Indeed, the Elite ‘%steners” and 
awatchersmam thefirstonthe hotline 
every day. This is the message that 
they did not want you to get, espe- 
cially from uold Hator&‘. I warned 
them that I would blow theirplan and 
so I have-I wonder if it will even 
matter? 

Perot is well aware of their DIRTY 
TRICKS; I think he just didn’t realize 
how bad those tricks REALLY are. 
Indeed, indeed, this is certainly a 
most interestingAl Witches’ Day trick 
or treat day. Evil begats more evil, 
chelas-what will you do?? I hope 
you ask WD into your thoughts as 
you make that decision next Tuesday1 

YOUR CONSTITUTION TELLS YOU 
EXACTLY WHAT TO DO AND HOW TO 
DO IT. MR. GRIT2 FULLY INTENDS TO 
DO IT. IWOULD SUGGEST THAT ONES 
DON’T EAT OR BREATHE UNTIL YOU 
MAKE MR. PEROT KNOW HOW TO DO 
THIS AND COMMIT TO DO THIS AS HE 
INFORMS THE PUBLIC THIS WEEK- 
END--BECAUSE THIS OTHER THING 
IS PLANNED TO COME OFF WHICH- 
EVER CRIMINAL YOU PUT IN OFFICE. 
THE COMMUNISTS WILL HAVE 
BOUGHT AND PAID FOR YOUR NATION 
AND YOU WORKERS FOR THE REST 
OF YOUR LIVES! SO BE IT. 

This is sufficient, Dharma, let us not 
confuse it with other this day! Figure it 
out for yourselves, listeners and read- 
ers-figure it out for yourselves! 

You can get rid of that debt by 
turning around and paying those 
Banks which are in no wise connected 
to your government except through 
extortion, IN FULL, in like kind of 
payment. They give you paper which 
states an amount-it is based on noth- 
ing and you pay an inflated price as 
return, and then also usury, in addi- 
tion to taxes and taxes and taxes 
which simply then go to the Banks to 
pay for your national debts in addi- 
tion. “Theu” simvlu print a bunch of 

I do suggest you keep your bungie 
cords and string tied around your pre- 
cious things because when this above, 
doesn’t work-the Bush gang has to try 
something else and likewise does the 
Clinton crowd. It is time-Americans- 
to rise up and do it with ballots for you 
cannot prevail with bullets and THE TIME 
IS NOWl 

I ask in the name of Christed God that 
enough of you will see and hear-for 
your nation and your world are at stake 
here. The Adversary is just about to get 
you with his most useful tool-money! 

1 “1 I What price your souls? We shall see! 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 

pretty paper at the press and hand it 
around so you can return it quadruple, 
if not more, to their vaults, etc. They 
have already stripped your vaults of 
gold resemes and all valuable na- 
tional resources! 
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From Soltec’s Perspective: 

New World Order Or 

New World Chaos? 
10/29/92 SOLTEC 

Soltec, present. I come in the Light of 
the Holy God of Creation, in service of the 
Host of Heaven. We come as the harbin- 
gers, preceding that which you would call 
the Second Coming. Our mission is to 
awaken God’s people, to bring them into 
knowledge of the Truth, and ultimately to 
bring God’s people home. I am honored to 
be in this service and I honor you ones who 
have opened your minds and hearts and 
are doing service unto God and unto those 
of your world. 

The load is heavy, the path is mostly 
uphill and many are stumbling as the 
chaos builds momentum. Every second of 
your time can be marked by yet another 
atrocity aimed at your world. Chaos 
abounds everywhere you turn. Charity 
has been replaced by greed as the pickings 
grow more scarce. Men become as dogs, 
fighting over the scraps of meat left dan- 
gling off an old bone. Men and women defy 
the Laws of God and teach their children 
the same. Value is measured by the size of 
a man’s bank account. Contaminated 
water and food supplies poison the bodies 
and minds. People live in the streets 
amongst filth, disease and poverty, struggle 
to keep warm and dry, and scrounge 
through the garbage for a morsel of food, 
while less than a block away the wealthy 
throw out enough food to feed every home- 
less person in America. People die by the 
thousands daily in Africa because they 
cannot grow any crops on their dead land, 
and the relief shipments are held up be- 
cause of political games. 

American businessmen use cheap la- 
bor of the foreign nations, keeping the 
people at below-poverty levels, while their 
bank accounts grow into fortunes. Your 
politicians lie to you about everything from 
AIDS to the Vietnam War and use You-The- 
People as pawns, willing to sacrifice you in 
order to gain the trophy. Your weather is 
controlled for the sake of money, your 
elections are fixed for the sake of money, 

sexual perversity is bought and sold for the 
sake of money, little children are turned 
into drug addicts and thieves for the sake 
of money and people die in emergency 
rooms because of the lack of money. Your 
world is obsessed over the lust for money 
and more money. Chelas, the snowball is 
rolling perilously fast downhill, heading for 
a crash beyond your wildest nightmares! 

What does this have to do with the 
geophysical changes taking place on your 
planet? Dear ones, it has everything to do 
with it. Don’t forget, the goal is to take out 
nearly 6 billion of you and every means 
available will be utilized. If it means spend- 
ing billions of your dollars to put one little 
satellite into orbit to create earthquakes, 
they will do it. If it means spending more 
billions on weather control, Chelas, they 
will do it. As I have told you before, the only 
limitation they have is their imagination. 
They are using electromagnetic pulsing to 
alter your minds, television and radio for 
reprogramming your minds, religion to 
control your minds and economic collapses 
to turn you into subservient slave laborers. 
There is no place upon your planet where 
you can escape, for they have managed to 
blanket you worldwide. Between the grid 
networks and satellites, precious ones, 
there is no place to run and no place to 
hide. It is these actions that are the 
primary cause of the changes you are 
seeing taking place before your very eyes. 
And you are very deep into it. 

So, you feel quite safe and smug be- 
cause the stock market did not crash 
through the floor this week? You got by 
without California dropping off the conti- 
nent. Your economy grew 2.7% the third 
quarter, and the Center for Disease Con- 

Your politicians play games of control 
by hitting one another with “natural disas- 
ters”-earthquakes or hurricanes-and 
bombing runs to take out baby milk facto- 
ries, and have absolutely no qualms about 
doing either. The only goal is total control 
of all the Earth and all those able to survive 
these terrific atrocities. 

trol is changing its name to the Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention. So all the 
news has been just real good, right? And 
I have an asteroid for sale! 

The Adversary is busy, very busy in- 
deed. Your news is totally orchestrated 
and choreographed for their benefit. George 
Bush may have dropped the outward talk 
of The New World otder, but you can bet 
your last worthless nickel that his agenda 
has not changed one iota. All that you are 
hearing right now is pre-election dribble 
all are saying only that which they believe 
you want to hear and will net them the 
most votes. All references to the state of 
your economy and the state of your world 
is rigged, and the emphasis is dependent 
upon who is telling the story. 

You still have farmers losing every last 
dime and acre of land because of the fixed 
grain prices and controlled weather condi- 
tions and empty grain storage silos. Do 
they tell you this? Of course they do not, 
because both Democrats and Republicans 
are working madly to bankrupt every farmer 
in your nation to insure that you go hun- 
gry! The only issues you will hear ad- 
dressed with any conviction is the mud- 
slinging at the other contender! They prom- 
ise you heaven and deliver unto you hell! 

You will be forced to give up your air 
conditioning because of the ozone scandal, 
while the wealthy manufacturers of newly- 
designed, freon-free units line their pock- 
ets with your hard-earned dollars. You will 
be the ones whose bank accounts will be 

The earthquakes, volcanoes, tornadoes, 
hurricanes and typhoons are only going to 
increase, regardless of whether George 
Bush or Bill Clinton is your next President. 
The economy is going to continue to plum- 
met, newly designed viruses will increase 
diseases to epidemic levels, more babies 
and young children will die of drug addic- 
tions and violent crimes, and all the while 
the politicians will continue to pass more 
restrictive laws until you have had the “will 
to continue” strangled out ofyou. And you 
will be left for dead in the gutters. 
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stripped bare when the banks collapse. 
You-The-People will be forced to pay the 
price for the arrogant and greedy ways of 
the Elite controllers. You will be reduced to 
slave status and they shall be your over- 
seers and Slave Lords. The encampments 
are already being prepared for you. 

Have I become cynical? No, Chelas, I 
am only laying out the plans of the Adver- 
sary for your destruction. These ones on 
your globe are but pawns of the greater 
Adversary and, once they have been used 
for that one’s benefit, will also be cast off 
like so much rotten meat. They have bought 
and believed the greatest of all lies, be- 
cause it appeals to their physical egos. 
Remember, the Adversary’s only goal is to 
usurp power and destroy that which be- 
longs to God and will use whatever manner 
available to accomplish that goal. You are 
in the midst of the oldest spiritual war 
known. 

So what can you do about it? STAY 
CLOSE TO GOD AT ALL TIMES. DO NOT 
TAHEYOURSIGHTSOFFOFYOURGOALS. 
LOVE ONE ANOTHER--SUPPORT ONE 
ANOTHER IN YOUR MOMENTS OF WEAK- 
NESS AND FEAR AND ABOVE ALL, KEEP 
YOUR SPACE CLEAR AND STAY IN THE 
PROTECTION! You have been given knowl- 
edge and protection to carry out your tasks. 
If you ask, you shalI also be given the 
strength-physically, mentally and emotion- 
alIy to accomplish your work. Remember to 
be good to yourselves, for ifyou are so drained, 
not only will you not be able to continue, but 
you will have ill effects on others as well. 

Yes, I am aware that when the earth is 
moving beneath you at all times and you are 
being bombarded by energy fields and scalar 
waves that it is difficult to maintain your 
confidence and ability to function; however, 
remember also that you are NOT EVER alone 
in your trials. The Hosts are always at hand 
to guide you and support you. You have but 
to ask. You axe in tough times and you must 
become tougher in order to cope and con- 
tinue. If you should lose a material thing, 
perhaps you were too attached to it any- 
way. Know that with God you shall lack 
nothing. Most times, you can not see the 
light ahead until the darkness around you 
has become all consuming. Dear, precious 
ones, the darkness is rapidly closing in 
around your world; but, there is Light’ 
ahead. You must simply keep going in 
order to reach it. For the joy that is in that 
Light is beyond that which you, at this 
time, are able to comprehend. 

Continue to gather and distribute the 
information for this is the greatest service 
which you can do for your world. Know 
that the more cagesyou rattle and the more 
‘,attacks which come upon you, the deeper 
mto The Truth of it you are getting. Many 
mroads are being made by you ones who 
carry the burden, though at times we real- 
ize that it is difficult to see the impact that 

the LIBERATOR and all your other tasks 
are having. But take comfort in the notes and 
letters ofthanks and confirmations that come 
to your place. Take the others, which are not 
always pretty, and know that these ones are 
striking out in fear, and that their attacks are 
but confirmations toyou that achordofTruth 
has been struck. 

Weare honored byyourservice andgrate- 
ful unto all that you ones are accomplish- 
ing. Someday you will understand just 
what it is you have accomplished and, on 
that day, your joy will be unspeakable. If 
you should ever have any dou bts about the 
importance of this mission, I suggest you 
go and hold a newborn child in your arms 
and feel its total trust and purity and then 
ask yourself if it is all worth it. 

Perhaps I have strayed from writing 

totally of the earth changes, but keep in 
mind that all these things I have spoken of 
are a part of those changes. They come 
attached and cannot be separated without 
losing part of it. As I informed you in the 
beginning, I, as a geophysicist, must take 
all occurrences into consideration in order 
to draw conclusions. Not all those facts are 
earthquakes and volcanoes, because all 
forces and energies are a part of those 
calculations. If I were to omit even one of 
these factors, then my conclusions would 
not reflect accuracy. So, though you may 
expect to hear only of physical conditions, 
I would ask that you keep this in mind. 

Thank you for your service and your 
endurance as the “kitchen grows hotter”. 
You are appreciated and held in much 
abiding love. Soltec to clear. 

More Lessons In Words 
And Languages 

The Name “Esu” 

Because the identities of the Hosts are 
critical, and because many people still 
have not accepted the names of the Hosts 
as given to us by them through Dharma, 
Hatonn, Sananda, Druthea and Aton, I felt 
some research on the names important. 
(For important background material, refer 
to the PHOENIX JOURNAL titled ANDTHEY 
CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
SANANDA.) 

The name Esu was changed into a Greek 
form by the Apostle Paul, after Esu had left 
Palestine. Paul did some teaching in Greece. 
When there is a translation of any word 
from one language to another, inevitably 
changes occur. In addition, the written 
languages at the time of Esu were not 
precise, and there were also various sister 
tongues in use. [See the last Nora’s Re- 
search Corner, in the I O/ 13/ 92 LIBERA- 
TOR, page 49, for an excellent discussion of 
theproblemsandlQtihtdesoflanguagetrans- 
Z&on.] Therefore, that the name was modi- 
fied and the original name not even recog- 
nizable today, at least to Western ears, is 
not surprising. 

The common vernacular in use in Pales- 
tine at the time of Esu was Aramaic. Ara- 
maic was used throughout Palestine, Syria 
and Mesopotamia (present day Iraq). Ifyou 
look up the word ‘Arama? in the dictio- 
nary, you will see it is derived from Shem’s 
son, Ax-am. Also, the dictionary will verify 
for you that Aramaic was the language 
spoken by Esu (the Christ). 

Through information provided by George 
M. Lamsa in his translation of the Peshitta, 
Aranmic gradually became changed to Ara-, 

bit, a sister tongue developed at the time of 
Mohammed, about 600 A.D. While Ara- 
maic was still widely used, the knowledge 
of its use became less well-known in the 
West. In any event, there were so many 
changes in governments and movements 
of people that it would be difficult to pin- 
point the various languages used in those 
areas throughout the last 2,000 years. 

Esu means ‘Lion”. For those of you 
who are familiar with the Bible, this mean- 
ing holds agreat significance, because Esu 
was and is the ‘Lion of the Tribe of Judah”, 
a title given to Him in prophecy. I found 
this meaning while looking in a chart of 
animals found in my Bible Concordance. 
Under Lion is listed the names in Hebrew 
and Assyrian texts. The Hebrew name as 
given for Lion’ is Aryeh; the Assyrian is 
Essu. Hebrew was not the common lan- ’ 
guage of ESU’S time. Further, the name 
“Assyrian” was applied to a Middle East- 
ern Empire which had included the areas 
using the Aramaic language. Therefore, 
the name Essu, taken from Assyrian texts, 
is the closest to the actual Aramaic I was 
able to find. Remember, translators will 
differ in how they translate words from 
ancient texts. 

In addition, I found the name in Ara- 
maic to be “Eshoo”. The name is shown as 
the Aramaic equivalent of “Jesus’“. The 
reason “JesusI is shown as the “English 
equivalent” is because that is the name 
presently accepted by the English-speak- 
ing people. It does not mean that ‘LJesus’ 
is a true translation of the word ‘Eshoo”. 
“Esu” is the English translation of the 
Aramaic name, “EshooI. For comparisons 
of names in Aramaic with their English 
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equivalents, please see the listing at the 
front of George M. Lamsa’s translation of 
the Peshitta (The Holy Bible) from the 
Eastern text. You will see that the sh 
sound is translated as the short 2 in 
English. Also see that where Aramaic 
uses a single or double Q, the English 
uses the 11. Therefore, the true English 
equivalent of the Aramaic ‘Eshoo” is 
UE~~n. 

For those of you who have used and 
loved the name Jesus, the above infor- 
mation is not intended in any way to 
diminish this name for you. Hatonn and 
Sananda and Aton have all said that they 
will answer to any name-even “Hey, 
you!” provided the heart intent of the 
person is sincere. Nevertheless, to fi- 
nally learn the actual name of the one we 
know of as “Jesus” is a gift in knowledge 
and understanding. 

Revelation 5~5 says: 

“And one of the elders saith unto me, 
weep not: behold, the Lion of the Ttibe of 
Juda, the Root of David, hathprevailed to 

open the book, and to loose the seven seals 
thereof. L( 

That the time is close for “Esu” (the 
Lion) to make His appearance can be cal- 
culated by the events of our times. If you 
have become aware of even the earthquake 
predictions and happenings you know the 
time is upon us. Read Revelation 6: 12 
through 17. When the “great earthquake” 
happens, the “sun” will become “black as 
sackcloth of hair, and the moon as blood.” 
This “great earthquake” occurs at “the 
opening of the sixth seal.” 

Bibliography: King James Version of 
The E?ibZe with Oxford Press Concordance, 
Pub. Oxford Press at Clarendon, (No pub- 
lication date given, purchased in 1940); 
American ColEege Dictionary, Random 
House, ( 1962); Holy Bible from the Ancient 
Eastern Text, George M. Lamsa’s transla- 
tion from the Aramaic of the Peshitta, Rub., 
Harper & Row, S.F. (originally Pubished by 
A.J. Holman Co., (1933); AND THEY 
CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
SANANDA, Phoenix JOURNAL #2, scribed 
by dharma, Published by America West 
Publishers, (1989). 

Learning To Hear God Within 

10123192 SANANDA time in aloneness that we may work with 
her to fine-tune her thinking and oercen- 

Greetings, precious Druthea. I AM tions that she grow confident and comfort- 
Sananda. I come in the service of Our Holy able with our increasing presence in her 
Father, God of LIGHT and LIFE. I AM life. It is very humorous to observe her 
known by many labels as I walked that expectation of our presence and ad- 
place (Earth) some 2000 years past as Esu justments. She is waiting to catch us ‘in 
Immanuel. the actP for her own yconfirmation’ and 

Many of you know Me by the label yet while she sat quietly ‘and waited to 
YJesus Christ”. It is fine. If you call MY catch us, we had well completed our task! 
energy in your heart, I will hear it, regard- Oh well, she feels differently, yet it is so 
less of what you call Me. My label of subtle, she thinks in her own mind. THIS 
spiritual attainment in your language is is how God will work with you precious 
Sananda, which means =One With and ones! He is subtle and gentle. He is the 
within God.” Those who bring their hearts whisper of vour conscience. 
to walk the Christ/God path of balance will And while you ones worry over thinking 
soon recognize Me as Sananda. you do not hear, often you will find that 

We, and I speak of the Hosts and Broth- when WE must have your attention, YOU 
ers of Light who offer you ones of earth HEAR! Perhaps it will be in a dream or the 
Shan insight into your errors of percep- “thought occurs” to you and you are sim- 
tion, observe many of you ones who be- ply *compelled” to act upon it. Yes, I AM 
come aware of our presence. At first you confirming that many of you who put a 
run to and fro, reading this or that yex- conscious effort into working WITH God 
pert” on meditation and God awareness, in and His plan, are actually doing so quite 
order to HEAR His guidance within. You beautifully. You simply have not yet fully 
ones often put more energy into the pro- recognized it as receiving and hearing from 
duction and preparations than into the God’s Hosts. You may call it “intuition” or 
stillness and quiet PATIENT waiting. a “hunch” and let me say that as long as 

I would venture to say that for many of you have CLEARED your space in the 
you who diligently TRY to HEAR your inner name of Holy Christ/God of Light and the 
teacher, that if you simply mastered PA- hunch remains, you had better pay atten- 
TIENCE, you would accomplish your goal tion! Your very life may depend upon it! 
more readily and there would be no “try- Why do we spend this time with you 
ing”, only doing. ones, helping you to hear GOD who has 

I have asked this scribe to snend much alwavs been there? It is you ones who in 
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the receiving of His Light and Guidance will 
then offer it forth to your more ignorant 
and confused brethren. As YOUR knowl- 
edge and awareness of God’s presence- 
His guiding light within you-becomes more 
tine-tuned, you become empowered by His 
Light and the darkness which you walk 
towards is illumined, or it retreats further 
in refusal to accept His Light. You must 
learn not to compare or judge the outcome 
of your work in human perception. Often, 
for you, the lesson is jumping in when you 
are terrified of the response. Soon the 
terror leaves you, does it not? And while 
God’s adversary will continue to be a source 
of irritation and inconvenience, you will 
continue your work, in spite of the adver- 
sary’s games of confusion. 

This is why, when we are allowed to do 
so, we (the Hosts) build you of God’s hands 
and feet WITHIN that you may recognize 
that the adversary only has power over you 
which YOU allow. As you become a formi- 
dable light unto God Source, the adversary 
will pay particular attention to you with the 
goal of thwarting your work. This is just 
the way it is. Andy if you simply deny evil 
exists and refuse to think about it, you are 
no longer a threat to evil and nor are you an 
effective warrior for God of Light. 

How can you predict where evil will 
attack YOU? What do you fear? If you can 
honestly assess your own fears and their 
cause, you will find your own weak spots. 
This is where the advemmw will -rprb +F 
tear you down. Do you see? YOU grve eti 
its tools to use against you. Evil thrives on 
chaos and confusion and fear. Every 
thought and behavior which defies God’s 
Laws are the evil one’s playground of ma- 
nipulation . 

Once you honestly assess your weak 
points, then you can caI.I God and We of His 
Hosts to work with you to release your fears 
andclearyourconfusion. YOU MUSTASKI 
For we cannot intrude, nor can we work 
with you ones without your permission. 
Remember this clue: evil cannot survive 
where there is LOVE, unconditional and 
absolute God LOVE. If you will find ways 
to GIVE LOVE to others and to that planet 
and to God and to the adversary, my good- 
ness, precious ones, you won’t have time to 
be afraid and confused. YOU push God 
out, remember? HE never leaves you for 
you are a fragment of Him, a creation of His 
Mind. 

Focus on God and God will focus on 
you. It is that simple. Spend time away 
from Ubusynessm, in nature if possible, 
and focus on God and His plan and HOW 
you can participate in fulfilling your high- 
est purpose within His plan. You will be 
shown. The call compels the answer. And 
remember, it is best not to have expecta- 
tions and preconceptions of what your 
answers “should” be. Keep your space 
clear of evil intentionally, ask for God to 
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show you how to sustain only in His service 
and with heart intent communicate, “Not 
my will, Father, let Thine will be done.” 

God must have messengers to shine 
His Light through. Are you one of His 
messengers? If so, then listen to His 
whispers in your conscience. Be alert to 
His call. Become ONE in His presence 
and KNOW He will show you how to 
overcome evil which will attempt to thwart 
you. You are being tested in your spiri- 
tual fortitude. Accept that you will feel 
inadequate and weak at times and call for 

assistance and strength. We are waiting to 
serve you for in this way do we give our 
Father’s love. 

Let us close this document. Thank you, 
Dru, for hearing clearly. We do not let you 
tarry along, precious; that is our commit- 
ment with you and God. Thank you for 
attending this document. May your hearing 
within bring you closer to God within. 

I AM Sananda, One with God of Light in 
His Service. Go in peace and love and bring 
the message to the people. “God is coming. 
Be prepared!” SaIu. 

Intelligent Defense Against 

IRS Extortion Racket 
(Editor’s note: On page 2 of the August 

18, 1992 LIBERATOR, we presented an 
article by Commander Hatonn under the 
same headline as above. After 
Commander’s introductory comments, the 
rest of the article consisted of a patriot’s 
brilliantly researched letter to the IRS. 
Because some errors crept into the retyp- 
ing of that letter, and because of constant 
interest, we are here reprinting that letter 
WITH CORRECTIONS. Please note that 
the important changes are in BOLD type.) 

* * * 

This letter was sent to the IRS in 
regards to a tax assessment of $146,000. 
The letter is quite well documented and 
clearly brings their own code (Title 26) 
back at them. Based on the IR Code 
(Internal Revenue Code) the IRS has tax- 
ing authority over Washington D.C. and 
NOT the 50 states. There are many 
resources available for getting informed 
about the IRS, but remember to be cau- 
tious of those resources that are set up to 
further entrap you. 

PHOENIX JOURNALS that should be 
read with full understanding before chal- 
lenging the IRS are the following: SPIRAL 
TO ECONOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRI- 
VACY IN A FISHBOWL (#lo), and most 
importantly YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON (#16). [See back page for or- 
dering information.] Anyone anticipat- 
ing conflict or currently in conflict with 
the IRS should do all they can to get 
informed. If you have any further ques- 
tions regarding the use of this letter 
contact Cort Christie with Corporate Ad- 
visors Corporation at l-702-885-9638 or 
2810 W. Charleston Blvd., Ste. G-6723, 
Las Vegas, NV 89102. 

*** .. 

District Director 
Internal Revenue Service 
(date) 
(Mailing address of your district) 
Certified mail # 

RE: Form 8488 dated l-6-92 for 8612, 
8712 & 8812 

Dear Mr. Director; 

I am returning your Dresentment 
WITHOUT DISHONOR since I have no 
Federal tax liability. Are you a Holder in 
Due Course, UCC a-3063 You have sent 
me an incomplete instrument, UCC 3- 
115, with which you are trying to induce 
me, by fraud UCC 3-305 (2) (b) & (c), to 
accept, for your benefit. 

You have not provided any consider- 
ation to me and have not provided any 
performance of any nature to which I am 
indebted by an instrument that does not 
bear my signature, UCC 3-40 1. 

I have no course of dealing in busi- 
ness of Duties, exports or customs of any 
kind, nor do I for “internal revenue,” see 
Title 18 USC 3283. For definitions see 
notes in USC 3283. 

I am returning your unsubstantiated 
presentment under UCC 3-505. 

1. Please exhibit the instrument(s) 
that contain my signature, obligating me 
to your demand, under Agreement UCC 
l-201 (3). 

2. Please provide me with proof of 
your claim that you maintain a security 
interest, UCC l-201 (37), in my person/ 
property that make you a Holder, UCC l- 
201 (20), to make a presentment. 

3. Please provide evidence of your 
authority to make presentment and what 
Territorial Application, UCC l- 105, ex- 
ists that we have agreed upon, that con- 
tains my signature. 
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4. There are grounds for insecurity 
on my part, therefore I demand assur- 
ances under UCC 2-609 as to your del- 
egation of authority, UCC 2-2 10, to oper- 
ate in a Union State in a municipal 
capacity, and provide the Delegation 
Order that comes directly from the Sec- 
retary that applies to a NONRESIDENT 
ALIEN NONTAXPAYER. 

5. Since, I have declared and affirmed 
the status, nonresident alien, and not a 
(LpersonA described in 26 USC 7343, 
please provide me with the copy of the 
source of income and from what “geo- 
graphical” part of the statutorily defined 
“United States” it came from, to sub- 
stantiate your claim based on an agree- 
ment. 

6. What presumption(s) are you work- 
ing with that makes you think I, as a 
NONRESIDENT ALIEN, am effectively 
connected with a trade or business within 
the statutorily defined United States that 
caused your presentments, Form 8488 
to issue? 

7. Please name all the “WE’s” and 
supply their employee ID numbers, who 
determined that I, a NONRESIDENT, had 
a tax liability and the copy of the return 
calculated by the Secretary under 26 
USC 6020, and signed by pen and ink 
ucc 3-401. 

8. Please provide the negotiable in- 
struments I was supposed to sign, that 
were navshk tn (1 TCC 3-8fl.5l that rrrnlllJ 
make you a holder in due course, to 
make presentment and demand payment. 

9. Which principal are you operating 
for in this instance; the Federal Reserve 
System or the United States? 

10. Please tell me what is the OMB 
number of the Form, I, as a nonresident 
alien, am required to file when I neither 
make income from a source within the 
statutorily defined United States nor ef- 
fectively connected with a trade or busi- 
ness within the statutorily defined United 
States? Please see 26 CFR 1.871-l(b)(l), 
26 USC 6013 (l)(a)(C)(i), 26 USC 2(d), 
and others. 

Failure to provide me with the above 
#l and/or other nine requisites should 
you present the agreement, invalidates 
the presentment you made to me UCC 3- 
505(2). 

YOU HAVE 10 DAYS IN WHICH TO 
COMPLY, FROM RECEIPT OFTHIS CER- 
TIFIED MAIL. UCC l-201 (10). 

A fault, UCC l-201 (16), must there- 
fore exist if you don’t. Being a fault 
exists, it would be on your part and 
would create a fraud through material 
misrepresentation which would vitiate 
anything from the beginning, UCC l- 
103. I have reserved all my rights in 
these matters, explicit and general, UCC 
l-207. 

Being I am a NONRESIDENT (“not a 
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resident of the state of the forum”), I 
have no recourse to a remedy at law, on 
an instrument that you have not pre- 
sented. Your presentments are then 
under a fraudulent unconscionable con- 
tract UCC 2-302, and are discharged 
UCC 3-601 (2) & (3), without resort to a 
commercial tribunal. 

Failure on our part to vacate the pre- 
sentments of your demand will result in 
me pressing criminal charges under 26 
USC 72 14, 24 l-242 of Title 18, theft by 
deception, duress, coercion, fraud by 
inducement, material misrepresentation, 
malfeasance of office under color of law, 
and extortion using the mail system. 
Just remember, Mr. Director, the United 
States is A Corporation. The IRS is a 
corporation. There is no immunity for 
anybody when they deal in commercial 
paper under the Erie and Clearfield Doc- 
trine, see F.R.C.P. Evident 902 para- 
graph 9, but not limited to. 

Failure to answer in the prescribed 
time will be deemed acceptance that I am 
correct in that vou have no such instru- 

ment to back up your position to present 
and demand anything. Your present- 
ment will vacate on its own. 

The address at which I received a copy 
of your letter is a United States Postal 
Service address, it is not mine. That is 
the reason for the C/O as it is not a 
business address. It is a location. I am 
not a ‘TAXPAYER” as that term is desig- 
nated for the “internal= revenue of the 
statutorily defined “United States” in 
the Statute-Merchants Code. It is for 
either United States citizens or resident 
aliens, see 26 USC 865 (g)(A)(B). I am not 
defined as, nor am I a United States 
citizen or resident alien for, “internal” 
revenue purposes. I also am excluded 
from Identifying Numbers under Title 26 
Chapter 1 pages 62, 63, section 
301.6109-1(g). 

WITH EXPLICIT RESERVATION OF 
ALL RIGHTS WITHOUT PREJUDICE UCC 
l-207. 

VERY TRULY YOURS, 

Battle Over Freedom To Debate 

10/29/92 #2 HATONN 

TOO LATE SMART? 
CAMPAIGN “HELL” YOU DON’T 

GET TO SEE 

There are two things I am going to share 
with you-both are reprints. If you don’t 
wake up citizens, it’s over1 

DEBATE EXCLUSION PROTEST 

Keep in mind that the debates were 
deliberately disallowing of ANY candidate 
of any free party to participate. Perot had 
to be included lest the public get totally out 
of control but it was already planned how 
to pull him down-if nothing else, then 
through Stockdale. This is a mean and 
desperate game, chelas, and you cannot 
see it as if it were just a good old American 
election campaign. The “other” candi- 
dates have been battered and even at- 
tempts made to take them out literally. 
You need to know what happened in just 
one Libertarian incident on Oct. 1 lth. 
Again, I can only offer these things unto 
you and hope that you will see to the 
dispersion of the facts. Read carefully for 
there are names and places which you 
MUST see! 

REPRINT OF A LLE?ERTARIN NEWS AR- 
TICLE: 

Libertarians across the country 
sprang into action last month in an at- 
tempt to get Andre Marrou. and Nancy Lord 

included in the national presidential and 
vice-presidential debates. 

The Commission on Presidential 
Debates struggled with the method of in- 
cluding independent candidate Ross Perot 
but excluding Marrou. One news report in 
USA Today quoted Bob Neuman, a com- 
mission spokesman, as saying, “It’s ajudg- 
ment call.” [H: This same one found the 
Gritz inclusion request (via the Consti- 
tutional Law Center in behalf of other 
candidates) amusing and simply stated 
“go ahead and sue, we expect it.” This, 
of course, in full realization that NOTH- 
ING could be done in court prior to 
debates and, not even remotely, prior to 
elections. After elections it would sim- 
ply be moot, fully expecting one of the 
“big boys” to get in and finalize corrup- 
tion of the courts. It is a bit the same 
with Elshers’ house, etc. If Gritz gets 
%P in any way-the rulings are going to 
be a lot different than when the head 
criminals who control those courts are 
in power again. Hard? Indeed!] 

In the end, the commission simply 
barred Marrou and Lord from the debates, 
and attempts by the NEWS to get an expla- 
nation from commission officials were un- 
successful. In a call to the debate commis- 
sion office, the NEWS was told all officials 
were unavailable for comment until after 
the debates were completed. 

“The voters deserve to hear someone 
else in the debates, the serious and active 
candidate ofAmerica’s third-largest party- 
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not a failed Republican who cannot be 
trusted, a fence-straddling Democrat who 
says different things at different times, or a 
quitter who offers lame jokes instead of 
specific solutions to our nation’s ills,” said 
Mary Gingell, Libertarian Party (LP) na- 
tional chair. 

“If Andre Marrou had been invited, 
the American people would have heard 
specific proposals for real change to im- 
prove this country, proposals that they 
haven’t had a chance to hear,” Gingell 
said. 

In St. Louis, over 200 Marrou sup- 
porters demonstrated outside the first de- 
bate site, protesting Marrou’s exclusion 
from the proceedings. The rally was called 
“The Mother of All Protests” and “Opera- 
tion Debate Storm” by local activists. 

Robert Stockhausen, LP candidate 
for U.S. House in district 3 in Missouri, was 
arrested and beaten while taking pictures 
of Marrou supporters. 

Earlier in the day, Marrou was barred 
by St. Louis County police from entering 
the studio of C-SPAN for an afternoon 
interview call-in program. The studio was 
located in the same building where the 
debate was held. As Marrou and C-SPAN 
employee Geoffrey Baum approached the 
C-SPAN interview studio, they were blocked 
by the police officers. According to Dave 
Carr, who was one of the local rally coordi- 
nators and was with Marrou, the police 
officer said, “I don’t care if he’s Jesus 
himself, I’m not going to let him through.” 
In spite of Baum’s verification of the sched- 
uled interview, and in spite of statements 
by a debate commission member that 
Marrou could be permitted inside of the 
police lines, the officers still refused admis- 
sion. 

“It’s just amazing they won’t even let 
us through this little barricade theytie set 
~p,~ Marrou said. “What we are dealing 
with here is a state of paranoia, bordering 
on hysteria. And what we also have is an 
imperialistic, czaristic president who is no 
man of the people.” 

Marrou had to conduct the C-SPAN 
interview from a mobile telephone outside 
the debate hall, and the interview was 
limited to only a few minutes. 

To add insult to injury, not only was 
Marrou locked out of the debates, he was 
also locked out of his hotel room. St. Louis 
was on the Marrou itinerary long before the 
debate site was announced, and Marrou 
had confirmed hotel reservations. 

‘Approximately three days before 
Marrou was coming in, we got a call that 
his room had been canceled,” said Carr. 
The hotel informed Marrou that his room 
was needed by President Bush’s entou- 
rage. [H: This is true, for avery distorted 
story about this was shown on TV re- 
garding how rooms are selected and 
choices made for accommodations.] 
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“After hagglingwith the hotel and calling 
all the press about it and ibxing releases to the 
presstellindTthemthatwewerego~tobedown 
there demanding his hotel mom, they finally 
backed off,” Caxr said. The incident received 
front page covemge, including a colorphoto of 
Mar-mu, in the St. Luzzi.sRxt-L&p&h 

On television, a spokesperson for the 
Bush/Quayle campaign said that it was “...to- 
tally outrageous that Marrou would continue to 
argue over his room.A 

‘It was almost surreal,A Can- (from LP) 
said. The television report said one Republican 
had been put out of his room. ‘They blow into 
townthmedaysbeforehanddemandingthat he 
(Marmu),beingamanthatalmadyhadahotel 
confirmation for many weeks, be thrown out.’ 

The demonstration in St. Louis received 
quiteabitofmediaattention, includingcoverage 
on C-SPAN television. 

‘Overall, it went very well,” Carr said. 
“Wehad62signsrcpmsentingthe5Ostatesand 
DC and Guam where Manou is on the ballot.” 

Alongwith Carr, Jim Morrison, St. Louis 
LP city chair, and Dave Holden were the two 
main coordinators of the St. Louis rally. 

On the day after the fust presidential 
debate, and after the demonstration in St. Louis, 
Maxmuwasagueston”?XeLanyKingShow” 
on CNN television. During his portion of the 
show,Marrouwasaskedwhyhewasnotinvited 
to the debates. ‘That’s a good question, 
Marrou said, “We met all of the debate 
commission’s objective criteria, I have just as 
much chance lo win as Ross Perot” 

During the television show, the LP toll- 
&e telephone number was given out seveml 
times. Bythefollowingmoming,largenumbers 
of calls requesting more information were com- 
ingintotheLP. 

The following day, Marrou appeared on 
the”GoodMorningAmerica” televisionshowon 
ABC,and NancyLordwasagaininterviewedon 
CNN television. 

During the vice-presidential debate in 
Atlanta, about 200 Libertarians again staged a 
mlly near the debate site, according.. . . 

(Paper did not print on fax) 
. . . ..porters not only tirn Georgia, but 

also nearby state- Florida, south 
Carolina, Tennessee, and even Illinois and Indi- 

Iord and other candidates, including 
Hudson, who is running for U.S. Senate, and 
South Carolina U.S. House candidate Jo 
.Iorgensen, spoke to the gathering, and Z%e 
4?hUa ConstitLdionbed astory the following 

day about the rally and Lord. 
RallieswerealsoplannedforVirginiaand 

Michigan during the additional two presidential 
debates. 

Libertarians flooded the major television 
-letworks with calls demanding that the net- 
works quit refeming to just three nationwide 
Ixesidential candidates, and include a mention 
;f Marmu. So many calls were placed that one 
LP activist reported that when he asked for the 
news department at one network, operators 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

askedifthecallwasabouttheLP. photographs for this edition of the NEWS. 
With all the barriers put up against the *IthinkI%effailedinthatalittle bit,atleast 

Libertarian message, Americans called in to the my anticipation of full coverage was trun- 
party’s telephone tionnation line in largenum- cated somewhat,” Stockhausen said. 
bers requesting material about the LP and the Stockhausen was taking photos when a 
Marmu/Lord campaign. National LPtelevision police oflicer approached him and said, “I 
advertising was clearly successful, as a new know what you are about,” and something 
number which was listed only on those ads about ‘I’m going to get you,” just before he 
receivedmanythousandsofcalls. Newmember- went after Stockhausen, according to wit- 
ship forms have been arriving at the national nesses. 
headquartem in large numbers, and the na- Stockhausen backed away fmm the po- 
tionalpartymembershiplevelcontinuestoclimb lice officer, but then two or more police 
to new levels daily. Since the beginning of the officers grabbed him and he began to call for 
year, membership in the national LP hasgtown help, according to the source. 
by over 14 percent. ?‘hen all hell broke loose,” the source 

END OF REPRINT said. Police then converged on Stockhausen 
“Couldn’t what you need doing be done in and were heard to say, “I’m going to break 

conjunctionwiththeI.iberta&ns?” NO,itcan’t, your arm,” to Stockhausen, and another 
chelas, for there is on.lypmtiaLConstitutional said, ‘Yes, break his arm, break his arm.” 
platform involved. Just as with Perot, who does According to eyewitness accounts, @There 
not understand, yet, the full picture of what is were at least a minimum of six, maybe as 
afoot-it is only a minute few who understand many as 12, offrcers hitting him repeatedly 
thatwhich hascome to pass-AND, are willing andkickinghimwhilehewasontheground.” 
to put ego aside and reclaim your nation. Sad The police “handcuffed him, dragged him, 
but true! mated him in the face,” a source said. [H: 

NEXT REPRINTTO SHARE: And YOU felt sorry for Rodney King?‘] 
At no time did Stockhausen even inad- 

BEATING, ARREST AT MO. RALLY vertently make contact with police, according 
the source. 

The inddent completely dumbf-ded The incident completely dumbfounded 
others nearby, according to a source. There others nearby. There seemed to be no reason 
seemed to be no reason for the police for the police action. 
action: A hearing was set for Oct. 20, and a fund 

Robert Stockhausen, LP candidate for was started to help with Stockhausen’s legal 
U.S. House in the third district of Missouri, fees . . . . 
was beaten and arrested by St. Louis County . . . . Stockhausen, 43, is married and has 
police duringthe rally for Andre Mar-mu at the five children. “It is another typical example 
frost presidential debate. of fascism in action here in the good old 

Stockhausen was standing in a group of United States...” [And thus and ml] 
photographers and media representatives END OF QUOTING 
when the arrest occurred. He was taking GOOD LUCK AMERICA! 

Important Update On 

Randy Weaver Case 
10/29/92 #2 HA?ONN 

I wish to give the readers the informa- 
tion on Randy Weaver’s status as sent to 
us from John Prukop, Washington State 
Press Secretary for “Gritz”: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
BO GRI7Z FOR PRESDENT 
NATIONAL PRESIDENTIAL 
CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE 

NEWS RELEASE 

OCTOBER 28, 1992 
(Boise, Idaho) . . . A Honolulu business- 

man has forced judges in the federal court 
in Boise, Idaho to reach for their aspirin 

bottles. Eric Aaron Lighter last week wid- 
ened the issues in the Randy Weaver “As- 
sault at Ruby Creek” case by serving Chief 
Judge Edward J. Lodge, Judge Harold L. 
Ryan, and Magistrate Mike1 H. Williams, 
with his personal “Declaration”. 

Randall Weaver and his family, includ- 
ing Weaver’s (then) ten-month old baby 
(Actually turned one year on October 24th) 
are each charged with assault because 
their mountain top home in northern Idaho 
was unlawfully attacked in late August. 
More than 500 armor-clad federal, state 
and local law enforcement officers sur- 
rounded the Weaver’s isolated cabin and 
held them hostage for eleven days after 
murdering Weaver’s wife and their 13-year 
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old son, and severely wounding a family Yet, because of the information Webb pos- authorities had to shoulder the respon- 
friend. Weaver was persuaded to give sesses about Bush’s son, he was offered a sibility, we would be a kinder, gentler 
himself up by America First Coalition and misdemeanor charge with a $100 fine in a nation; but, as long as they can shirk 
Independent presidential candidate James plea bargain. Webb refused the offer, that responsibility and put if off on some- 
uB~” Gritz. Gritz was assisted in his demanding a grand jury., Lighter calls body who just pulls the trigger, then 
rescue work by Eric Lighter, who drafted this “one of the highest profile C.I.A. we’re going to have more and more Weav- 
the citizen’s arrest warrant used by Gritz, whistleblower cases in yearsA With these ers.# 
and retired Phoenix police officer Jack and other evidences of corruption at the END OF RELEASE 
McLamb, in rescuing Weaver, his daugh- highest levels now a part of the Weaver 
ters and their friend and neighbor, Kevin case, federal judges will want to avoid a FEDS BREAK RULES IN WEAVER 
Harris. jury trial, something Weaver will demand CASE 

through his lawyer, Wyoming Attorney Jerry LAWYERS FEELING PRESSURE 
The problem faced by the judges in Spence. In what Lighter terms, Yone ofthe 

hearing the Weaver case would be severe largest national scandals ever”, the list of This can be verified right through the 
enough without further complication. charges enabled Col. Gritz to serve citizen’s Constitutional Law Center where there 
Public outrage is focused upon the court- arrest warrants against the F.B.I. agent in was great appreciation to Mr. Dixon when 
house and when the judges finally hear the charge, Gene Glenn, Idaho Governor Cecil he called in assistance. 
case they could be crushed by pressure Andrus, the Head of the F.B.I., William Just a note on the subject for Jerry 
from opposing forces. They will be pres- Sessions, and the head of the U.S. Mar- Spence is ALL that is left in the case. The 
sured by Washington, District of Crimi- shals in Washington, D.C. Lighter said he other attorneys have been so pressured 
nals, to convict Weaver and his daughters. now wants his complaints to be used ‘to that they have dropped away. 
They will be pressured by massive public attempt to stop the corruption and cover- The federal government is waging a 
sentiment to acquit the Weavers. Now, up of corruption” in the Randy Weaver campaign of intimidation against attor- 
Eric Lighter has added to that pressure a case. neys interested in the Randy Weaver 
set of documents filed with the court that Colonel Gritz, on a campaign swing case, in an attempt to deprive him of his 
could potentially make Watergate look like through Idaho earlier this week, visited right to mount an effective defense 
a mud puddle along side the vast ocean of Randy Weaver and Kevin Harris in Boise. against capital murder charges. 
Lighter’s accusations. Lighter had deliv- “Bo” said by telephone that both Randy Lawyers throughout the Pacific North- 
ered to the judges documented evidence and Kevin appeared in good health and west have said that they fear for their 
and proof of his complaints in a long list of good spirits. The trial, which was to have professional lives in the wake of the 
scandalous charges nearly eight-inches begun October 26th, has been delayed prosecution of Weaver and family friend 
thick. Among the charges, Lighter has until sometime in February 1993, ‘due to Kevin Harris proceeding in Boise, Idaho. 
confessed to a $50-Billion dollar felonv additional charges being filed by the fed- The fears are stirred by the prospect 
fraud against the government and that law eral government.” of confronting the unlimited resources 
enforcement authorities refuse to nursue While in Seattle recently for a three-day of the federal government, and in the 
him because he is a ‘kev witnessD who preparedness expo, Colonel Gritz detailed broad brush with which the Establish- 
could have caused the imneachment of the full story of the assault on the Weaver ment paints anyone who stands up for 
Ronald Reagan in the Iran-Contra scan- family in a speech delivered to a standing- the rights of people charged with hold- 
dal, and that then-vice nresident George room-only audience. Gritz said, “If you ing unpopular or unacceptable beliefs. 
Bush would have been impeached bv the want to help the Weavers, we have a fund One attorney said he “is stepping 
same information. [H: Yes indeed, you called the Weaver Defense Fund. The away from the case, despite what he 
had better go back and reread the money or checks are sent to the defense called ‘all kinds of Constitutional is- 
above!-everal times.] Lighter detailed attorney who is Jerry Spence. Jerry suesm surrounding the trial..... 
his charges in a tax return containing Spence is “Perry Mason”. If his spirit Well, this point could go on and on 
some 250,000 pages.[H: We are copying lives today, it’s in the form of Jerry but I believe you see the fat bubbling in 
this but it seems a bit much because Spence”. Contributions can be sent to the fire. Just what is there in all this that 
250,000 pages is abigbunch.] According the Center for Action, Sandy Valley, Ne- the government will go to such lengths to 
to Lighter, F.B.I. Director William Sessions vada. [Box 472, HCR3 1; Sandy Valley, cover? Surely this is not solely about 
“covered up the matter even to the NV 890 19.1 Randy Weaver’s church affiliation or non- 
point of saying that the F.B.I. does not Commenting on the rescue effort, Gritz affiliation. Could it be that these Special 
handle taxrelatedcases; but, what about told those assembled, “The Weavers were Forces Green Berets know something 
Al Capone” who was finally imprisoned delivered by God Almighty and I pray it’s more than you-the-people? And what of 
by authorities only through application for a Higher purpose. I believe there is a Campbell in Oregon? Indeed he knew 
of tax laws? Lighter’s court documents victory meant for ‘we the people’ so that too much, knows too much and wrote 
also allege federal grand juries have and there will be some kind ofjustice. What about it. Where will YOU be when these 
are being tampered with and that, when we had up on Weaver Mountain was My- men have to stand against the foe-will 
Randy Weaver ran for sheriff of Boundary Lai in America, and at My-Lai, 300 inno- you stand with them or are you going to 
County in Idaho, he won the election but ,cent people died because government be “gone fishin”. We’ll see, won’t we?- 
he was kept from entering the office by forces killed them on the order of some just remember: GOD is watching YOU! 
rigging of the election results. powerful person who was hundreds of Is there no limit to the amount of 

Lighter’s documents also reveal a son of miles away from the action. On Weaver shame you will allow against your fel- 
President George Bush is “involved with Mountain, the real criminals, I believe, low-man and nation? Watch diligently 
C.I.A. drugsmugglingand money launder- are in Washington, D.C. They are bu- and choose well, people, for when this 
ing activities. The person offering this reaucrats. I’m ‘here to tell you, if the bubbling fat hits the fan a LOT of 
proof is Stu Webb, a victim of government people are going to get badly burned! 
corruption who was held in solitary con- 

JWLL s!m You 
I think this concludes’ our writing. 

flnement and fed one meal a day, though 
he was jailed WITHOUT an indictment. 
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A Powerful Call To 
From God’s Higher 

THE PHOENIX L1BER.A TOR 

Action 
Realms 

THE DIVINE PLAN once great country. It IS the plan of the GIVENFORYOUROWNPROTECTIONAND 
Antichrist to DECEIVE you and to DE- SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION, YOU, LITTLE 

Part Two: .TRUTH IN ACl’ION STROY you. Beloved Ones, CEASE to be ONES, FALL WITHIIQ 7‘HE CAMP OF SA- 
gullible. DEMAND Tnl ‘“H. Search the TAN. DO NOT EXP’ .C TO BE GIVEN THE 

(Editor’s note: Seepage26 ofthe 1 O/20/ 92 government house records for THE LIES. ARMOR OF GOD W HEN YOU ARE IN THE 
LIBERATORforPatilofthis message. Corn- Believe not what you are told by your media ARMY OF ADVERSARY. YOU MUST CALL 
rnander Hatonn’s introductory remarks at about your government. YOUR MEDIA IS ON THE ONE YOU SERVE TO PROTECT 
that time said, “I malce no comment on the BOUGHT AND CONTROLLED BY THE SE- YOU. 
follotiq wtiting...other than to give confir- CRET GROUPS WHICH CONTROL YOUR 
mation of ‘other’ capable receivers bearing COUNTRY. 

Now, as regards you, who call your- 
selves Christians, be apprised that you are 

the messages of Truth... “) Beloved Ones, search the history books set to be persecuted and slaughtered en 
and read of the Kazarians/Zionists. These 

October 25-28, 1992 
masse. The Antichrist plan is to burn your 

are most certainly the faithful executors of churches. THE ONSLAUGHT ON YOUR 
the Antichrist Plan. Know that THESE BELIEF SYSTEMS IS BEING INCREASED 

Greetings, Beloved Children. It is I, ARE the murderous ROGUES who DE- TO A FEVERISH PITCH AS YOU ARE 
Moses. I am here to remind you that there MAND WORLD DOMINION. CEASE TO FORCE-FED MORE LIES, PORNOGRAPHY, 
is much work to be done WITHIN and LIVE IN APATHY, BLINDNESS AND LIES. VIOLENCE AND DRUGS, DRUGS, DRUGS. 
WITHOUT you, AND VERY LITTLE TIME IN WORK, WORK AND WORK UNCEASINGLY YOU ARE TO FORGET YOUR CREATOR 
WHICH TO DO THE WORK. This work is TO SPREAD THE TRUTH AND TO BRING THROUGH THE CONSTANT ONSLAUGHT 
grounded in TRUTH and HONESTY. Your LIGHT UNTO THEIR EVIL WORKS! They OF SUCH EVIL. (How is Madonna doing 
first priority is to rid your INNER HOUSE of can only operate as long as you are kept in these days with SEX?) 
SLOTH AND LIES. THIS IS YOUR WORK. the dark. The Plan of the Antichrist will Your option is to remove from your 
YOU MUST DO YOUR OWN HOUSE never hold before The Light of God. Wield homes the instrument which sates you 
CLEANING, AND THE CLEANING OF THE the TRUTH OFTHEIR WORKS INTO THEIR with pornography and other tools of the 
WORLD AROUND YOU. DO NOT THINK VERY CLOSED CORRIDORS, AND YOU Adversary. (Buy yourself a good Citizen’s 
OF HAVING ANOTHER DO IT FOR YOU. SHALL SEE THE LIARS CRINGE BEFORE Radio and get qualified to use the same. 
Let it be known that you determine both THE POWER OF TRUTH. CATCH THEM You are going to need it.) You need to 
the quality and quantity of the work. Be AND CALL A HALT TO THIS EVIL ONE remember that you are highly responsible 
apprised of the YARDSTICK OF YOUR WORLD GOVERNMENT BEFORE YOUR for accepting this filth as a way of life. 
PERFORMANCE....BY YOUR WORKS, WE REMAINING FREEDOMS ARE SNATCHED CEASE TO WALK IN THE PATH OF THE 
SHALL KNOW YOU. TOTALLY FROM YOU. ADVERSARY AND THE MASTER OF LIES 

Precious Children, to this one who writes THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE OF WILL CEASE TO CONTROL YOU. 
for me, I have stated many times that much THEIR CONTROL but, Little Ones, you It is a time to wake up and do your fair 
of that in which you call the Bible is neither must be valiant in your actions. You must share to regain your country. YOU HAD 
correct, nor is it Holy. This book is laced act now. Ask for God’s protection and it BEST REALIZE THAT BY YOUR WORKS, 
with non-truths and mis-representations. will be granted unto you. ASK TO BE YOU ARE JUDGED. YOU ARE RESPON- 
The problem is that you have been given to PROTECTED BY THE ARMOR OF GOD SIBLE FOR THAT WHICH YOU ALLOW 
accept the same TOTALLY as TRUTH and AND THOSE OFYOU WHO FIGHT WITHIN YOUR LYING LEADERSHIP TO THROW 
OF GOD. Many are responsible for the THEARMY OFHOLY GOD-CREATORWILL OVER ON YOU. DO NOT, I REPEAT, “DO 
mis-representations. Suffice it to say that BE GIVEN THE SAME. THE ARMOR OF NOT” BELIEVE THAT WHICH IS SENT 
many changes were made over time, due to GOD, Little Ones, IS AN ENERGY FIELD DOWN THROUGH THE WIRES AND THAT 
the Adversary working through the minds ADMINISTERED UNTO YOU FOR YOUR WHICH IS PUT ON YOUR TELEVISION 
and hearts of the ones who served the PROTECTION. IT SHIELDS YOU FROM SETS. YOUR MEDIA IS CONTROLLED 
same. THE INVISIBLE DARTS OFTHE HARMFUL FROM THE TOP. 

I am sorry to say that you who call ENERGIESSATANS WORKERS CASI’INTO YOU ARE NOW UNDER COMMUNIST 
yourselves as Christians have been the YOU. You must remember that YOU ARE (Satan’s) RULE. ONE WORLD GOVERN- 
most DECEIVED. Through your solid be- AN ENERGY BEINGVISITINGA PHYSICAL MENT IS ABOUT TO BE PUSHED DOWN 
lief in the validity of that which is called FORM. YOURTHROATS,ANDTHISYOUCANTAKE 
Biblical, (without questioning nature of the THOSEWHOFIGHTWITHINTHEARMY TO THE BANK. BUT YOU HAD BEST 
same), you have laid yourselves open to OF FATHER-GOD-CREATOR OPERATE HURRY FOR SOON THERE MAY BE NO 
exploitation by the Antichrist working ACCORDING TO THE PRINCIPLES OF BANKTO TAKE ITTO. 
through others. You have so OPENLY TRUTH AND OPEY GOD’S COMMAND- You often wonder why the membership 
TRUSTED AND CONTINUE TO OPENLY MENTS(laws).j Ilc.se know the meaning of in your churchesgrows smaller and smaller. 
TRUST. DISCIPLINE, OBEDIENCE AND FORTI- You blame it on all manner of evil without 

Precious Children, we are counting the TUDE. IF YOU LIVE LIES, AND CHOOSE you. You have not come to consider that 
days until utter destruction befalls your TO DISOBEY GOD’S INSTRUCTIONS you believe and live lies and half-truths I. . . . , ~ . . I . . , , 
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and that which you proclaim does not ring LAWS, you are going on YOUR WILL. Little best stop right now and take note of your 
with THE TRUTH which is deeply pro- Ones, how far does YOUR WILL get you? reaction. 
grammed within each of you. YOUR LIES Your planet is ALL BUT DESTROYED be- I shall repeat once more the foregoing 
HAVE BEEN REPELLING ONES SEEKING cause of man’s will gone awry. such that you will get one more opportu- 
TRUTHS. Are you now as Rosah once was, too nity for absorption. When you show unto 

Would that you had learned to go in- caught up in your own drama to give God your brethren agenuine love and compas- 
ward and seek the absolute TRUTH of room to play even a small part? Are you sion, devoid of judging, you act in accor- 
Father-God-Creator; you, precious chil- afraid to ask that Divine Will be done, lest dance with Divine Will. You edify the Es- 
dren, would have waxed strong in these you have to give up aquestionable lifestyle? sence of Father-God-Creator within and 
latter days. The kingdom of Father-God- If you must hang onto your own will, you without you. You accentuate your own 
Creator is based on the element of TRUTH. may as well cease in the reading of this divineness. And you glorify the Father- 
Therefore, you need know that the building material; for there is not one whit of good God-Creator (show honor and love) as you 
block OF The Divine Plan is the element of this work will do you. (DO YOU NOTICE follow His Laws. 
TRUTH. ANY SENSE OF INNER ALARM YET?) I shall ask each of you, “Why is it 

If you choose to deal in NON-TRUTHS, Little Ones, The Divine Plan is a process stressed that you love one another?” 
let it be known that YOU ARE A TOOL OF of UNFOLDING. Some of you would like to Blessed Children, if you do not love one 
THE ADVERSARY, and you will find the call the process one of a sequential nature. another, you can in no wise love The Fa- 
information given herein to be extremely Perceive it as you wish. The process is ther-God-Creator. The two are insepa- 
unpalatable. You will most likely be given global, indeed. For God is in all things at rable. The Essence of The Creator is within 
to PROTESTS and DENIAL. If there be a all times, such that all is happening simul- ALL CREATIONS. On a broader scale, Can 
problem, it is with you. Protest if you will. taneously. you LOVE Father-God-Creator if you mis- 
It is you who DOES NOT MAKETHE GRADE Would that ALL OF YOU would show treat or abuse ANY of His creations? 
because of your own belief system. For honor and love for The Creator by obeying Let me ask of you another question. If 
those of you who WILL NOT ACKNOWL- the Laws given unto you for your spiritual you love the Father-God-Creator with all of 
EDGE and LIVE these TRUTHS, REPETI- evolution and protection. Little Ones, you your BE-ING, is there any room left for 
TION is the name of the game. You WILL show your love for Father-God-Creator anything more than love within and with- 
SEE this material again and you will ac- when you are obedient. How can you pro- out you? If each of you LOVED the Holy 
knowledge the VALIDITY of the same at a fess love for One who loves you so freely Creator with all your BE-ING, you and I 
time ofyour very own choosing. Such is the when you openly disobey those principles would not be spending this time going over 
nature of THE WORK. which lead to your own wholeness? If you this information. You would not be in the 

I shall ask of you FOUR sets of simple profess a total love for The Creator and shape you are in. Just remember that 
questions. These relate to that which is dismiss Him to a corner of your mind, you WHEN YOU RENDER LOVE AND COM- 
THE PROCESS of spiritual evolution within are LYING, and only to your self. PASSION UNTO YOUR BRETHREN, YOU 
your plane...or THE PROCESS of the DI- When you show unto your brethren a ARE IN THE SERVICE OF FATHER-GOD- 
VINE PLAN AT WORK within and without genuine love and compassion, devoid of CREATOR. Love LIGHTS YOUR BEING 
you. Take your time with each question judging, you are acting in accordance with when it flows through you. All love flows 
and ask for guidance in arriving at the Divine Will. When you act within this through you from the Source of All Love. 
TRUTH. framework, you are accentuating your own That Source is Father-God-Creator. 

1. Do you show LOVE and HONOR for divineness. This behavior edifies the Es- I am aware that many of you have 
Father-God-Creator by obeying the Laws sence ofwhich you are created. You glorify absolutely no idea of that which is LOVE. 
(commandments) as given unto you to the presence of God within and without Do I hear another snicker? I shall say unto 
achieve wholeness? Do you LOVE your you. You, Precious Children, honor Fa- you that Love is a PURE energy which is 
Creator with all your BE-ing? STOP. PON- ther-God-Creator when you live His Laws. thus indivisible. It is from The Lighted 
DER on this. God gives freely LOVE unto you and you Source of All Creation. You ALLOW love to 

2. DO YOU LOVEYOUR BRETHREN AS are to give LOVE freely unto others that the FLOW WITHIN YOU AND WITHOUT YOU. 
YOUR CREATOR HAS SO LOVED YOU cycle may be complete. LOVE IS A LIGHT of WHOLENESS. It is an 
(UNSELFISHLY)...ALLOWING THEM THE As you seek to live more within the will energywhich brings COMPLETENESS AND 
FREEDOM TO CHOOSE WITHOUT JUDG- of Father-God-Creator, you will realize to a BALANCE. LOVE IS uplifting. LOVE IS 
ING OF THE SAME? DO YOU FEEL A greater degree the simultaneous nature of PURE PEACE AND JOY. THE JOY OF 
GENUINE COMPASSION FOR ALL GOD’S all things. All FOUR of the above are on- LOVE IS INDESCRIBABLE BEAUTY. 
CREATIONS? STOP. PONDERlongon this going processes in the spiritual evolution I tell you emphatically that LARGE 
one. of each of you. NUMBERS OF YOU HAVE NO IDEA OF 

3. Do you possess a KNOWINGNESS Have you, The Great Majority, achieved THAT WHICH IS LOVE. BELOVED ONES, 
THAT EACH OF YOU IS A DIVINE CRE- any degree of mastery? I shall give you THIS IS GREAT SADNESS UNTO US. It is 
ATION? STOP. I said KNOWINGNESS. some space to think on that . . . .I sadly say NATURAL for love to reside within you and 

4. Do you ask that DIVINE WILL BE not. Most of you are but children in a pre- UNNATURAL for you to be devoid of the 
DONE in all things and proceed to work to kindergarten level of functioning. Most of same. Grand numbers of you equate love 
ALIGNYOUR WILL WITH THE DIVINE WILL you DIVIDE YOURSELVES ad infinitum with the cheap thrills of the flesh and you 
of All Creation in so far as it is possible for and hold all manner of PREJUDICES about insult and degrade the word Love with your 
you to do the same? In other words, ARE one another. Many ofyou persecute others DEMONSTRATIONS OF PERVERSIONS OF 
YOUR ACTIONS DIVINE-WILL-MANIFEST? who are unlike you in some manner...and THE FLESH AND FILTH. When many of 
STOP. THIS IS A BIGGEY. much of this under the guise of worship of you toss around the word, LOVE, you have 

THE UNDERSTANDING OF BEING DI- Father-God-Creator. If you are now pro- no idea of that of which you speak. AND 
VINE-WILL-MANIFEST IS ONE OF EVOLV- testing, THIS MESSAGE IS FOR YOU. ME this, Little Ones, relates just as well to the 
ING. Yours is to be caught with a heart THINKS MANY OF YOU PROTEST TOO group you call Christians. CLEAN YOUR 
loaded with DESIRE-TO MANIFEST God’s MUCH. DID I PERCHANCE HEAR some of VESSELS FROM WITHIN, PRECIOUSCHIL- 
will. If you do not ask that DIVINE WILL be those protests turn into a snicker of DE- DREN, AND ALLOW THE INFINITE LOVE 
done, AND MEAN.IT BY OBEYING GOD’S NIAL? If I am referring to you,...you had OFFATHER-GODCREATORT’OFILLYOU. 
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IN THIS WAY, YOUR CUP WILL ALWAYS INCOMPATIBLE. DIGDEEP,LI’ITLEONES, GUIDANCE FROM HOLY CREATOR. As 
BE FULL-FOR THE SHARING AND THE CLEAR OUT ALL THINGS WHICH YOU you conquer your SELF through DISCI- 
CARING. HIDE FROM YOURSELF AND OTHERS. PLINE, OBEDIENCE to The Laws of God 

YOU MUST STOP YOUR JUDGING and Be TRUTHFUL with yourself. Bring to the will become easier. 
be unto the LOVING of one another. Who fore your SECRETS. YOUR SECRETS ARE You will build an inner fortitude which 
are you tojudge the outer? Or the inner, for TOOLS WITH WHICH THE ADVERSARY will grow by very frequent communion 
that matter? In judging you serve first to CONTROLS YOU FROM WITHIN. with Father-God-Creator, discipline of 
judge yourself. YOU POINT YOUR VERY You have been given a tool of FORGIVE- Self, and obedience to God’s Laws. In 
FINGERATYOURVERY OWN UNSOLVED NESS. USE IT. FORGIVENESS MUST this manner, you come to know mastery 
INADEQUACIES. Therefore, I admonish START SOMEWHERE. This somewhere is over the physical/material to which most 
you to FREEYOURSELF from the condem- WITHIN YOU. Forgiveness is the broom of you are enslaved. Give yourself per- 
nation you bring upon your very own self with which you do the sweeping on the mission to do the cleaning and GET 
by the judging. WITH THIS, AS IN ALL inner. Use your FREE WILL to do so. Use STARTED NOW. You have not a day to 
THINGS,YOUMUSTSTARTSOMEWHERE. the same FREE WILL to make RESTITU- waste. OPERATE FROM A POINT OF 
It is better to begin sooner than later. TION for wrongs and call a halt to behav- ABSOLUTE TRUTH in all your affairs. 

CLEAN OUT your inner houses. In the iors which go against the Will of God. (No, not one “little white lie”.) 
place of a negative, PLACE A POSITIVE. Find a good support group or another Precious children, LIVE TRUTH THAT 
THETWOCANNOTLIVEWITHINTHESAME individual in which to confide, if you feel YOUR HEART MAY BE PURE. 
SPACE AT THE SAME TIME. They are that you need the same. SEEK INNER I am Moses. Blessings. 

Declaration Of Eric Aaron Lighter 

On Our Federal Government’s 

Massive Criminal Cancer 
lo/30192 W2 HATONN restore HIS people and HIS chosen nation attention to what we do bring. YOU will 

and planet. hear much, much more ongoing unfolding 
SPREAD THE WORD-NOW! It now can become most obvious why of this and I feel it important enough to 

there has been continuous effort to break devote ever how many pages it requires to 
Sometimes we must act instantly lest THESE ONES. Every criminal court action make this edition of the LZI3ERA70~. 

the moment pass which would have saved possible has been used against them to get To our Editor in Chief I ask the follow- 
the day. I have a situation facing me right their last remaining shred of ‘anything”- ing: We have not time to discuss your 
now which can save LIVES if we act their home. The criminals have nothing memorandum to my attention at this time. 
promptly. I can only pray, too, that other else to take. They both counter that what- I do not find ANY paper or task more 
journals, newspapers, Patriot journals, etc., ever needs be done to rectify these atro- important than attending EVERY meeting 
heed the request and ACT in PRINT. cious crimes against our nation is worth at which I am personally conducting. I 

I have herein a “Declaration of Eric the price. I believe you can see that I have no input or right to determine your 
Aaron LighteP. This is the person who did, further protect them physically-though hours of participation or your feelings of 
in fact, formulate and see to the develop- not always in comfort. burden and responsibility. I can only say 
ment of the “Citizen’s Arrest” documents I, further, will be asked, why wait with that we do that which needs doing and, 
in the Randy Weaver case. this until too late to print it in the LlBERA- always, I have found very cooperative staff 

Precious ones, even to the Campbell TORprior to election. Because it will not be in all circumstances. You are one to de- 
raid, it is all connected with the massive allowed to be shushed this way. Whoever mand perfection of self and thus, staff. 1 
network of criminal actions by your Gov- comes out ahead on Tuesday will have to have never meant to burden you with such 
ernment. THIS CRIMINAL CANCER is so eventually FACE THESE CHARGES IN responsibility regarding our paper. It is 
massive and deep that even though we TRUTH-AS WILL THE CORRUPTED JU- onlyaPORTION of our necessary work and 
have offered you much in bits and pieces or DICIAL SYSTEM HAVING WORKED HAND output and if it takes from your time in that 
in detail, we have not so much as touched IN HAND WITH THE CRIMINALS OF THE which will become a higher service in your 
the surface. GOVERNMENT. DANGEROUS? INDEED, instance, then we shall have to sacrifice 

You are going to, by the time you are CHELAS-BUT IF NOT YOU-WHO? LLBERATOR 3TRUCTURE”. Our readers 
into less than a full page of this, undoubt- The following will explain itself. KNOW and UNDERSTAND the waywe work 
edly question why and how could I so The information came by fax, very and the magnificent load on you ones in 
endanger Dharma and E.J. and others of lengthy, directly to E.J. from Lighter. It this location-we simply have to do that 
our workers? To them, there is nothing also was sent to Bo Gritz on October 26. which we can do and let it go-so, release 
more important than the service unto GOD You will see from the MEMO to Gritz that it, please. You cannot be asked to carry 
at this passage and in this mission. This we are not going to make you suffer through such burden nor is it appropriate. 
means doing that which is necessary to all but I ask that you pay most careful I ask that Commander Soltec please 
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regard my request that his scribe be al- 
lowed to forward information and make 
connections prior to lo:30 P.M. except if 
absolutely critical as emergency. I cannot 
expect any of my team to perform when 
regular hours are kept until 3:00,4:00 or 
even later in the morning night hours. I 
realize that Kali writes the more current 
and urgent material to lend credence to the 
geophysical lessons Soltec presents 
through Dharma. But we must keep the 
word flowing and that means our people 
must have adequate rest and time for 
communicating and ‘debriefing with us at 
Command. 

There is REASON I ask bedding no later 
than midnight and then an early arising. I 
know that some of you are “night people” 
but the irregular hours in THIS LOCATION 
makes it all but impossible to attend your 
HEALTH and Dr. Young, of all, is failing 
healthwise from the stress and need- to 
attend, literally, separately. We are deal- 
ing with a very determined adversary and 
his very physical and local henchmen. You 
ones tend to play games with them in the 
assumption that somehow “I am differ- 
entlb No, you are NOT different-and you 
can get very, very disabled if not extremely 
careful. 

Some of, you may take this very, very 
personally because you will believe your- 
self to be the only ones-on reverse schedtil- 
ing-no, you are NOT-so know,’ Mark, 
that this is also for YOU,- son. If all the good I 
things, healthwise, being intaken causes 
too much energy for sleep-intake it earlier 
in, the day. Good health always causes 
ones to feel like “overdoing and, as you 
can see, can also present problems. 

The following will represent sever& 
documents but I believe to save time-and 
spacing we will retype them in sequence. .I 
ask you to retype them, Dharma, regard? 
less of the added load, chela, beoause I 
want your data system to have it both 
mentally and on disc. Thank you. 

Now as’ one last personal word to some 
whom have come under what might seem, 
uncomfortable input. Please stop assum- 
ing you have done something wrong or 
otherwise. Recall that long ago I told you 
that much ofthe ‘input” from&alien speak- 
ers”, etc., was coming directly from your 
nearest government or military facility. 
Now you precious ones who are feeling 
most terrible-I pray you stop feeling such. 
When you began to receive, you were sim- 
ply flooded with communications from 
across your valley. It is fine, and the best 
training experience you WILL EVER RE- 
CEIVE. Bless the opportunity for God only 
cares enough to counter those energies 
with ones destined to be connected closely 
with His purpose. It is always a matter of 
choice: for He nor We will ever press. It is 
more easily ‘understood” by ‘example” 
than by all the ‘preaching” in the world. It 
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is easier, as in this case, to know the limits Ridge at the end ofAugust, 1992, by 
of the transmissions in HIS training les- removing much of the cover off the 
sons. The other that would put down conspiracy in the Weaver case, and 
brother, or cause fear, is most often not related cases. 
valid. Often times “subject material” is all [H: Signatures-On file but herein un- 
you will have for guidance through these listed] 
early times of “receiving”. NEVER FAILTO [H: I request that footnotes be noted 
CLEAR YOUR SPACE-PROPERLY AND as (‘Ibut follow immediately in the docu- 
THOROUGHLY. ment instead of as bottom of page foot- 

On with the Declarations please. I am notes in order to help continuity and 
not going to explain each session as ease of publishing in this format.] 
“quote’, etc. Just be aware that all the 
following, until otherwise stated, is relative 
directly to Lighter’s material. 

DOCUMENT ONE-IN ORDER OF 
PRESENTATION TO ME 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Lt. Col. (ret.) James “Bo” Gritz 
From: Hawaii campaign Headquar- 

ters: U.S. Presidential 
Candidate “Bo” Gritz 

Date: October 26, 1992 
. 

******************a+* 

PATTERN OF FELONY PERSECUTION 
AND KILLINGS TO SILENCE 

INFORMANTS 

I, Rodney F. Stich, declare: 
That I have evidence relating to the 

following criminal activities implicating fed- 
eral officials: 

We request that you, Claudia and the 
national campaign committee take seri- 
ously the Declaration of Eric Aaron Lighter, 
dated October 23, 1992 (fax of same hand 
delivered .without exhibits on Saturday, 
October 24,- 1992 by Lucricia Thayne of 
Elkridge, Utah; and this day with exhibits 
by Greg S,ali of Boise, Idaho), filed in the 
criminal case(s) of Randall -Weaver, Kevin 
Harris, -et al. (hereinafter referred to as 
“Weaver case”), which has attached to it 
by reference the September 25, 1992 three 
page letter from Mr. Lighter, with attached 
package of evidence of over four inches; 
thick (hereinafter together referred to as 
“Declaration”), including for the following 
reasons: . 

PATTERN OF KILLINGS, MYSTE- 
RIOUS DEATHS, AND PERSECU- 
TION OF INFORMANTS, 
WHISTLEBLOWERS, PROTESTING 
VICTIMS, RELATED TO OCTOBER 
SURPRISE; INSLAW; CHAPTER 11 
CORRUPTION; CIA DRUG SMUG- 
GLING: LOOTING OF AMERICA’S 
SAVINGS AND LOANS: JUDICIAL 
AND JUSTICE DEPARTMENT COR- 
RUPTION’ 
(l): This list was prepared by Rodney 

Stich (510) 820-7250; P.O. Box 5, Alamo, 
CA 94507. 

1. The original of your affidavit is in the 
Declaration, which affidavit was 
signed with the intention to be filed 

Killings, mysterious deaths, per-se- 
cution,~by Justice Department officials and 
federaljudges, were the fate of many who 
could report criminal activities committed 
by federal officials, including the (a) 
Inslaw scandal, exposing the criminal 
activities by high Justice Department 

in the Weaver case. officials.;2 (b) Chapter 11 judicial corrup- 
2. Since the Declaration is filed in the tion, that- may be the nation’s most vi- 

Weaver case, you have filed in the cious-criminal enterprise; (c) pattern of 
Weaver cage. air safety and criminal violations related 

3. Based on the allegations and evi- to a series of fatal airline crashes; (d) 
dence .provided in the Declaration, October Surprise treasonous and feloni- 
the Declaration is filed in one of the ous acts;- (e) and obstruction of justice 
most important criminal cases in and persecution of informants/whistle 
America. blowers by Justice Department attor- 

4. The allegations and evidence pro- neys/officials and federal judges; (e) drug 
vided in the Declaration have pro- smuggling by covert CIA activities; (r) 
vided what appears to be a signifi- looting’of covert CIA savings and loans 
cant, positive change in the Weaver by CIA operatives; (f) obstruction of jus- 
case. tice, felony cover-up, by every known 

5! There appears to be many rumors check and balance in the three branches 
and innuendos regarding Mr. Lighter of government and in industry. 
and others named in the Declara- t2) The 114-page report by the House 
tion, which should be of no impor- Committee ,on the Judiciary, called the 
tance except that same may be cloud- Inslaw Affair, identified as House-Report 
ingthesignificanceand’weightofthe 102-857, dated September 10, .1992, 
Declaration. What is important, is charged Justice.Department officialswith 
that the Declaration has, in essence, criminal misconduct, reflecting the cor- 
credibly explained the reason so rupt mindset of those in control of the 
manymilitarizedpolicewereonRuby U.S. Department of Justice. 

t-.: -I,., *.-, I e-c,- ,, ,L?,, I’(,, _ >_’ ,:. * _‘_ ,..I I I ,I, I” . I *-,, I,, , ,.., \ 
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INFORMANTS, WHISTLEBLOWERS, @I: Friends of Attorney General Ed Meese 
BEING PERSECUTED TO SILENCE 

implicating major government and non- 

THEIR REPORTING OF THESE 
sought to buy out INSLAW so that Justice government parties, including covert CIA 
Department officials who had links to an- 

CRIMES, OR TO DISCREDIT 
lending institutions and CIA operatives; 

THEIR DISCLOSURES. 
other computer company could sell the money laundering through embezzlement 
program to various government agencies from covert lending institutions to foreign 

Captain Gunther Russbacher. U.S. 
and to foreign governments. When Inslaw bank accounts and to the participants; 

Nave, Office of Naval Intelligence, Cen- 
refused, Peter Videnieks, who had direct bribing of members of Congress with em- 

tral Intell%ence Agencv 
links to Ed Meese and Dr. Earl Brian, bezzled funds; involvement of the son of 

Sentenced to members of Reagan’s California cabinet, 
prison in 1989 to silence’ him. 

President Bush, and Bush, in CIA front 
Captain threatened Inslaw’s owner, Bill Hamilton, lending institutions; cover-up by Justice 

Russbacher had key information of the that they had ways to get the software. Department officials. Persecution of Stu 
crimes related to the October Surprise, Meese had ordered a change in the former 
looting of covert CIA savings and loan computers used by the Justice Depart- 

Webb by Justice Department officials seek- 

institutions, drug smuggling by CIA fac- 
ing to halt his reporting of the major federal 

tions, and other unlawful activities. 
ment and a multi-million dollar contract criminal enterprises, while simultaneously 

He was to go to Meese’s friend, Dr. Brian. 
flew a CIA Lear-jet into Crows Landing 

protecting the key players in the HUD and 

Naval Air Station, and then flew it to Seattle 
Israeli agent, Ari Ben-Menashe, and savings and loan scandals. 

a Michael Riconosciuto, had testified to Dr. Imprisonment of over 300 CIA 
to pick up family members, which was Brian’s role in the scheme. Meese’s wife operatives who had evidence of criminal 
considered unauthorized use of govern- held substantial stock in Dr. Brian’s corn- activities committed bv CIA and htih 
ment fuel. He was the command pilot who pany. Also, it has been alleged that Dr. federal offkials. These informants were 
flew to Paris in October 1980 key members Brian was being rewarded for the part that involved with October Surprise, Inslaw, 
of the conspiracy undermining the United he played in setting up the October Sur- CIAlootingoflendinginstitutions, Chapter 
States, to block the release of the 52 Ameri- 
can hostages. (George Bush, William Casey, 

prise meetings. 11 corruption, CIA drug smuggling in the 

Donald Gregg, Robert Gates, and others.) 
Riconosciuto was threatened if he United States, and Justice Department 

testified before Congressman Jack Brooks’ obstruction of justice. 
He flew private citizen George Bush back committee, who had been “investigating” 

These CIA opera- 

from Paris in an SR-7 1. The implications in 
tives were charged with federal crimes by 

the treasonous acts in the October Sur- 
the Inslaw matter for several years, that rogue Justice Department personnel, and 
Justice Department officials caused him to 

prise include widespread conspiracy, de- 
sentenced to prison, for engaging in covert 

frauding the United States, and the ability 
be placed in prison. When congressional CIA activities that they were ordered to do. 
investigators and the media continued to In this manner the informants were blocked 

to commit these treasonous acts without interview Riconosciuto, Justice Department from reporting criminal activities, and the 
any of the many checks and balances officials had him shipped around the coun- prison sentences were used to deny them 
reporting the crimes. In late 199 1 Justice try from prison to prison, to block his credibility. In this manner the treasonous 
Department officials charged Russbacher reporting of the federal crimes committed and subversive criminal acts implicating 
with parole violations by charging that he by federal officials. high federal officials were protected from 
impersonated a naval officer at Castle Air Richard Brenneke. Feloniously exposure and criminal prosecution. 
Force Base on July 30, 1990. Russbacher charged with perjury when he testified in a Rodney F. Stich. Discovered a pat- 
was at Castle for a debriefing following a Denver district court trial that he saw tern of hard-core criminal activities, ini- 
secret SR-71 flight to Moscow that de- several of the October Surprise partici- tially while a federal air safety investigator 
parted from Crows Landing Naval Air Sta- pants in Paris during the secret October of the FAA,4 including felony obstruction of 
tion. Russbacher was also to receive from 1980 contract signing. Contract agent for justice by Justice Department personnel 
his Admiral boss in the Office of Naval the CIA for two decades. He was the co- and federal judges. After Stich published 
Intelligence a promotion to rear Admiral pilot on the flight to Paris from the United expose books and appeared on hundreds 
from Captain. States in October 1980, that secretly car- ofradioand television shows, which threat- 

Michael Riconosciuto. Former CIA ried George Bush, William Casey, Donald ened to expose United Airlines and federal 
operative, key party in arranging the wire Gregg, Robert Gates, and others, for the officials in the three branches of govern- 
transfer of the $40 million dollars to Iran in signing of the treasonous agreement with ment, a scheme was concocted to silence 
October 1980, as an initial payment for the Iranian factions. Assassination attempt his reporting of these criminal activities, 
October Surprise agreement. He is a com- made by gunfire in Portland, Oregon. Jus- misusing the judicial system and violating 
puter and weapons expert. He has infor- tice Department attorneys attempted to blocks of state and federal statutes, rules 
mation that could expose the parties impli- silence and discredit him by charging him of court, related case law, and constitu- 
cated in the October Surprise agreement, 
as he handled the $40 million dollar trans- 

in 1988 with perjury for testifying in a tional protections. To make the scheme 
Denver District Court trial that he saw succeed and block Stich’s defenses in law, 

action through a series of banks starting in Casey and other participants in the Octo- unlawful and unconstitutional orders were 
Mexico and ending up in a Luxembourg ber Surprise in Paris at the time of the rendered blocking Stich from court access. 
bank. He has information exposing Jus- secret negotiations and signing. t4): A. Chapter 11 iudicial corruption, 
tice Department officials in the Inslaw scan- Heinrich Rupp Pilot on the implicating federal judges/justices, fed- 
dal (through their desire to steal the tech- Gulfstream that flew from New York to eral trustees, cooperating law firms, Jus- 
nology for use by foreign governments at Paris carrying passengers. for the October tice Department attorneys/officials. Inslaw 
the request of Earl Brian, a CIA operative). Surprise agreement. Part of his CIA con- would be one tentacle of the Chapter 11 
Riconosciuto worked on the Inslaw corn- tract agent activities included arranging corruption implicating Justice Department 
puter program that was literally stolen arms sales to Iran. Justice Department officials and federal judges. Evidence is in 
from INSLAW, while at the Cabazon Tribe/ officials charged him with the crime of the form of personal experience, and the 
Indian reservation, near Indio, California, bank fraud (Aurora Bank, Colorado), in history of Stich’s Chapter 11 case (Oak- 
which is connected to various scandals.3 
He is being persecuted by Justice Depart- 

part of a CIA related operation, and then land, 487-059745 and 05975J), investiga- 
sentenced him to prison. tive media articles, secret July 11, 1990 

ment officials, apparently to silence him 
and discredit him. 

Stewart Webb. Investigator and in- Justice Department report, Congressional 
sider to vast savings and loan corruption findings in Inslaw and Chapter 11 matters. 
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B. Pattern of air safetv and crimi- 
nal violation causing and permitting to 
occur a series of specific airline crashes 
and deaths. Stich (and other federal in- 
spectors) discovered these crimes while a 
federal inspector, authorized to make such 
determinations. Evidence in the form of 
Stich’s testimony as a federal investigator, 
secret FAA and other documents and other 
writings. 

C. October Surmise. Stich dis- 
covered the smoking gun, the Navy Cap- 
tain, who was silenced by imprisonment. 
As a confidant of the Navy Captain, Stich 
was given facts during eight months of 
constant communications, showing the 
details of major national crimes. Evidence 
is in the form of statements/declarations 
made to Stich by the highest ranking mili- 
tary office yet willing to report the out-of- 
control federal employees (CIA and others) 
engaged in the October Surprise; looting of 
covert CIA savings and loans; drug smug- 
gling by CIA aircraft; persecution of infor- 
mants by the George Bush faction of the 
CIA; and other major crimes. 

D. RamDant drug smuggling bv 
covert CIA factions, with the knowledge 
and aiding of other government officials. 

E. Savings and Loan looting by 
rogue CIA factions, in control of covert CIA 
proprietary lending institutions. 

F. Pattern of Dersecution of infor- 
mants and whistleblowers including Stich, 
by renegade Justice Department attorneys 
who conspired to silence Stich through a 
pattern of sham law suits filed by a covert 
Justice Department law firm; unlawful and 
unconstitutional injunctive orders barring 
Stich from reporting the crimes in which 
they were implicated, and blocking federal 
statutory and constitutional defense 
against the persecution that included 
record-setting violations of civil, constitu- 
tional, and criminal statutes. When Stich 
exercised federal responsibilities to report 
the crimes (via federal court filings), and 
exercised constitutionally guaranteed right 
to defend via declaratory and injunctive 
reliefactions, Justice Department officials/ 
attorneys and federal judges repeatedly 
sentenced Stich to federal prison. 
Simultaneously, these same judges/jus- 
tices and Justice Department attorneys 
and officials forced Stich to seek refuge in 
Chapter 11 to protect Stich’s financially 
healthy estate. Then the rampant Chapter 
11 corruption was applied to Stich’s as- 
sets, seizing the assets without a hearing, 
violating numerous federal statutory and 
constitutional protections. The assetswere 
turned over to a known embezzler, trustee 
Charles Duck, who promptly embezzled 
and looted the assets. Repeatedly, the 
Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court who 
held supervisory responsibilities over the 
parties committing these treasonous and 
felonious acts, aided and abetted the na- 

tional crimes. 
(9: 1. Repeated prison sentences and 

criminal contempt charges, commencing 
in March 1987 and continuing to this date. 
These prison sentences were in felony re- 
taliation for exercising federal crime re- 
porting statutory responsibilities and rights 
and for exercising the constitutional right 
to federal court access and declaratory and 
injunctive relief remedies seeking a halt to 
great harms inflicted through record-set- 
ting civil, constitutional and criminal vio- 
lations: 

Filing federal actions (a) report- 
ing a pattern of federal crimes; (b) exercis- 
ing declaratory and injunctive relief rem- 
edies to halt the terminal destruction of a 
lifetime of personal and property rights 
established in five judgments and under 
the laws and Constitution of the United 
States. The criminal contempt charges 
sought ‘%upporV in unlawful and uncon- 
stitutional injunctive orders suspending 
for me the constitutionally and statutorily 
guaranteed right to court access. 

2. These contempt of court 
charges and repeated imprisonments were 
ordered by renegade federal judges and 
Justice Department personnel, seeking to 
(a) obstruct justice in the various criminal 
enterprises which Stich sought to report; 
(b) block Stich’s defenses against the ac- 
tions taken through a sham federal law 
suit and suspension of blocks of state and 
federal substantive and procedural protec- 
tions, intended to destroy the multi-mil- 
lion dollar assets which funded Stich’s 
exposure activities. Federal judicial in- 
volvement includes the nine justices of the 
U.S. Supreme Court. 

3. Stripped Stich of his life’s 
assets, his business, his home and con- 
verting him from a multi-millionaire to a 
state of poverty This end result misused 
the legal system;0 financially destroy Stich. 
Through a sham law suit that immediately 
stripped Stich of the assets that funded his 
exposure activities, combined with sus- 
pension/violation of numerous state and 
federal laws and constitutional safeguards 
that barred the action, the parties blocked 
Stich’s reporting of the federal crime, and 
blocked constitutional and statutory de- 
fenses. To insure the successofthe scheme, 
and to protect the parties carrying it out, 
state and federal judges/justices sus- 
pended all relevant substantive and proce- 
dural protections: (a) repeatedly, over a 
nine yearcontinuous period,violated blocks 
of state and federal laws barring the sham 
action: (b) repeatedly persecuted Stich with 
financial sanctions and prison sentences 
when he exercised constitutionally guar- 
anteed due process remedies specifically 
provided by California and federal statu- 
tory law; (c) rendered unlawful and uncon- 
stitutional injunctive orders barring me 
from reporting the crime and voiding fed- 

eral defenses upon which I sought relief; (d) 
sentenced me to federal prison for exercis- 
ing the constitutionally guaranteed right 
to federal court access and relief. 

4. Forced Stich to seek refuge in 
Chapter 11. The sham law suit filed by the 
covert Justice Department law firm, the 
suspension of all state and federal due 
process,thepersecutionforexercisingthese 
protections, threatened to destroy Stich’s 
financially healthy ten million dollar es- 
tate. Unaware of the rampant Chapter 11 
judicial corruption, Stich sought refuge in. 
Chapter 11. 

5. UsinninfamoustrusteeCharles 
Duck, corrupt federal judges seized Stich’s 
assets without the case on the calendar, 
without a noticed hearing, without cause, 
violating statutory and constitutional pro- 
tections. Subsequently imprisoned trustee 
Duck then embezzled over one million dol- 
lars in assets, and commenced destroying 
the six million equity estate. Federaljudges, 
up to and including the justices of the U.S. 
Supreme Court (having supervisory re- 
sponsibilities over the officers of the court), 
aided and abetted the pattern of criminal 
activities. Stich was sentenced to federal 
prison by judge Edward Jellen, approved 
by judge Samuel Conti, for exercising fed- 
eral remedies seeking relief from these and 
other criminal acts. 

This persecution5 (see above) com- 
menced with a sham law suit, filed by a 
covert Justice Department law firm, that 
immediately seized Stich’s life’s assets 
which funded his exposure activities. State 
and federal judges combined their powers 
to block each of the numerous defenses in 
California and federal law and constitu- 
tional safeguards. They feloniously pun- 
ished Stich for exercising constitutionally 
guaranteed defenses provided by specific 
statutory law. They forced Stich to seek 
refuge in Chapter 11, at which time the 
Chapter 11 judicial corruption seized his 
multi-million dollar assetswithout the case 
on the court calendar, violating basic statu- 
tory and constitutional protections. 

When Stich exercised his rights and 
responsibilities to report the criminal ac- 
tivities, and to defend himself, federal judges 
and Justice Department prosecutors acted 
in unison to: 

* Rendered unlawful and un- 
constitutional orders barring him access 
to federal court. These orders blocked 
Stich from reporting the federal crimes as 
required to be reported (and received) by 
federal crime-reporting statutes including 
Title 18 U.S.C. sub. 4; blocked Stich from 
defending against the retaliatory actions 
taken to block his reporting of the crimes. 

* Repeatedly charged Stich with 
criminal contempt, and sent him to federal 
prison, in felony retaliation for reporting 
the federal crimes and in felony retaliation 
for exercising rights under the laws and 
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Constitution of the United States to defend 
himself. Two active felony persecution 
cases are now ongoing in the Ninth Circuit, 
seeking to put Stich in federal prison for 
reporting the federal crimes and for exer- 
cising constitu tional and statutory defenses 
against the felony persecution 

These judicial and Justice Depart- 
ment actsarefederalcrimes (Title 18 U.S.C. 
subsections 24 1) (conspiracy against citi- 
zen for exercising rights and protections 
under the Constitution and laws of the 
United States); Sub. 371 (conspiracy to 
commit offense or defraud the United 
States); Subsection 15 12 and 1513 (retali- 
ation against a witness/victim seeking to 
report the crimes to a federal tribunal). 

In addition to these acts, in 1991 
Justice Department attorneys/officials and 
federal judges rendered orders barring Stich 
from leaving the counties of Contra Costa 
and Alameda (with the exception of Reno), 
while subjecting Stich to the latest crimi- 
nal contempt charge for reporting the pat- 
tern of federal crimes stated here, and for 
exercising declaratory and injunctive relief 
remedies. Concurrently, he was forced to 
live on $1000 per month (incl-uding his rent 
payments), while his ten million dollar 
estate, which was corruptly seized by fed- 
eral judges, looted, embezzled and de- 
stroyed the assets. Justices of the U.S. 
Supreme Court repeatedly protected these 
judicial crimes occurring in the areas for 
which they have supervisory respon- 
sibilities, and responsibilities under fed- 
eral criminal and civil right statutes. 

10/31/92 Ul HATONN 

IF YOU CANT SEE, THEN IT’S 
HOPELESS 

If you failed to note the management of 
the Presidential interview last evening and 
the inability to get off the subject of Iran- 
contra along with the FAILURE of the 8th 
largest bank to fail-IN TEXAS-then 
this whole thing may be too much with 
which to contend. In the case of the 
bank, what are you told? “That you 
won’t have an FDIC problem with 16 of 
the 20 banks in point-BUT, will have 
great losses with the other four.” Of 
course, note, the “other four” are in the 
major cities: Dallas, Houston, Austin 
(state capital) and San Antonio. Yes, 
indeed, Ross is right! There are over a 
hundred additional banks waiting until 
after Tuesday to fold! 

-VOTE FOR PEROT- 

GET OUT THERE AND VOTE FOR 
ROSS. THE POLLSARE RIGGED SO YOU 
MUST VOTE IN SPITE OF WHAT THEY 
SHOWAND TELL PO-AND THE ELEC- 
TION IS RIGGED AND =FIXEDm--sO- 

YOU HAVE TO OVERWHELM THE MA- 
CHmRY SO THAT IT IS A %VS~ 
THAT TWE uPLAN” BE ABSOLUTELY 
OVERWmLMEDl THE POLLS ARE RE- 
PORTING LIES TO CAUSE YOU TO THINK 
ROSS CAN’T WIN. PLEASE, CHELAS, DO 

INDEPENDENTS IINCLUDING BO 
GRIT?+-VOTE FOR PEROT AND THEN 
CAUSE HIM TO CALL ON THE OTHERS 
FOR MANAGEMENT-AFTERWARDS! 
YOU CAN DO IT! 

PATTERN OF FELONY PERSECUTION 
AND KILLINGS TO SILENCE 

INFORMANTS 
(CONTINUED) 

Ron Rewald. Sent to prison to take 
the blame after the covert CIA operation 
known as Bishop, Baldwin, Rewald, 
Dillingham and Wong (BBRDW) was ex- 
posed by a Honolulu reporter. 

Brett C. Kimberlin. His 1989 pa- 
role date was cancelled and reset for 1994, 
causing him to be imprisoned for an addi- 
tional five years, and he was placed in 
solitary confmement, in retaliation for mak- 
ing known to the media that he sold mari- 
juana to vice-presidential candidate Dan 
Quayle from the fall of 197 1 through early 
1973 while Quayle was a law student in 
Indiana. 

Director William Sessions. FBI. On 
October 13, 1992, Justice Deement of- 
ficials stated that they were conducting an 
investigation of FBI Director William Sed- 

evidence of corruption linking Justice De- 
partment officials to Chapter 11 racketeer- 
ing activities, Inslaw, October Surprise, 
BCCI, and Justice Department complicity. 
On Saturday morning, August 10, 199 1, 
Washington-based freelance reporter 
Danny Casolaro was found dead in a motel 
room in nearby Martinsburg, West Vir- 
ginia. Casolaro had been working on a 
manuscript linking Justice Department 
officials with the Inslaw scandal, with the 
vast Chapter 11 corruption, with the Octo- 
ber Surprise Scandal, and with the BCCI 
scandal. 

Alan D. Standorf. Killed by blows to 
his head, which reportedly occurred on 
Januw 4, 199-l. His body was found on 
January31,1991,inthebackseatofacar 
parked at the Washington National Air- 
port. His death is linked to the subsequent 
killing of Danny Casolaro because he was 
asourceofinside information. Riconosciuto 
had introduced Casolaro to Standorf. It is 
believed that Standorf, an electronic intel- 
ligence employee for the National Security 
Agency, was a key source for some of the 
information obtained by Danny Casolaro. 
Casolaro had previously stated to a friend, 
Bill Turner, that a key source of informa- 
tion on the scandals that he was investi- 
gating had disappeared (referring to 
Standorf). 

Barrv Kumnick . Disappeared ap- 
proximately March 199 1. He was working 
on upgrade to Inslaw’s Promis software for 
the Justice Department. Justice Depart- 

..ment officials had offered to purchase the - _ 
sions relating to his unauthorized use of software, and then, as in the Inslaw case, 
government transportation. This an- refused to go ahead with the acquisition, 
nouncement came several days after FBI forcing Kumnick to file Chapter 11 bank- 
Director Sessions had stated that he would, ruptcy. Kumnick then disappeared and 
independent of his Justice Department bosses, has not been heard from since. 
conduct an investigation into the Justice De- Cabazon Indian leader [Alfred 
partment cover-up in the BNL scandal. This Alvarez) and two other people. They were 
follows a similar pattern of silencing or discred- killed on July 1, 198 1, at Ranch0 Mirage, 
iting others who threatened to expose the pat- near the Cabazon Indian reservation in 
tern of Justice Department corruption. Southern California. The three people 

~:KeepinminaseveraI~r~ were murdered after Alvarez protested the 
the alnme: Not on@ did thb chatge aga3nst takeover of the Indian nation and ties to 
Se&ons OQme fdbut fi auue foawatd Justice Department officials (including Earl 
~ediatelpuI--by- Brian), Wackenhut, and CIA activities. 
ofGates,asheaddtheC!&andthehidiug Attornev Dennis Eisman. Shot to 
cafdocumentsbyGatesandtheCIA. The!n,as death in April 1991, 24 hours before he 
reIatestothematters e ob earlier was to meet with Michael Riconosciuto 
regard&nationaldebts,etc.-G4TESmE (being persecuted/prosecuted by Justice 
A TRZMYllR~ IKHKYiWMTo~AS Department officials) to consider whether 
4..THE FIRST CllsfiOF THEHEAD OF THE to take on his case against the Justice 
m-e. Hmmmmm. Please keep in Department. Shortly before Eisman was 
mindaswemoveoninsubject materialthat killed he was to meet in Philadelphia with 
we have not even utouched” on ail the a woman who would deliver important 
targeu+butthesehaveabsohxtePROOFOF evidence showing Justice Department offi- 
ACTIONS!] cial, Peter Videnieks, threatening 

Riconosciuto, if Riconosciuto testified be- 
PARTIAL LIST OF DEATHS THAT fore the Congressional committee investi- 

KEPT THE SCANDAL SECRET gating Inslaw. Danny Casolaro had been 
in communication with Eisman before 

Danny Casolaro. Killed on August Casolaro was murdered. 
10, 199 1, as he was obtaining additional Alan Michael Mav. Found dead in 
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his San Francisco home on June 19,199 1. 
May was involved, with Michael 
Riconosciuto, in the October 1980 move- 
ment of $40 million bribe money to Iranian 
factions, to delay the release of the 52 
American hostages, in the “October Sur- 
prise” scandal. May had requested 
Riconosciuto not to divulge May’s ties with 
the Iranian hostage scandal, out of fear for 
his life. Within four days of the publication 
in the Napa Sentinel of Riconosciuto’s de- 
scription of the October Surprise scandal, 
May was killed. The local coroner stated 
death was due to a heart attack, but a 
subsequent autopsy revealed that May had 
poly pharmaceuticals in his system. 

Attornev David Mayer. Killed by 
gunshot on February 6, 1989 in the San 
Francisco Bay area. On February 7, 1989 
he was to appear in the U.S. District Court 
at San Francisco, before Judge Paul 
Vukasin, Jr.,6 defending defendants in 
drug-related charges that were believed 
tied in with covert CIA activities. Mayer 
was an activist seeking to expose the 
Contra-drug connection involving the 
Reagan-Bush administration, the CIA, Jus- 
tice Department officials, and others. 
Mayer’s investigation and files disclosed 
links between high federal officials and 
associates, and a number of major federal 
crimes. 

W A friend of Earl Brian, Edwin Meese 
III, and other parties implicated in October 
Surprise, Inslaw, Chapter 11 corruption, 
Justice Department pattern of cover-up, 
and all part of the Reagan-Bush coterie. 

Paul Morasca. Found tortured to 
death in his San Francisco apartment in 
January 1982. He had links to the Cabazon 
Indian reservation, money laundering and 
business relations to the administrator for 
the reservation, John Nichols (with alleged 
CIA ties, allegedly paid to have Alvarez 
killed). CIA operative Michael Riconosciuto, 
and associate of both Nichols and Morasca, 
found the body and then drove 500 miles to 
the Cabazon Indian reservation and told 
Nichols of the death (who then called the 
police). Riconosciuto allegedly gave a card 
containing secret bank account code num- 
bers to Mary Quick in Fresno, for safe 
keeping. She was then killed, and her 
purse taken. 

Abbie Hoffman. Reportedly com- 
mitted suicide at his home on April 12, 
1989, just before he was to deliver his 
manuscript to Playboy’s Chicago offices. 

Former Senator John Tower. Killed 
in an unexplained plane crash at New 
Brunswick, Georgia, on April 5, 199 1, just 
as the Iranian hostage scandal was again 
surfacing. Tower had a great deal of highly 
sensitive data on the Iranian hostage scan- 
dal and the part played in it by his aide, 
Robert McFarlane, George Bush, and the 
many others. Tower, his senate aide, Rob- 
ert McFarlane, relatives, and friends, were 

involved in the October Surprise and re- into the part where Justice Department 
lated scandals that were surfacing at the attorneys/officials were at the core of the 
time of his death. corruption. His death relieved the pres- 

Reported assassination of three sure on corrupt Chapter 11 judges, federal 
nave officers on the evening of April 30, trustees, covert CIA and covert Justice 
1991. at Fort Ord, California, linked to Department law firms, and ties to the 
CIA and Justice Department factions. The various scandals observed by Russbacher 
reported deaths included Captain Samuel and reported to Stich. 
Walters; a female navy officer whose first Attorney Gary Rav Pinnell. Killed 
name was Marilyn; and an Admiral-whose on February 11, 199 1 in San Antonio, 
name has not yet been identifled.7 The Texas, just prior to presenting evidence of 
flight was expected to be carrying the Chapter 11 judicial corruption to the FBI. 
‘smoking gun” (Gunther Russbacher) who William Casey. Director of the CIA, 
could expose a pattern of criminal activi- who was a key participant in the secret 
ties by high government officials, implicat- October 18,19 and 20, 1980 agreement in 
ing the Justice Department, Central Intel- Paris (October Surprise). On the morning 
ligence Agency, high federal officials in the that he was to testify before the Senate 
executive branch, and federal judges and Intelligence Committee on the secret agree- 
trustees. ment, he experienced seizures in the CIA 

t7): But who is known to CIA operative offices. After subsequent brain surgery he 
Gunther Russbacher. died on May 6, 1987. Friends stated that 

The criminal activities included, in- Casey had stated he would truthfully tes- 
ter alia, (a) October Surprise activities, tify about the October Surprise scheme. 
some ofwhich have never been exposed; (b) Michael Hand. Found shot to death 
a pattern of looting of America’s savings after the cover was blown on the covert CIA 
and loans and close relationship between proprietary, Nugan Hand Bank. 
CIA factions and key parties in the savings [H: AGAIN, PLEASE! These are just a 
and loan corruption; (c) drug smuggling by smattering and come from a resource, 
covert CIA operatives; (d) massive corrup- no more and no less. Yes indeed, this is 
tion within Chapter 11 courts, using the confirmation that those tales ,I have 
courts to cover up for the looting of covert been sharing with you are true, posi- 
CIAproprietarycompaniesandusingChap- tively, and only touch the surface. All 
ter 11 as a major funding vehicle by strip- are related to the massive network of 
ping Chapter 11 filers of their assets. Cir- corruption and crimes. I don’t know 
cumstantial evidence of the existence of how to get you to get the back JOUR- 
this crash comes from Russbacher and NALS [and LIBERATORSI in which we 
indirectly through his immediate boss, an have detailed these things (aB of these 
Admiral in the Office of Naval Intelligence; ones, so far) and more, more, more. 
and from statements made by a reliable But-until you realize the extent and 
CIA informant to St Louis Post Dispatch proof of these incidents, there is not a 
reporter Phil Linsalata. prayer of reclamation of your nation, 

Gunther Russbacher is reportedly justice and Constitution. With the 
among the top three covert CIA operatives. money system, judicial system and 
He held extremely responsible positions in media in total control of your (the 
the intelligence community, including (a) people) adversary you have not a prayer 
incorporating and operating numerous in you-know-where of rwiving. Many 
covert CIA financial institutions, control- ones have literally put their name and 
ling hundreds of millions of dollars in CIA necks on the line for you-the-people 
funds in secret bank accounts in the United and I won’t call further attention to 
States and overseas; (b) One of only a few them here but I give unending appre- 
CIA SR-71 pilots who flew highly sensitive ciation and “protection” unto them. 
missions, including flying George Bush How are these “spoilers” rtill alive to 
back from Paris in an SR-7 1 following the tell? Because we have scattered docu- 
secret October 19,198O weekend meetings mentation to the four corners of your 
in Paris as part of the October Surprise; earth and IF they should turn up in 
SR-7 1 pilot flying one of several SR-7 1s to attempt to kill or dead, THERE ISN’T 
Moscow on July 26, 1990. His deteriorat- ANY WAY YOU WILL NOT HEAR ABOUT 
ing health and harsh prison conditions, IT! THIS IS ALSO WHY WE HAVE TO 
and the constant felony persecution by CONTINUALLY KEEP DHARMA AND 
Justice Department attorneys/officials may E. J. (THE EKKERS) BEFORE YOU-THE- 
preclude him from ever testifying. PEOPLE AND EVIDENCE IN MANY, 

Attornev Dexter Jacobson. Killed MANY PLACES TO BE BROUGHT 
on August 14, 1990, just prior to present- FORTH INSTANTLY IFANYTHINGHAP- 
ing evidence of rampant Chapter 11 judi- PENS TO THEM. THESE PEOPLE (ALL 
cial corruption to the FBI, Jacobson and OF THEM) HAVE RISKED EVERY- 
Stich exchanged information on the Chap- THING-ALL YOU HAV& TO DO IS 
ter 11 judicial corruption several months ‘VOTE” AND THEN DEMAND CLEAN- 
before Jacobson’s death, but did not get UP-IF-YOU DON’T WAITTOO LONG!) 
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DEATHS RELATED TO THE 
CRIMINAL ACTMTIES THAT 

OCCURRED IN FOREIGN 
COUNTRIES 

Anson Ng. Shot to death a month 
before Casolaro’s murder. Ng was in Gua- 
temala, working for Financial Times, to 
interview Jimmy Hughes, who had impor- 
tant information on misconduct relating to 
the murders on the Cabazon Indian reser- 
vation, Inslaw, and Iran Contra. Jimmy 
Hughes had fled to Central America to 
escape the fate other possible informants 
and informers experienced. 

Jonathan Movie. Journalist killed 
in Santiago, Chile, in April 1990. He was 
investigating a sale of military equipment 
by arms merchants in Chile to Iraq. Of 
possible interest, CIA sources report that 
electronic components for Iraq’s ‘super- 
gun” were shipped through Santiago to 
Iraq, and involved CIA officials, including 
Robert Gates. 

Arnold Raphel. Killed in a plane 
crash in which sabotage is suspected. (With 
Pakistani President Mohammed Zia ul- 
Haq, on August 17, 1988.) He was one of 
several top officials in the Carter Adminis- 
tration that sabotaged the official negotia- 
tions by the United States under President 
Carter, by being part of the Reagan-Bush 
conspiracy. 

Mohammed Al3 Raiai. The former 
Iranian official was killed in a bomb blast in 
his Tehran office.8 18): New Yorlc flmes, 
August 3 1, 198 1. He reportedly met with 
George Bush and William Casey on Octo- 
ber 18, 1980, just prior to their flying to 
Paris for the secret agreement signing. 

Cvrus Hashemi. Killed after stating 
that his arms sales to Iran were part of the 
October 1980 deal between Iranian fac- 
tions and the Reagan-Bush factions to 
delay the release of the American hostages. 

Shahuour Bahktiar. The last prime 
minister for the Shah of Iran, with knowl- 
edge of the October Surprise conspiracy, 
was killed on August 6, 1991 in his home 
outside of Paris. He had evidence proving 
the existence of the secret October 1980 
agreement between American and Iranian 
factions in Paris. Shortly after he was 
killed, his friend, former Iranian President 
‘Bani-Sadr, reportedly recanted statements 
he had made identifying the existence of 
the October Surprise agreement. 

Hassan Sabra. Chief editor of the 
Lebanese weekly AZ Shiraa, who had been 
exposing the involvement of Americans in 
the Iranian hostage and Iran-Contra scan- 
dals, was shot on September 2 1, 1987. 
This was the same day that Mehdi Hashemi 
was executed in Tehran. 

Sadegh Ghotbzadeh. Foreign min- 
ister of Iran during the Iranian hostage 
crisis. According to Ocfober Suprise, a 
Repubyz-!t, f@.ion..rr, the CIA ne- % . . s .-.- 

gotiated with Ghotbzadeh to encourage the 
Ayatollah Khomeini to go along with the 
scheme to delay the release of the Ameri- 
can hostages until Reagan’s inauguration. 
In October Surprise, Secretary of State 
Alexander Haig’s aide, Michael Ledeen, 
tipped off the Khomeini regime to an al- 
leged coup attempt involving Ghotbzadeh, 
which resulted in his death. 

Avatollah Mohammed Beheshti. 
Killed by a bomb explosion at the Islamic 
Republic Party headquarters in Iran on 
June 28,198 1. Beheshti reportedly sent a 
representative to the secret Paris meeting 
in October 1980. 

Glenn Souham. He was a business 
partner of Iranian arms dealer Cyrus 
Hashemid and to Adnan Khashoggi. 

Mehdi Hashemi. He was executed 
in Iran on September 21, 1987. He was 
head of Khomeini’s office for export of 
militant Islamic fundamentalism. 

President of Pakistan. Killed in a 
sabotaged plane crash in 1988, following a 
falling-out with CIA operatives. 

John Fredrich. And his body-guard, 
were shot dead in Sale, Australia. (Fredrich 
was a close ally of Colonel Oliver North and 
Amiram Nir, and had considerable knowl- 
edge of the Iran-Contra scandal and the 
Inslaw case. Nir died in Mexico.) According 
to Michael Riconosciuto (A CIA operative), 
Fredrich was the third party that he was 
using to try to set up an interview with 
Michael Hand of the Nugan Hand Bank 
(covert CIA bank) for an Australian Televi- 
sion station. Fredrich owned a company 
(National Security Council) dealing in 
search and rescue equipment. Fredrich’s 
real name may have been Haffenberger, 
before moving to Australia. 

Hoashang Lavi. Attempted assas- 
sination. He worked with Iranian arms 
dealer Cyrus Hashemi (now deceased) on 
an Iranian arms sale. Shortly after trying 
to obtain documents showing a large arms 
sale with Iran, as part of the October Sur- 
prise agreement, an assassination attempt 
was made on his life. 

l ******* 

I have considerable hard evidence of 
criminal activities implicating high federal 
officials, including Justice Department 
personnel, federal judges, federal trustees 
and CIA personnel that constitutes in some 
cases treasonous and subversive activities 
against the United States and its people. 
This evidence was initially obtained while I 
was a federal investigator for the Federal 
Aviation Administrator, holding federal 
authority to make such determinations. 
Thereafter, the evidence was obtained while 
a victim of felony persecution trying to 
block my reporting of these crimes, through 
private investigations, and through the 
sworn statements given to me by deep 
cover personnel of the Central Intelligence 
k&.“cy. I. < I. I 1 , a 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

It is my firm belief that these various 
criminal activities are interrelated, and 
constitute the greatest internal threat to 
our form of government that has ever ex- 
isted. 

These criminal activities are de- 
scribed in the book Un.endly Skies-Saga 
ofComcption, and in the forthcoming book, 
LkfmudingAmerica. Segments of the vari- 
ous criminal activities that I discovered are 
also described in Congressional reports, in 
highly researched and documented expo& 
books, magazines and newspaper articles. 

I declare the above statements to be 
true and correct to the best of my knowl- 
edge and belief. Executed this fifteenth day 
of October, 1992, in the City of Walnut 
Creek, State of California. 

mnal signature affixed1 
Rodney F. Stich 
P.O. Box 5 
Alamo, CA 94507 
Phone: 5 lo-944- 1930/820-7250 

*** 
So, I suggest to any of you doubters: 
CALL HIM! And, readertilejoice in this 
thought, that since centuries past-this 
is the most incredibly important and 
wondrous time to be experiencing in life 
on planet Earth-in the reclaiming of 
freedom and justice. Will you be a part? 
Will you effort to stop the patriots? Are 
you not sick unto death of the LIES? Is 
it not exciting to be a PART of this 
unfolding story? This is beyond James 
Bond and Sherlock Holmes, chelas- 
this is LIFE and ability to change things 
by your own actions1 So be it. 

10/31/92 62 HATONN 

HALLOWEEN? 

This is the celebration of all things 
Satanic. It is most sad when more PAR- 
TICIPATION is given to Satan than at 
any other celebration. You might wish to 
suggest that there is still ‘Christmas”! 
BUT, is there? What has Christmas 
come to represent? Satan Claus per- 
haps? All things physical and material? 
Laws now prevent you from participat- 
ing in the celebration of Christianity as 
you know it to be. You NOW have Public 
Law 102-I4:that is a Jewish practice of 
religion! Your churches now practice 
“Judeo/Ch.ristian” teachiugs. Note even 
the symbol places “Judao” FIRST. This 
is a new conjuring to deceive you people 
for you have now become 100% under 
the spell of the evil adversary1 May 
Christ-God have mercy on you blind 
lamb-for you have gone without His 
fold and 6eek your salvation in the dark 
hell of the physical realm. 

l ** 
. f 
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Let us move on please with the next sedition equally together with treason by bungling of Sessions before Grits and 
‘DECLARATION”. Reagan and Bush, and if true Declarant is Lighter -make any more progress against 

sorry but prepared for full prosecution the prosecution of Sessions before the Fed- 
DECLARATION therefore. After the apparent murder of the -eral Grand Juries across the country. The 

attorney whom Declarant was paralegal judges in this case also need to cover-up 
COMES NOW, ERIC AARON LIGHTER, for, and who was leader of the Victims of 

hereinafter ‘Declarant”, an adult citizen 
their corruption and cover-up of corruption 

Iran Contragate Coverup Association, in this case for the same reason. 
of these united [leave small u please] States Declarant assisted in the conviction of OPR has the further serious ‘problem” 
of America, appearing as a key Assault on Admiral John Poindexter, Cr. No. 88-0080- that Declarant, Col. Salter and Group sued 
Ruby Ridge witness in the USA v. Randall 1. Immediately thereafter, the Office of the Federal Grand Juries in Washington, 
C. Weaver, Kevin Harris, et al., Cr. No. 92- Professional Responsibility (“OPR”) flew D.C. (and Hawaii) for failing to indict them, 
080 NEJL, filed in the U.S. District Court from Washington, D.C. to visit Declarant thus proving that they are tampered with 
for the District of Idaho. Attached hereto and his attorney Mary Rudolph (former (maybe hundreds of thousands of prison- 
by reference in full, including all exhibits assistant U.S. Attorney for San Antonio, ers get to sue for new trials for cause and 
thereto (totalling over four inches thick) Texas), including for reasons of -Central have the government pay for them) despite 
plus all attachments thereto made by ref- Intelligence Agency (‘CIA”), matters and confessing at every level of the Executive 
erence, is that certain certified letter, P 888 alleged bomb threat ploy utilized by and Judiciary Branches (maybe hundreds 
905 550, dated September 25, 1992 from Poindexter’scounsel. Approximately three of thousands of prisoners show up with 
Eric Aaron Lighter, which certified pack- weeks earlier OPR had given then U.S. voidedpleabargainsandconfessionsnow). 
age was received September 29, 1992. -Attorney General Richard Thomburgh a lie These and related actions caused the Iran 
Said certified package was sent jointly and detector test in a scandal that resulted in Contra case to be extended past May 15, 
severallyto the Honorable EdwardJ. Lodge, number two and three in Main Justice 1992, and sourced the CIA station chief 
ChiefJudge, the Honorable Harold L. Ryan, %ztiring” immediately. OPR has so much Alan Fiers plea bargain when Independent 
Judge, the Honorable Mike1 H. Williams, power that they almost effortlessly forced Counsel Lawrence Walsh and Chief Dis- 
Magistrate Judge, U.S. District Court for former U.S. Trustees Executive Director trict of ColumbiaChief USDC Judge Aubrey 
the District of Idaho, Federal Court Build- and Counsel Thomas Stanton to be re- Robinson, III were caught corrupt red 
-ing, Boise, Idaho 83724. This same certi- placed by the now in place, corrupt John handed; which plea bargain triggered in- 
fled package was also sent certified, P 888 Logari. Another reason OPR came to Ha- dictments against CIA top (or any) officers 
906 549, to counsel for Randall Weaver, waii was because the Chief Auditor for U.S. - for the first time. This is chiefly OPR’s fault, 
Jerry Spence, and received September 28, Trustees, Al Anillo, had been to Hawaii on and so they were forced to blame Sessions 
.1992. This same certified package was Declarant’s tax case in October 1989, but in the covert way of attacking mere abuses 
also sent certified, P 888 906 548, to Lt. the problem just got larger and larger. of transportation privileges and the like. 
Col. (ret) ‘Bo” Gritz, c/a dohn R.- Prukop Actually the problem has continued to and However, note that since De&rant and 
(National Press, Secretary, Bo Gritz Na- is continuing to grow exponentially. Group-proved that the Washington, DC. 
tionaI Presidential Campaign Committee), .Federal Bureau of Investigation (‘FBI”) Federal Grand Juries are tampered wit!!, 
119 10-C Meridian E. # 142, Puyallup, Director William Sessions covered up the that De&rant and +XI~ have exclusive 
Washington 98373, received September matter even to the point of saying that the ownership of one of the largest scandals 
28, 1992. Numerous other parties also FBI does not handle tax cases: but what ever. That scandal was given to Col. Grits 
received all or.gart of _said certified ,pack- about Al Capone?,’ Now Sessions is being for use in saving Randall Weaver, et al. 
age. - made the scapegoat for the Iraqgate scan- That scandal is being utilized to attempt to 

Pursuant to (1) the above described dal that has the CIA and ,Department of stop thecorruptionand coverup ofcorrup- 
September 25, 1992 certiged package, (2) JusticeU.S. AttomeyGeneralWilliamBarr tion in this case. That scandal is why 

-the deckiiations of Eric Aaron Lighter, Lt. fmger pointing, especially now that an almost no one of political importance is 
Col. (r&) John Stuart Salter, and’R0ber-t Independent Counsel may be-soon ap- ever indicted in Washington, D.C. 
Measel, Jr., in the May 3 1, ,199I’Federal pointed in ‘the case. The GPR was volun- .- The story -is-,m*en more ‘linked to Ses- 
Register, pages 24836 to 24843, attached teered to .bring - Sessions to his knees,. sions, and Bush. Exhibit ‘B” hereto de- 
in full he&o by reference (3) the tax return Why? -It. is true that OPR pre-dates the scribes the INSLAW case that .another In- 
of Eric Aaron Lighter of over250,006 pages, much. larger ,Offrce -of- Inspector General, dependent Counsel may soon he appointed 
of which over 60,000 pages of evidence but OPR is wrapped around De&rant’s to investigate. an page five of said Exhibit 
betig ftied in public recordmiorofilr$ at the ‘a~&” for letting De&rant continue to ‘B” please also note how Barry Kumnick is 
Haw$i Bureau of Conveyances, attached escalate the -expose c of corruption and involved with INSLAW; Barry Kumnickhad/ 
in full hereto by referencei (4) this Declara- coverup of corruption. Certainly it is_ also 
tion-, and(5) the other evidence;available. true that OPR has the job of ‘taking out” 

has high government clearance and a very 
impressive resume. Mary Lou Kumnick, 

and now ready for testimony, it is clear that Sessions to some degree. The OPR has to Barry’s mother, testified under oath before 
there are significant matters that thi&ourtr do this rather than let the Federal Warrant Declarant and white collar crime investiga- 
and its officers must address. These mal- for Citizen’s Arrest, that Declarant wrote tor Lt. Col. (ret.) John Stuart Salter at the 
ters-include the-matter of this case, Cr. No. 
92-080, having strong ties in certain na- 

against Sessions. Worse for the White Assault at Ruby Creek co. mmand post, the 
House is that Independent U.S. Presiden- second floor of the Deep Creek Resort. 

tional cases which have appointment of tial Candidate Lt.. Col. (ret) James ‘Bo’ Mrs. Kumnick’s testimony noted how her 
Independent Counsels pending or in place. Grits was that key person utilizing said son was involved with INSLAW. Declarant 

As partially noted in above said May 3 1, c&&n’s arrest, see Exhibit I’A” hereto. has spoken to Frank Kumnick, former 
199 1 Federal Register, Declarant is the Further, especially because Declarant is a close friend of Weaver, who-thinks that his 
key, missing Iran Contra witness whose key, missing Iran Co son has now secretly surfaced, but chas 
work product was a key element in pre- the job of keeping G &-@e$ 
venting then President Ronald Reagan and credit he richly 

foxyes with the .Department of Jus- 
deserves- e Xi& Before”that Bar$Kumnick had im- 

Vice-President George, Bush from.both be- remaining Randall Weaver f$mily and friend portant workproduct left in storage myste-e 
ing impeached. More than;one attorney.- from ‘White House sourced destruction. riously auctioned off to atop telzcommuni- 
has concluded that Declarant is. guilty of OPR must cover up the malfeasance and c&ions executiveworking on @%ifrcil-in- 
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telligence. When Frank Kumnick tried to Therefore, this case.is linked to the top high stature attorney to represent him 
obtain the material for his son, a large, Washington, D.C. cases with actual or recently, the prosecutor offered to release 
dark limousine with huge fellows came to pending Independent Counsel scrutiny. Webb for a $100 fine and a misdemeanor; 
visit him, leading Frank to take some eva- Speaking of’spin doctors”, on October 16, but Webb demanded a Grand Jury. The 
sive action. Other incidents occurred. 1992 a Mr. Maynard C. Campbell, Jr. had judge apparently saw the case for what it 

really was and said that Webb could have 
a Grand Jury, plus unlimited witnesses 
and that the state had to pick up the tab for 
travel and expenses of the witnesses (and 
it is intended that Declarant be included as 
one of these witnesses along with Col. 
Salter). This will probably be one of the 
highest profile CIA whistleblower cases in 
years, but with stated stakes at only $100. 

Attached hereto without an exhibit ref- 
erence is Declarant’s Memorandum to Doug 
Doig, National Coordinator of the Fully 
Informed Jury Association, dated October 
19, 1992. This memo explains some of 
Declarant’s epistemology and methodol- 
ogy, plus some of Declarant’s intentions 
herein this case, Cr. No. 92-080. This 
memo names some of Declarant’s intended 
witnesses, but Declarant has numerous 
others. In addition, Declarant intends to 
have other parties take to Federal Grand 
Juries across this great land the truth 
regarding the herein demonstrated cor- 
ruption and coverup of corruption in this 
case. This includes proof and evidence of 
same, including Declarant’svolun@ry, ma- 
terial felony confession to $50 BilIion in 
signiIIcant,ptimafacieevidenced and White 
House sourced tax fraud and White House 
offered tax fraud bribe. Please refer to said 
250,000 plus page tax return of Declarant 
for more details. 

Barry Kumnick could now be dead. Frank a three block radius evacuated around him 
Kumnick was accused of being an infor- in Ashland, Oregon while at his girlfriend’s 
mant on Randall Weaver, but Declarant home, and was then surrounded by milita- 
thinks that is misinformation. It was al- rized police and U.S. Marshals for bogus, 
leged that Weaver worked on a marijuana unserved charges (just like Weaver). How- 
farm for Steve Tanner. It appears that Paul ever, Campbell is more radical than most 
Dinsmore accused Frank Kumnick and “patriotsI, including allegedly having 
Steve Tanner of being undercover federal mines in his own ranch yard. The televi- 
informants. Paul Dinsmore has been ac- sion news told the story about Campbell 
cused of being an undercover agent and but showed pictures and story mostly abou t 
was actually Paul Dinsmore. Frankly, the Randall Weaver. Further, the information 
real informant is probably out of the state 
waiting to be called to testify against Weaver. 

about Campbell sources primarily out of 
Bonners Ferry, Idaho of all places. This 

The Drug Enforcement Agency has recently was a “set up” to paint Gritz with 
been trying to “set up” Declarant on bogus Campbell’s. radical publications and pro- 
claims, even though Declarant does no nouncements, since Gritz was scheduled 
drugs, etc. Declarant just had a highly to and did arrive in Portland, Oregon the 
documented report filed with DEA October next morning. The whole affair was so 
22, 1992. dumb and corrupt that Gritz would likely 

r]H: I sincerely hope you are NOT have at least looked into it. However, 
SKIMMING this information. Thiti is so Campbell had a mobile phone and was on 
very important that I cannot stress the Tom Valentine’s Radio Free America radio 
need for proper intake of this informa- show live for about three hours describing 
tion. PLEASE, READ IT CAREFULLY- the entire siege in real time and firsthand. 
YOU ARE THE ONLY ONES WHO CAN Apparently people like Frank Isbell got a 
AND WILL SAVE THE VERY LIVES OF clear enough picture of Campbell’s plight 
THESE PEOPLE SET UP FOR DESTRUC- from Campbell’s point of view to “talk him 
TION.] down’ and into surrendering by about 

The real likely scenario is simple. It is 4:00 a.m. Saturday before Gritz arrived in 
true that the government had long desired Oregon. Declarant had established a 
to destroy Randy Weaver, including for his mechanism to ‘outspin” the White House 
almost being elected Sheriff of the Idaho dirty trick spin doctors, which was fortu- 
area. Weaver promised to avoid assisting nately unnecessary to invoke. Interestingly, 
in persecution of people who refused to pay Campbell is probably the key post-Assault 
real property taxes, based on religious at Ruby Creek investigator, and one of the 
reasons. Localtestimony states that Weaver first publishers of a book on the Weaver 
won the election, but that the election was case. Further, Campbell reported to people 
immediately rigged-back to keep Weaver which Declarant trusts that he has evi- 
from receiving his office due him. However, dence and proof of fraud, corruption and 
Frank Kumnick was holed up like Weaver coverup of corruption on the Governor of 
during the Assault at Ruby Creek because Idaho (also arrested by Gritzand Declarant) 
Frank Kumnick knew he was next to die in and the judges in this case, Cr. No. 92-060. 
the event that Weaver was terminated ac- It appears that since Campbell was at- 
cording to Sessions’ plan (the head of FBI’s tacked away from his ranch, that some 
Criminal Investigation Division was run- investigative workproduct was seized by 
ning the operation minute by .minute until agents of Sessions and Bush. 
Sessions was arrested by Gritz). The truth Declarant is being scheduled to testify 
is that since the INSLAW case was about to in Denver, Colorado in the case of Stu 
face yet another Independent Counsel bur- Webb, a government victim noted on page 
den for President Bush in the middle of a two of Exhibit =Bn hereto. Webb is sched- 
reelection campaign. [Editor’s note: We are uled to file his declaration regarding gov- 
quoting directly from the document and ernment corruption and coverup of cor- 
feel obligated not to change it even where ruption in this case, Cr. No. 92-080, to- 
we might improve its readability.] There gether with others whose names appear in 
was no way the Department of Justice Exhibit ‘B” hereto, including Captain Gun- 
could allow Barry Kumnick to testify before ther Russbacher. Webb has been held in 
the Senate Intelligence Committee. The solitary and given one meal a day for-a&g- 
Department of Justice needed to squeeze edly making a harassing phone call, and 
Frank Kumnick in order to force Barry withno indictmentagainst him. Webb told 
Kumnick out of hiding, making the assault Declarant information that appears to in- 
on Weaver rather a “watch the birdie” in elude Bush’s son being involved with CIA 
the eyes of Main Justice and the “spin drug smuggling and money laundering 
doctors” of the White House. activities. When Webb obtained a very 

This case, Cr. No. 92-080 is of national 
importance and is full of corruption and 
coverup of corruption by officers and agents 
of the U.S. government, certainly from 
both the Executive and Judiciary Branches. 

INDEX OF EXHIBITS 

A. Affidavit of Lt. Col. James ‘Bo” 
Gritz, dated October 11, 1992, which is a 
transcript of a speech this Independent 
U.S. Presidential Candidate gave in Se- 
attle, Washington on October 3, 1992. I 
attended that speech personally and have 
an audio tape of same. The marks on the 
first page are from an over-inked-note on- 
the mailing envelope (34 pages). 

B. De_claration of Rodney F. Stich, 
dated October lS,I992, entitled Pattern of 
Killings, Mysterious Deaths, and Persecu- 
tion of Informants, Whistleblowers,. Pro- 
testing Victims, Related to October Sur- 
prise; Inslaw; ,Chapter 11 Corruption; CIA 
Drug Smuggling; Looting of America’s Sav- 
ings and Loans; Judicial and Justice De- 
partment Corruption (9 pages). 

C. Section One: (85 pages) 
Updated Memorandum from Eric Aaron 

‘Lighter to the Honorable J. Clifford Wallace, 
Chief Judge of the Ninth Circuit, San Fran- 
cisco, California, re: Grand Jury Tamper- 

. 

.I 
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ing Affecting the Ninth Circuit, filestamped tion; and apparently an individual being and correct to the best of Declarant’s 
received October 8, 1992: manipulated by the Secret Service. knowledge. This declaration is executed 

a. Copy of same filestamped re- D. Section One: (205 pages) this 23rd day of October, 1992. 
ceived October 8, 1992 by the San War and Emergency Powers, Seizure Ilegal signature affixed) 
Francisco, California Secret Service; of All Property, Both Personal and Real, ERIC AARON LIGHTER 

b. Copy of same filestamped re- by John Nelson and edited by Dr. Eugene Declarant 
ceived October 8, 1992 by Robert T. Schroder, August 1992. Veracity of the above confirmed per 
Parry, President and CEO, and Ken- Section Two: extensive 
neth R. Binning, Vice President, Fed- Declaration of Cause and Necessity to white collar crime investigation 
era1 Reserve Bank of San Francisco; Abolish and Declaration of Separate and thereof: 

c. Copy of same filestamped re- Equal Station, by John Nelson, dated 
ceived October 8, 1992 by Ralph February 21, 1992. Ilegal signature affixed1 
Garcia, Office of Inspector General, Section Three: WALTER WILLIAM GLASS, III of Cor- 
Western Region, Investigations, De- Brandeis Brief in Support of Declara- pus Christi, Texas. 
partment of Treasury; tion of Cause and Necessity to Abolish 

d. Copy of same filestamped re- and Declaration of Separate and Equal *** 

ceived October 8, 1992 by Regional Station, by John Nelson, dated Septem- You need a respite, please, then we shall 
Director for Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire- ber 5, 1992. continue right on. Thank you. 
arms in San Francisco, California. Section Four: 
Section Two: Emergency Powers Statutes, Report 10/31/92 #3 HATONN 
Portion of certified letters dated Otto- of the Special Committee on the Termi- 

ber 10, 1992 from Eric Aaron Lighter, nation of the National Emergency, United MEMORANDUM 
which prove Misprision of Felony by the States Senate, November 19, 1973. 
Judges in this case, Cr. No. 90-080, E. Section One: To: Doug Doig, FIJA National Co- 
regarding his voluntary, material felony Brave New World Order versus Ameri- ordinator. 
confession to $50 Billion tax fraud also can, dated October 20, 1992, by John From: Eric Aaron Lighter, An As- 
committed by officers and agents of the Salter (10 pages), plus Declaration of sault at Ruby Creek Witness. 
U.S. government even to the cabinet level; John Salter dated October 23, 1992, P.O. Box 39 13, Honolulu, Hawaii 
letter to: confirming key portions of INSLAW mat- 968 12; (808) 52 l-9 189 

a. William Sessions, Director of ters in this Declaration (1 page). Date: October 19, 1992 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Section Two: Call to Action: Your Entering the USA v. 
Washington, D.C.; Letter dated September 1992 from Randy Weaver, et al. Cases. 

b. Honorable J. Clifford Dr. Paul Kenyon, M.D. regarding Food (Or: Effective Debifurcation vs. Bifurca- 
Wallace, Chief Judge of the Circuit and Drug Administration terrorism, with tion) 
Court for the Ninth Circuit, San Fran- various cases in point and evidence (38 
cisco, California; pages). The American Jurisprudence system 

C. Shirley D. Peterson, Com- The above exhibits demonstrate the is on automatic bifurcation (separation) 
missioner of the Internal Revenue veracity and credibility of this Declara- of cases (issues) leading even to bifurca- 
Service, Washington, D.C.; tion and also the laser focused poignancy, tion of the truth via taking issues and 

d. Henry E. Hudson, Director, admissibility and pertinency of the con- ,facts out of context. For example, this 
U.S. Marshals Service, Department of tent in the abovesaid memo (attached can be done by manipulation of indict- 
Justice, Washington, D.C.; without exhibit reference, and located ments to sometimes (often?) omit excul- 

e. Regional Director, U.S. Bu- before Declaration Index hereto) from patory evidence...“Dear jury, just look 
reau of Prisons, Western Region, Declarant to dated October 19, 1992. at this horrible fact but don’t look at the 
Dublin, California; Further note the clear and convincing Constitution and witnesses, etc.” I per- 

f. William Barr, U.S. Attorney arguments in the national George Bush manently prejudiced the Weaver case 
General, Washington, D.C.;] (plus William Rehnquist and William by, as a key witness of public record 

g * Robert T. Parry, President Barr) arrest petition, a confirmation and (Boundary County Recorder’s Office 8/ 
and Chief Executive Officer, San Fran- expansion of the Ruby Creek citizen’s 3 l/92 as Dot. No. 0167812), before 
cisco Federal Reserve Bank, San Fran- arrest, see Exhibit “Misprision” of the Weaver surrendered, putting the judges 
cisco, California; September 24, 1992 Affidavit of Eric on judicial notice of most of the relevant 

h. Michael W. Huggins, Direc- Aaron Lighter, Re: Misprision of Felony facts that the indictments overlooked 
tor, U.S. Bureau of Prisons, Washing- Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. subsets. 4 and and that Jerry Spence was unable to 
ton, D.C.; 3501: Affidavit of Kevin D. Schmid; Cer- enter. Within the some five inches of 

i. William H. Rehnquist, Chief tificate of Service, which is a part of and highly exhibited evidence was the entire 
Justice, U.S. Supreme Court, Wash- attached to abovesaid September 25, Winter 1992 FIJActivist which greatly 
ington, D.C. 1992 certified package to the judges assisted getting one Loren Hardy re- 
Section Three: named above in the first paragraph of leased from prison (he was judged to be 
Certified letter dated October 1, 1992 this Declaration. That is, the presump- insane BEFORE a psychiatric exam after 

from alleged chief psychic for Central tion of government righteousness is filing affidavits of himself and a key 
Intelligence Agency and its Director Rob- clearly no longer appropriate or based on witness, re: murder of his partner by an 
ert Gates; whose resume claims solving fact. IRS-CID special agent). . Further, I con- 
gun running operation problems for and/ The foregoing is hereby attached to fessed to the $50 Billion in tax fraud (as 
or about Lt. Col. Oliver North, plus dis- Declarant’s personal tax return, and a copy of what I and others caught fed- 
covering where the missing drugs for therefore Declarant is presumed correct. era1 officers and agents doing, who were 
arms payoff cache for the Iran Contra I, Erick Aaron Lighter, declare under blessed by the court for per no wrongdo- 
case was hidden; filestamped by the penalty of perjury, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ing). I have invited. a few others to enter 
Honolulu Federal Bureau of Investiga- subset. 1746, that the foregoing is true their affidavits under my name as my 
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experts, including Bo Gritz, John Nelson, 
Bill Benson, Jack, McLamb and John 
Prukop. I now askyou to be and/or seek 
out the experts in this country to enter 
their affidavits/declaration/ statements. 

How? The government comes to court 
with the presumption that it is correct. 
Upon deeper analysis, this can be seen 
to be merely a function of the presump- 
tion that the government is righteous: 
which means to be a huge wall to over- 
come. By de-bifurcating various cases/ 
instances that demonstrate by physical 
evidence/proof that the government is 
not righteous, we can have more than 
the power of a good RICO case. That is, 
let these cases snowball, except that we 
would have a rockball rolling onto case 
after case. In illustration, note that two 
top CIA Whistleblowers are about to en- 
ter the Weaver case in this fashion; and 
then I have cause to enter into their 
cases with power to overcome the wall 
called “presumption of righteousness”. 
To continue, let’s say I sell most of my 
damage claims to a corporation and the 
1,000 participants in this affidavited de- 
bifurcation event each receives one share 
of stock. These 1,000 people then be- 
come parties. The court has no grounds 
to oppose capitalism, and is in fact effec- 
tively sworn to defend it. Thus we have 
effectively de-bifurcated cases but bifur- 
cated standing. Please ask people you 
know that are experts on the New World 
Order, Tax Abuses, and Other Govern- 
ment Abuses to enter into the Weaver 
case in the highest formalistic- style with 
as much physical evidence as possible 
(huge, highly exhibited affidavits are 
best). Take Capitol Hill by tearing down 
this phoney but tough rubber mountain. 

[Editor’s note: Commander Hatonn 
has asked that it be noted here that, 
“There is more information included in 
the document from Lighter but we have 
neither the time nor the space to run it in 
the LIBERATOR. “I 

7x WORD 
Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions of 

some taped topics, ME W0IZ0 is now also offering other tapes and videos on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are S4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes and 52.50 

per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are 53.00 each. 

(Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) 

Postage is included in tape and transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: l?lE W07ZQ P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, CA 93582 

or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, Discover or 

Master Card. 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a 550 

donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your balance reaches 

zero. 

[Legal signature] 
Eric Aaron Lighter 

*** 
I am simply going to leave the aforegoing 
information with you. There is much of 
the material remaining which is not rel- 
evant to the immediate problems and 
incarcerations of ones who are innocent 
and must have immediate attention by, 
say, the Constitutional Law Center. I do, 
however, remind you ones that if you 
want such assistance (and the very next 
ONE could be YOU), you are going to 
have to do it because I am having a hard 
enough time simply keeping Ekkers in 
one piece and alive and in their own 
house while we do this massive amount 
of work. 

I believe that there have been meet- 
ings this day regarding possibilities of 
enlarging the facilities and capabilities 
of the Law Center and I will ask that a 
report be made to you readers ASAP. 
There is only so much that can be done 
until -you ‘want to ‘fix this mess.’ It* is 

Special Order tapes are noted below by l and are not automatically sent since this material is 

usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in bold in 

parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 
2/22/92(4); 3/l 4/92(4); 7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

3/2 l/92(2); 3/28/92( 1); 4/4/92(3); 7/l 2/92(3); 

4/l 2/92(2) a talk at local Community Church; 7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
4/l 3/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“; 7/26/92(3); 

4/l 7/92( 1) # Who Were the First Christians. 7” S/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

4/25/92(2) l # ‘The Photon Belt”; W/92(2); 
4/26/92(3); S/l /92(l) “L.A. Riots and S/3 l/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 

The Bigger Plan”; 9/S/92(2); 

S/2/92(3); 9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

5/S/92(2) radio talk show; 1 O/4/92(3); 

S/9/92(4); 1 O/l O/92(2); 

5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars”; 1 O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European visitors 1 O/24/92(2); 

over lunch; 11 /l/92(2). 

5/l 6/92(3); S/23/92(2); 
S/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and Places In 

SPECIAL AUDIO, 8/l 6/92(3)*, Bo Critz speech iI 

Between” tapes l-3; 
Tehachapi; 

6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); 
SPECIAL VIDEO, 8/l 6/92, Tehachapi Citizen! 

6/l 3/92(3); 6/2 l/92(3); 6/27/92(2); 
Rally featuring Col. James “Bo” Critz, S12; 

6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK,Salt LakeCity, SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Steven Vaus-WE MUST 

UT; TAKE AMERICA BACK” available for $5; 

6/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and Places In SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Brent Moorhead-“LET’S 

Between” tapes 4-6; TAKE OUR NATION BACK” available for 45. 

ME k’oTL0 NOW ACCEPTS VISA, DISCOVER OR MASTER CARD 

exactly as with the election and the gov- 
ernment-if YOU don’t act-who -will? 
The ones who have carried this banner 
are exhausted. Where we go from here is 
solely up to you for as with Perot: “You 
are the Boss and I am just Ross”-but 
the workers are weary, out of funds and 
can no longer do it without your inclu- 
sive help. 

THE BATTLE’ DOES NOT EVEN 
HARDLY BEGIN ON TUESDAY! HOW 
WILLING ARE YOU TO WIN THE WAR? 
WE SHALL SEE. 

Hatonn to clear, please. 

l . 

FUNDING 

THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE 

AND 

THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER 

Funds in Banks, Stocks, Bonds, Mu- 
tual Funds and U.S. Treasuries all 
help support the Adversary. 

Funds in the Phoenix Institute help to 
support the work of the Hosts, The 
Constitutional Law Center and pub- 
lishing/distributing The Word. Tax 
Deductible contributions can be made_ 
to the Court of Last Resort. 

For information please telephone 
(805) 822-0601. Thank You. 

h 
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Our Countrv’s Fate 
aJ 

(Continued from page 1) 

“...well, Mr. Perot never had more than people of the world? 
16% of the voters on his side-what did I believe you can say with clarity- 
you expect?” Then, they will PROVE it to life as you have known it-ends or 
you with all these daily multi-showings of begins on Wednesday, November 4th. 
polls and false numbers and other to.tal 1992 in your time of counting. 
fabrications. Will you accept it? We shall And now a bit of inspiration from our 
see! beloved Ken Coons: 

BOILS DOWN TO CHOICES THE SIMPLE ANSWER 

The Ekkers are faced with having to 
KNOW that the price of “all they have” and 
a place to live, along with their very physi- 
cal survival rests upon stopping theirwork. 
The courts have made it very, very clear 
that they will deprive them of all justice on 
any pretense or another. It is an evil 
conspiracy but there is nothing they as 
individuals can do against it. I will not 
ask them to do more. 

Why must we mortals suffer from our 
trials day by day 

And still not learn the lessons from our 
pain? 

you rebuild in freedom even if it be seem- 
ingly most fundamental as you come to see 
that which has been stolen and taken from 
you. What will be offered by the “Elite One 
Worlders” is and will be chosen from only 
the Elite ‘chosen” presentations intended 
to brain-death you. With controlled presses 
and distribution-THESE WONDROUS 
GIFTS OF BROTHERS SHALL BE LOST 
FOREVER INTO THE DARKNESS OF THIS 
EVOLVING “FALL” UPON YOU. AH, THE 
ADVERSARY LAUGHS AS HE WITNESSED 
YOUR BABIES, AND YOURSELVES, 
DRESSED UP AND EMULATING ‘HIM” 
FOR THE WHOLE OF THE WEEK AND 
NOW YOU PREPARETO “VOTE” HIM “IN” 
TO FULL POWER WHILE YOU PREPARE 
FOR HIS NEXT MAJOR HOLIDAY- 
CHRISTMAS! PONDER IT, STUDENTS. 
YOUHAVECOME“ALONGWAY,BABY”- 
INTO THE CLUTCHES OF HELL. 

We oft repeat the empty words, 
“There has to be a better way, m 
While standing naked in the winter rain 
We wish to cling to others for security 

and strength, 

I believe it becomes obvious WHY there 
would be no information, that even re- 
motely looks like a third party, has a 
prayer of winning-so that you will vote 
for one of the two ‘FIXED” and 
‘GROOMED FOR THE ELITE ORDER” 
henchmen. This Congress of yours is 
fully dependent on their very survival by 
the loss of you-the-people. There are 
trillions and trillions of dollars at stake 
for these criminals. They have tried to 
keep plans secret-we have spilled them 
along with other patriots but how long do 
you think a Perot or a Gritz can last if 
this final curtain falls again into the hands 
of the Elite One Worlders? 

And doing so we tie that binding cord 
That takes away our self esteem, 
And then as we reduce its length 
We bare our neck and cower before the 

sword. 

Will GOD still listen to you? GOD 
WILL ALWAYS LISTEN TO YOU, INTO 
INFINITY-BUT YOU WILL HAVE CHO- 
SEN IN SPITE OF HIS DIRECTIVES FOR 
YOU WILL HAVE PROVEN THAT YOU 
WILL NOT LISTEN UNTO HIM1 Is it not 
wondrous, however, to have the measur- 
ing rod so neatly presented? Indeed, we 
shall see! 

We haoe to think it over, is our favorite 
excuse, 

Though we have pondered it for many 
days. 

It’s easier to procrastinate 
And live in comfort with a truce, 
And who knows, someday we may 

change our ways. 

This is WHY I have pushed to get 
information regarding patriots and 
whistleblowers, not the least of which 
are my own brothers, out there into the 
public-so that it is public and it is not 
as easy to murder in full view of all you- 
the-people, even if they CAN do so. How- 
ever, you will note the remarkable ways 
in which they produce their heinous 
crimes and how you people relish it and 
feed on the blood of it. You have been 
programmed and conditioned to not even 
SEE what goes on- much less react to it. 
If you are homeless and hungry or drunk 
and sick-you cannot care about chil- 
dren in Somalia or a few Satanic parties 
being thrown for your babies. 

But that someday eludes us and we 
suffer more and more, 

For we sink down into a comfort zone. 
The dreams in timejust fade away 
And life becomes a pointless bore, 
We find ourselves unhappy and alone. 
How simple is the answer that can solve 

Armageddon has already begun-on 
Wednesday you will know which you 
have done-squelched the fire or poured 
gasoline upon it! What will your ortho- 
dox preachers of “voted-in” religion tell 
you on Wednesday? You are STILL IN 
FOR MAJOR SURPRISES BEFORE OF- 
FICE-TAKING IF BUSH IS ELECTED- 
COUNT ON IT. FEAR? INDEED-PRE- 
CIOUS ONES, THIS DAY, SUNDAY, THE 
FIRST, IFEARASIWATCHYOUSTRUG- 
GLE. SWITCH AND FRAZZLED. As a 
school master with hisstudents about 
to take the biqggest and most impor- -_ - 
tant examination of their lives which 
upon rests their vem lives-V” AM IN 

this senseless woe. FEAR-NOT %CARED”-I UFEAR FOR 
BECOME THE MASTER OF YOUR EV- YOU”! GOD please, Father, keep us all 

ERY THOUGHT. for we are about to test the very ‘free- 
Then you can cut the binding cord will” of MAN, Your greatest creation and 
That maIces you slave from hea& to toe, I, too, am helpless to change of the deci- 
And only then can you improve your lot. sions. 
For thoughts can be our masters or our We have worked hard throughout all 

slaves, as we may choose, hours for these past four years to meet 
They only bring us what we may allow. this challenge and I, your brother, see 
Cut off the thought thatpulls you down how you CAN DO IT AND CHANGE THIS 
And causes you to doubt and lose, PLANET INTO GOODNESSASTHE OPEN- 
And you will have your heaven here and ING FLOWER UNTO THE SUN-BUT IN 

?UlW. THE WAITING, I TOO-FEAR! THY WILL 
BE DONE, FATHER, AND MAY WE EVER 

It was interesting to note that a cata- [This was written by Ken in 1982 at age SERVE WHICHEVER IS DELIVERED 
log arrived to Dharma-for cookbooks. 49, in Boulder City, Nevada. He wrote it to UNTO TO US TO BEAR-FOR WE ARE 
Hundreds upon hundreds of ways to help a loved one-IT HELPS US ALL! Thank READY IN THY SERVICE. THINE CHIL- 
prepare abundant foods-except there YOU-1 DREN AWAIT THY WILL. 
were certainly no recipes for Somalian A point in point: If we can win this Please, brethren, KNOW it is as hard 
cuisine or Sarajevo puddings. There was round, we can publish thewondrous JOUR- for me this day as it is for you for I 
a noticeable absence of Zulu mousse or NALS and poetries for they would be re- have been allowed to give you NO 
SOUD Kitchen pheasant. Where are you spected and floutish for your support 8s MORE IN PROOF of myself, lest you 
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make choices based on the WRONG 
conclusiops. WE ARE EITHER FOR 
GOD IN GOODNESS INTENT AND BE- 
LIEF-OR WE ARE NOT-AND NO 
AMOUNT OF MAGIC WILL MAKE IT 
DIFFERENT WITHIN THE SOUL BEING 
OF MAN. 

You who think I am but the teacher 
of Dharma and ones of you who are 
within this segment of circle-nay, 
nay-1 also teach Gritz, Perot, Lighter, 
Weaver and uncounted others as per- 
sonal guide and friend. It is only that 
through “here” do we put it to paper- 
the others must simply hear within 
and if it be hard for YOU-grant the 
incredible decisions of these others, 
who do not have even this much upon 
which to base decisions (for they have 
not realized the Truth of it) and con- 
fuse the resource. Choose well, and we 
can share this journey in its fullness- 
choose poorly and the journey is going 
to be very, very hard and, yes, I too, 
fear that I have not reached enough in 
my Father’s work and NAME. Some- 
times, the physical anticipation of 
such as crucifixion is but naught com- 
pared to awaiting of you, my brothers, 
to see if I have reached you THIS 
TIME. 

Who will tarry with me in THIS 
garden while we await? Yes, yes, 
Dharma, I KNOW, precious ones who 
will sit with me in this “watch”. 

You are so near to seeing and re- 
ceiving the KING OF KINGS-within 
the days in counting upon thine one 
hand of fingers-or bearing the dark- 
ness into thine inability to do the 
counting. WHO WILL KEEP WATCH 
WITH ME- THIS TIME!?? 

Dharma, you and I have done that 
which we can this day at this keyboard. 
We meet this afternoon and we will share 
these things-but the limitations of time 
all but bears it impossible to change of 
the stream. I ask that you set this to 
phone line in last petition for this event 
ahead and send it unto our brothers who 
have struggled long and hard, i.e. Gritz, 
etc. The independents could release 
their people and urge a united front 
beyond which the liars could not de- 
ceive-but it must come from THEM for 
I can do no more. YOU MUST HAVE 
CHANGE WITH ABILITY TO TAKE AC- 
TIONS AND YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN A 
PERSON WILLING TO TAKE THE HEAT- 
IF YOU ARE WILLING TO DO THE COOK- 
ING! SALU. A MASSIVE WORD COULD 
BE SENT FORTHTHIS DAY THROUGH 
TUESDAY TO UNITE BEHIND PEROT. 
Will you do it? Please, call those cam- 
paign headquarters and DEMAND IT- 
YOUR LIFE DEPENDS UPON THAT 
WHICH YOU DO IN THESE TWO SHORT 
DAYS 0% COUNTING. SC BE IT. 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

-1 PHO$NIX 

I 
I By Sananda, Lord 

” 

ichaei, St. Germain 
5.95 + SHIPPING...192pg ,..Mass Market Paporb 

I ISBN: O-922356-85 &..November 199 

This JOURNAL contains instructions and rules 
to live by which will keep you firmly on the 
lighted path of God. The Cosmic Brothers 
explain that by understanding and living God3 
Laws of Balance, you will obtain your ticket 
for graduation off of this planetary dimension. 
This manual presents the Eighteen Cosmic 
Laws of Balance of God including The Highest 
Law of The Creation, How to Recognize the 
Anti-Christ Within, Understanding Personal 
Responsibility and the Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors). 

ONE Do2zN (12) COPIES! 

$40.00 
4P-T-m 

AbiEllICAWESTDt~~~ 
P. 0. BOX 2208 

Carson City, NV 89702 Lyti Truth You 

Order W Will FrnOl 
TOLL-FREE 

(800)729-4131 
Customer Service (702) 885-0700 

Fax (702) 8850713 

A Very Special Announcement 
And Heart - Felt Thank You 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR would like to announce that the wheels are currently in motion to 
purchase and install a professional-quality DIGITAL ANNOUNCEMENT MACHINE--like you hear 
when calling movie theatre chains for information--for our tilkp/ione fitfine (see back page). Righi 
now, that means an initial expansion from the current, m overworked, 1 phone line to 5 lines, with 
total future capability up to 30 lines. We are deeply gvutefif for the generosity of Dr. Pierre Cloutiel 
from Canada and Ms. Helen C. from Washington State. They heard the call (from page 48 of the 10, 
13192 LIBERATOR) and responded in the best and highest spirit of giving for their brothers’ benefit 

--__I_ -_-__-_I .-.__ ----.-. -- _I.____- _-____._ ---.--. -dmerT?m- c : . 
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Pleiades Connection Series JOURIVALS, Audio Books 

w US two other JOURNALS of related material) 
THE FOLLOWING JOURNALS 
MAY OZ’fLy BE PURCHASED 
FROM THE SOURCE BELOW: 

Tehachapi Distributing, Inc 
P. 0. Box 1911, suite 122 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 
(805) m-9545 

******+ 

PLEIADES CONNECTION SERIES: 

The following series of Journals (or 
audiobook sets) are called “The Pleiades 
Connection” series because a goodly 
number of Earth humans are from the 
lineage of ones from Pleiades. 

(K22) PLEIADES CONNECIYION 
Vol. I 

by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
$10.00... 165pp 

ISBM &9223%31-9...w90 
or Audiobook (7 tapes) 

$30.00 

Whataretheoriginsofhum~? Whatisman’s 
pulposeone!alth? Inthisczmpemgand 
pdoundJOURNALthe~Iinkwiththe 
star system Fleiades is given. Covering a vast 
mnge of topics, a numbtx of important issues 
axe expkmd, in&ding: ‘Ihe basic diff- 
be!hweathereligiousbelie~ofChtistianityalld 
the spiritual “Christ” way of life * The advan- 
tages of Dome housing * PI&Iii cosmonauts 
* The “Golden” Age * The purpose of plan- 
etary cycles * Rules goveming Pleiadian Con- 
tacts * The Ancients/Native people and their 
connection to Pleiades. 

(KU) GOD SAID: 
LET THERE BE LIGHT 

Pleiades Connection -Vol. II 
by Hatonn & &main 

$10.00...223pp 
ISBNZ ~922356-424...6/91 

or Audiobook (8 tapes) 
$30.00 

ThenatureofGcxiandCreationisLIGHT. This 
JOURNAL offers a comprehensive under- 
standing of our very nature, whm we came 
fromandultimately~mto,andhowtoc~ 
balance. Among the vast array of concepts 
which are presenti Expansion and Compres- 
sionequals lifiz&athcycles *Thetruemeaning 
ofsensa!ion,consciousness,CosmicCunscious- 
ness, “thinking”, Imagination and Inspiiion 
*IUusionandReality*HowtoICNOWGod* 
The Voi&nce Princiile * Two-Way Univeme 
* Polarity * The principle, law and symbol of 
Lme * Wave fields * Cubes, Spheres, and 
Spinals inName. 
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(#32) I AND My FATHER ARE ONE 
Pleiides CoMedon -Vol. III 

by I-~&M & t&main 
$10.00...238pp 

ISBM 0-9223s7.. .6/91 
or Audiobook (9 tap& 

$30.00 

Master Germain details the nature of God/ 
C&r and how He Creates. The various 
explanations include: the True Nature of 
electricity, gravitation, magnetism * heat and 
cold * The undivided light, the divided light * 
cubes/spheres * centering * the power of 
Desire * simulated idea and energy * duality of 
electric effect * the nature of matter * the One 
idea (Iove) of Creation. Germain also explains 
themisconceptionsofscien~aboutenergyand 
matter * The Mother/Father light is defined. 

(#33) MURDER tiY ATOMIC SUICIDE 
Pleiades &me&ion -Vol. IV 

byGamain&&iatonn 
$lO.oo... 14spp 

ISBN: o-922354-47-5...7/91 
or Audiobook (5 tape) 

$25.00 

Gumainpresentsthede&&ofwhatm&ing 
atomsaze,whycertainatomsandmineaalszue 
tobeleftinthtinaturalstateandtheamse- 
quencesofvioIatingNatu&lawsandpm- 
asses. Weafewamedaboutlhedangerand 
se!4iousnessofatomicenugyandthe~g 
nuclearw&unin&n to the survival of all life 
onthisplanet. 

(#34) PHONE HOME, ET 
Pleiides Connection -Vol. V 

by fitonn & &!.rmain 
$15.oo...l9opp 

Includes Two Audio Tapes 
ISBNZ o-922356-48-3...8/91 

or Audiobook (7 tapes) 
$30.00 

Germin stresses the importance of commun- 
ion (meditation) with God and gives excellent 
“how to” instructions to accomplish successful 
communication with God. There are two 
instructive audio tapes to assist in relaxation, 
clearing your space and relinquishing your 
ego-amciousnessto receiveinspiration, knowl- 
edge and guidance from God. 

(#35) THE SACRED SPIRIT WlTHIN 
Pkiides Connection -Vol. VI 
by HatonnIAton & Germain 

$10.00...239pp 
ISBN O-92235&50-5...8/91 

or Audiobook (6 tapes) 
$2!5.00 

Godwiuworktiyou,no~jbryou. Within 
these pages, find the wisdom of this truth. 
Gelmain, & ~&jpj&rlipri~le, clearly 

explains and defmes: Higher Knowledge * 
CauseandEf%ct*theMysteryofGravity*the 
Spiritual basis of Polarity * the Law of Rhyth- 
mic Balanced Interchange in nature * the Birth 
of Character and Righteousness * Cosmic 
Consciousness * How Equal-Opposite pairs 
achieve unity * Universal Rhythm * why the 
l.awsofGodbringBalance*rbePamlyzing 
role of Fear * the Nature of Free Will. 

(#36) HUMAN, THE SCIENCE OF MAN 
Pleiides coMection -Vol. VII 

by Germain & Hatonn/Aton 
$10.oo...l%pp 

ISBN: o-9223%513...8/91 
or Audiobook (6 tapes) 

$25.00 

The very nature of God and the structuxeof the 
Universe are examined. The vast range of 
topics in this JOURNAL include: Reincarna- 
tion, cycling and Immortality * Intenvorkings 
l3tSeea the Divided and the Undivided Uni- 
verse*Godcrea&onebasictbnn*theLight 
Wave Principle * Desire based upon Knowi- 
edge*WhyAction/Reactionareequal,oppo- 
siteandsimulta1~0us*Whatish4otion?+What 
is Time? * the principles of Manifestation + lhe 
Voidance principlfz * Senses vs. Kmwving * 
soul-wiuvs.Ego-wil1*Radiati0Ilcurd&zla- 
tion*monzonCauseandEGct*Peffectionof 
God’s Law * and the Purpose of Cdon. 

(&37)!XIENCEOFTHECOSMOS 
Pleia&s Camnedon -Vol. VIII 
by HatodAton & Gem& 

$10.00...l97pp 
ISBN: 0-922356-521...9/91 

or Audiobook (5 tapes) 
$25.00 

Geimain pmt.9 more of the working details 
of the Cosmos, Universe and what God is and 
how the cycles of perceived death and life 
actually function. Also: How to Know God * 
Manifestation of Love in Character * God’s 
Purposeful Intent for Man * the tragedy of 
Modern Science * the Principles of Heat and 
Cold, water and fire * the Seven New Laws of 
Thermodynamics * the Spiral Principle * 
Nature’s sex principle * the Nature of right * 
Transmutation of matter * Purpose ofthe Cube 
in Nature * more on Expansion and Compres- 
sion. 

TWO ADDITIONAL JOURNALS; 

(#8) AID% THE LAST GREAT 
PLAGUE 

by !handa, HatoM, Ashtar Tesla & 
RuseI 

$lO.oo... lsopp 
ISBN: 04223%04-1 

The deceptive origins of this man-pmduced 
dkaseiaxext3caled,includingthelinkwith 

cattleandsheepviruses. ‘I%esoberingi 
tion of AIDS as a means for population n&c- 
tion by the World Health Or-on &mugh 
the Smallpox Vtination program is exposed, 
as well as involvement by the Public Health 
Service thmugh a Hepatitis B study on homo- 
sexual men in New Yodc, Los Angeles and San 
Fxancisa~ Leamoftheuniquemutatingability 
ofthiivimsandwhythereisnosuchthingas 
“safe sex ” . vii are crystauine strum, 
andtherefote,maybe&stmyedthmughtheuse 
of electromagnetic sound and light frequencies. 
The cutting-edge research of Strecka, Rife, 
Priors, Russell, Crane, Cathie and Tesla are 
explolwl in thii profound and troubling work. 
Become informed by the story behind the story 
you are beiig told. 

(#30) MA’ITER 
ANTI-MATTER 

by Gyemgos Cmes Hato~~ 
$10.00...218pp 

ISBNE w223s&s6 

IhtOM~~nnationabOUt~, 

including some of their specific “ham&c” 
titquencieaalldmani~onsatcutain~ 
oftheFGuthGridSystem+Spxe-Shuttie 
hglxM*skuuandBonessocietyRevealed+ 
AltitkiiLifeformcalledRobotoids,synth~- 
ics&Neutn&*Lit&GrayAliens*Middle 
East War * Bush’s trip to Paris * F&ma 
Pmphec~*666andBmrCodesandoriginof 

usury. 

ORDERINGINlURMATION 

No fhi& t2u&, 
Billing, or WD Omh 

Shipping charges for individual JOURNALS 
me $3.75 lst title for UPS shipping, $0.75 each 
additionaltitle; or$2.50 Bookmtelsttitle, $1.00 
each additional. 

10% price discount on 4 or moxe JOURNALS 
when not o&ring complete sets (same ship 
ping fates as above). 

pleiades Connection Series* (81: 
shipped UPS = $78.25 
shipped Bookrate = $81.75 

Pleiades Connection Series* (8) dus AIDS 
&MA’ITfIRANTIMAITER 
(10 books total): 
shipped UPS = $97.00 
shipped Bookmtc = $100.75 

*@rices on sets include 15% discount) 

PLEIADES AUDICM3OOKS 
Pleiades Connection Set of 8 = $194.50 in- 
cludes shipping (and 15 !Xl discount); individual 
audiobooks = $3.75 lst title for UPS shipping, 
$0.75 each additional title; or $2.50 Bookmte 
1st title, $1.00 each additional title. 
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Please Help CLC! PHOENm JOURNALS LIST THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Dear Readers, THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 

The Constitutional Law Center CALLED THE PHOElpfx JOUR- 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
wishes to thank all of you for your aw AND HAVE BEEN WRlTl’EN 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
support and prayers. It is because 
of your dedication toward preserv- 

TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME 45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 

ing the Constitutional rights of 
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DE- 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. l-V 

everyone that we continue to be- 
CEPTIONS AND OTHER CRITICAL 47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 

come increasingly effective. MATIERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A VOL. I 

Currently, we are seeking ex- SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $10 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 

perts in Constitutional Law, as EAcH pLus SH1PP1NG* 
well as other areas of law, to assist 
us with the tremendous research 1. SlPAPU ODYSSEY 
that we must develop. This re- 2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 
search can be done in your area NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
and forwarded to us via fax or SANANDA 
mail. 3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 

We are especially in need of the REMOVED 
legal knowledge of suspended, dis- 4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
barred or retired attorneys and are DISASTER 
desirous of establishing contact 5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
with those who are naturally DON 
“drawn” to the study and practice 
of Constitutional (Common) Law. 

6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 

We urge you to contact us if you, 
FEET FROM HELL 

or someone you know, are avail- 7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 

able to perform such research for 9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 

the Constitutional Law Center. 10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 

And again, we thank you for your 11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 

49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DMNE PLAN VOL. I 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
53. TANGLED WEBS VO. IX 
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 

tremendous support. 
Sincerely, 
Gene Dixon, Director 
Constitutional Law Center 
916-485-7901 

12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 
PHOENIX 
13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 

‘HE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

PHONE LINE 
805-822-0202 

Announcing a new ser- 
vice for our dedicated 
readers. Today’s Watch 
phone line will carry 
news and comments 
fromCommander 
Hatonn’s writings. This 
is our way of keeping 
you informed about 
breaking world events. 

The announcement ma- 
chine will answer after 2 
rings if there are any new 
messages for that day, 
and after 4 rings if not. 
In that way daily callers 
can hang up after 2 rings 
and save toll charges if 
no new message has 
been recorded. The mes- 
sage update(s), if any, 
occur by 6 PM PacificTime. 

14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 

-- 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I &i II (BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES III & IV 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES V & VI 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XIII 86 XIV 
(BOOK) $20.00 
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XV 8& XVI 
(BOOK) $25.00 

FOR II4FORUIATIOI ABOUT 
ANY JOURHALS OR BOOKS 
MENTIONED I10 THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT: 

Americta West Publishers, 

a Nevada corporation 
P.O. Box 2208 

Carson City, Nevada, 89702 
1-800-7294131 

or 
UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC. 
2810 W. Charleston Blvd. Suite G6723 

Las Veeas. NV 89102 
ENTH SEAL l-SO&S’004565 
25. THE BllTER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 

(Mastercard, VISA, Discover) 

THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 
ANY NAME: KHAZARS 

27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNERMANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
PLANET--ZIONISM Is RACISM 

SHIPPING CHARGES: 
USA(exceptAlaska&Haumiij 

UPs-$3.75 1 st title, $. 75 ea add? 
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